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Examiner, expert testimonies conflict
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Conflicting testimonies
from the west Kentucky
state medical examiner and
an expert witness for the
defense highlighted day
three of the murder trial of
Angelita Turner, the former
Murray State University student accused of killing her
newborn baby in her dormitory room in March 2001.
Turner, who was 19
when she gave birth to the
baby girl, is accused of
wrapping the baby in a
towel and placing it inside a
garbage bag, causing it to
suffocate. Turner gave birth
to the baby in room 737 of

MSU's Hart College March
27, but did not go to a hospital until the next day.
Dr. Mark LaVaughn, of
the state medical examiner's
office in Madisonville, testified Thursday that autopsy
results showed the infant
was fully developed at the
time of birth, weighing
approximately 5 1/2 pounds
and measuring approximately 18 inches.
LaVaughn
said
the
baby's skin showed no discoloration, and there was no
evidence of abnormality in
its internal organs. He also
said the baby's heart and
lungs were fully developed
and the lungs were partially

expanded, indicating it had
attempted to breath after
being born.
"It's my opinion that the
child was making respiratory efforts," he said. "It wasn't 100 percent full expansion, but there was aeration
in the lungs."
That information, he
said, coupled with information supplied to him on
April 3 by Kentucky State
Police Detective Michelle
Kent that the baby had made
some type of sound after
being born led him to conclude that the baby had suffocated after being placed in
the bag.
"The fact that the infant

made a sound, in my opinion, indicates a live birth,"
LaVaughn said.
In earlier testimony
Thursday, Angelita's 77year-old
grandmother,
Johnnie
Turner,
said
Angelita had told her in a
conversation
at
the
Calloway County Jail that
the baby had made a "gurgling" sound. She also said
that Angelita had told her
nothing of the pregnancy
until after her arrest March
29.
However in expert testimony from defense witness
Dr. Louis Roh, the deputy
chief medical examiner for
Westchester County, N.Y.,

438th MP Company
mobilized for support
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov. Paul Patton
today announced mobilization of the Murraybased 438th Military Police Company in support of Operation Enduring Freedom.
The Kentucky Army National Guard soldiers will be deployed to the U.S. Naval base
at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba to support operations at a detention facility _currently being
used to confine suspected terrorists captured
in the ongoing U.S.-led global war on terror.

reported potentially fatal
abnormalities in the baby's
umbilical cord. A normal
umbilical cord, he said, will
have two arteries and one
vein. Using an enlarged picture of a microscopic slide,
Roh pointed out to the jury
that Angelita's baby girl had
one artery and two veins.
"The baby had a very
serious congenital deformation of the umbilical cord,"
Roh said. "When the baby
has this type of malformation, stillbirth is common.
My opinion is that the baby
was born dead."
In recall testimony,

•See Page 2

KRISTY HOPPER'Ledger & Times photo

LISTENING TO TESTIMONY ... Circuit Court Judge Dennis Foust
listened to testimony provided by State Medical Examiner Dr.
Mark LaVaughn, right, during yesterday's portion of the trial
against Angelita Turner. Also shown is Circuit Clerk Vicki
Wilson.

Murray Board of Education

Powell
seeking
resolution
on Iraq

Commanded by First Lt. Charles T. Hill,
the unit's 124 soldiers have been ordered to
report to their armory on October 1, 2002 and
begin administrative processing and training.
Movement of the 438th MP Company to
its Fort Dix, N.J., mobilization station is
expected to occur in mid-October, with
deployment to Guantanamo Bay scheduled
for early November.
Unit members are expected to remain on
active duty for up to one year.

BZA discuss 'family' suit
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Murray City Council activities started off
by going into executive session Thursday
night.
Prior to the City Council's regular session,
members of the council and the Board of
Zoning Adjustments met to discuss a lawsuit
the BZA was served with in regards to what
defines "family."
Last month, Murray State University students Katherine Fisher and Erin Green filed a
suit in federal court in Paducah claiming that
the city's ordinance's current definition of
family — those related by blood or marriage
— is unconstitutional.
The students were living in a house on
10th Street which is zoned single-family. The
students were denied a conditional use permit
to live in the house by the BZA and were
asked to vacate the premises by May 30. On
May 20, Green and another female, Elizabeth
O'Connell, were granted undivided interest in
the property by deed, making them co-owners.
Green was later charged with a Class B
misdemeanor for not moving out of the house
until August.
City Administrator Don Elias said the
council and BZA went into executive session
to meet with attorney David Walker to discuss the status of the case, saying It is very
early yet."
Soon after the BZA meeting, the council
finance committee met to discuss new tax
rates and utility services. Don Leet, chair of
the finance committee, reviewed the 2002
rates of .3467 per $100 for real estate, and
.3467 per $100 for personal property.

"It is a 2.9 percent increase in a person's
property tax bill," Leet said.
He said one of the reason tax rates increase
is due to state law allowing business to have
tax exempt inventory in transit.
The committee also agreed to set the
CERS Hazardous Duty Tax Rates at .0203 per
$100. The automobile rate remains at .380 per
$100.
The finance committee also discussed
drawing up an ordinance changing utility
rates for the first time since 1994. The new
ordinance would increase connection fees for
water and gas from $10 to $15; reconnect fees
for gas and water from $10 to $25; service
deposit fee for gas from $50 to $100; after
hours reconnect fee for gas and water from
$25 to $50; and an increase in the gas base
rate from $2 to $4 in the city and from $3.50
to $5.50 outside the city.
Both issues were approved.
The council approved a resolution allowing Mayor Freed Curd permission to sign all
documents pertaining to a recently awarded
Community Development Block Grant of
$500,000. Elias said this was the final grant
dealing with the old post office renovation
project.
In other business the city approved the
second reading of three ordinances:
• to remove residential requirements for
law enforcement officers and fire department
personnel.
• to remove the $100 fee attached to demolition permits.
• to update the city's code of ordinances
with the state's building code.

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo

A NEW DOOR TO OPPORTUNITIES ... Officials and other guests gathered
outside Murray Middle School prior to the ribbon cutting to open the
school's new atrium and drive.

Past, future
shown at
MMS

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
-This is the 130th year that schoolchildren have met at Eighth and Main," noted
former Murray High School and Murray
Middle School principal Roy Weatherly.
"We have a rich history, and even in the
hard times, we were always looking and

II See Page 2

By BARRY SCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Secretary
of State Colin Powell is launching
talks with key foreign leaders to see
if they can put together a U.N. resolution that calls on Iraq to submit
to weapons inspections or risk
grave consequences.
Only Britain
stands
firmly
with the United
States in its hardline approach to
Saddam
Iraq's
Hussein.
The
three other permanent members
of the
U.N.
Powell
Security Council,
Russia, China and France, have the
power to veto and torpedo a resolution.
Powell's tough assignment is to
try to gain their support.
think the U.N. Security
Council realizes we have a problem
they have to deal with." the secretary said today.
Interviewed on CBS's "The
Early Show," Powell said that any
new U.N. resolutions "can't be the
kinds of resolutions we've had in
the past."
On ABC's "Good Morning
America,- he said,"There has to be
deadlines this time. In the absence
of deadlines, the Iraqis will string
us out, will try to negotiate away or
simply ignore the resolution."
In a speech Thursday night,
Powell lashed out at the Iraqi
leader.

IN See Page 2

Hazel mayor to receive 2002 MSU Golden Horseshoe honor
Special to the Ledger
Dan Farris, a 1974 sociology and business management
graduate from Murray State
University, has been selected
as the 2002 Golden Horseshoe
recipient by Murray State
Alumni
University
Association.
Established in 1986, the
award recognizes individuals
for their volunteer service to
the university.

As owner
and principal auctioneer of Farris
Auction
Company
since 1990,
Farris has
volunteered
his auction
Farris
talents to support his alma mater in a multitude of endeavors. He donated

his professional services to
MSU's absolute auction of
surplus university property in
1994.
In 1997, Farris and his auction staffjoined hands with the
Murray State University
Alumni Association's efforts
to raise proceeds for a new
alumni center and he has continued this endeavor as he
assisted with four other auctions hosted by the MSU
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Alumni Association.
Through these auctions,
more than $65,000 was raised
for the new center, now a reality at the corner of Arcadia
Drive, across from Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Upon being selected for
promotion to Colonel, Farris
retired from the U.S. Anny. He
was inducted into the service
in 1966 and served 22 years in
various military positions

from the Pentagon to two tours
of duty as a combat leader in
Vietnam. Farris received his
masters degree in human relations from Webster College.
Farris served four years as
senior instructor for Murray
State's Senior ROTC Cadet
Program in the mid 1980s.
Implemented on MSU's campus in 1952, the ROTC Cadet
Program provided U.S. Army
officer training to students

while receiving their college
education. The program was
disbanded in 1997.
After retiring from the military, a trip back to Farris' west
Kentucky home resulted in a
new-found home, Hazel, Ky.
Farris returned to Hazel to
attend an estate auction of the
home of family friend, Mrs.
Bradie White. Fans would frequently visit White on Sunday
afternoons with his mother,

www.murraytedger.com

Ada Adair Farris, a 1956
Murray State graduate. Instead
of Farris purchasing a few personal mementos, he bought the
home. Today, his wife, Jo
McKinley, operates this home
as Miss Bradie's.
..The mayor of Hazel, Ky.,
for the past nine years, Farris
has ushered the Hazel community of 500 through many
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Murray Ledger & Times
Two Murray Police Depairtment
officers were allegedly assaulted
while attempting to stop a repeated
domestic violence call Wednesday
night.
According to a release from the
MPD, Jason C. Carter, 45, of
Murray was charged with 1st-degree
fleeing and evading (domestic), 3rddegree assault (police officer), 4thdegree assault, second-degree
escape, resisting arrest and contempt of court.
Murray Police Department

reported that around 10:30 p.m. that
night, an officer responded to a
domestic
violence
on
call
Northwood Drive. Upon arrival,
however, it was discovered that the
suspect had fled the scene.
Approximately an hour and 25
minutes later, officers received
another call to the same location.
The caller reported to police that the
suspect had returned and was
assaulting the victim again. Upon
arrival of the scene, the suspect was
seen fleeing but was unable to be
located.
A short time later, officers
observed the suspect return.

Calloway talks about tax issue
By KRISTY HOPPER
Staff Writer
In times of teacher layoffs and
difficult economic situations, members of the Calloway County Board
of Education passed a motion to
raise taxes on property for the 200203 year during Thursday night's
meeting.
According to superintendent Dr.
Larry Salmon, it has been approximately 10 years since the board last
raised taxes, and he said that if the
economy continues to move in its

current direction, another tax
increase will have to be recommended for next year.
"This board has made a strong
effort to not raise taxes the past few
years," Salmon said.
Property taxes are based on a certain percentage of every $100 of
assessed value. Last night, board
members voted to raise property
taxes to 36.8 cents, intangible to
37.3 cents, motor vehicle to 52.1
cents, and voted to allow a three
percent increase on utility taxes.

•Powell ...
From Front
-Saddam Hussein has long made
an unhol alliance with terrorists,"
Pow ell said. "What is not arguable
is that he is in violation of international law."
Raising the specter of war,
President Bush told skeptical world
leaders Thursday to confront the
"grave and gathering danger" of
Saddam's Iraq — or stand aside as
the United States acts. Hesitant
allies asked Bush not to go it alone,
while some members of Congress
said the president still had not made
the case for an attack.
Powell stressed on Friday, however, that Bush has not yet made a
decision.
"The president has made it clear
that he feels Saddam Hussein and
the Iraqi regime to be abhorrent," he
said on CBS,"but he's not declaring
war on anybody at this point."
Powell said he would confer with

President Bush
Security Council partners Friday but
that he did not anticipate immediately putting together a new resolution.
Representatives of other nations

West KY Network Announces Upcoming Release of New
and Improved Internet Service Providing Local and
National Content to the Community
Before you place your next advertisement, organize your church's annual pancake
breakfast or logon to the Internet, you may want to contact West KY Networks at
1-877-954-8748.
West KY Networks has been providing quality Internet service to our community
since 1995, and we are in the process of releasing our new and improved
Internet portal. The advanced service will allow local
businesses to advertise their products and
services, while local media, schools, churches,
law enforcement and other community
organizations will be able to promote
community events and display informational
content with just the click of a mouse.
West KY Networks current subscribers will
get: local news and weather, national news,
sports and entertainment headlines, email,
stock quotes, games, e-greetings, movie
r
g Wirt
listings. Internet search features, and much
iihammommi
more - all from one convenient location.
West KY Networks current subscribers will be
notified when the new homepage is released, and the best news is that they will be
able to upgrade to the new service for FREE - without interruption of service.

MPD warning of
possible calendar
scam

Although officers pursued the suspect on foot, he eluded the officers.
At approximately 4 a.m. the suspect returned again to the scene and
police identified him as Carter. The
release stated that as officers tried to
arrest Carter, he began to fight.
Caner was restrained by officers,
and while adjusting his handcuffs
another fight took place. Carter was
restrined by OC spray.
MPD reported Sgt. Thomas
Arrest and Patrolman Todd Clere
were treated and released at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Carter was lodged in the Calloway
County Jail.

Staff Report

Murray Ledger & limes
The Murray Police Department is currently investigating a possible
sports calendar scam.
According to a release from the MPD, several area businesses have
reported that they have been billed for advertisements in a 2002 Kentucky
Football Schedule Calendar.
During June, July and August 2002, a man calling himself "Mike
Brown" entered several area businesses to collect for advertisements
placed in the football schedule. "Mike Brown" is described as a white
male in his 50s with gray hair. The address for the calendar was a p.o. box
in Lexington, Ky. Anyone with information concerning this should contact
the Murray Police Department at 753-1621.

MMS
From Front
pushing forward."
That message was made loud and
clear Thursday at the grand opening
of Murray Middle School's atrium
and drive to the school's front
entrance.
Originally conceived as a way to
provide a safer way for MMS students to be picked up and dropped
off at the school, the black glass
exterior — built as an extension
from the building's original carvedstone doorway — is another change
to a school that has seen several
facelifts since the current building
was built in 1922.
"This campus has undergone
many changes over the decades,"
said Murray Independent Schools
Superintendent Dale Reid. "The
Murray City School District prides
itself on its tradition, and this atrium
reflects that."
When the east wing was erected
80 years ago, 300 students in grades
1-12 attended Murray High School,
and also housed several of Murray
State University's classes.
The school added the west wing
in 1930, a band/manual arts building in 1952 and the Austin
Elementary School building in 1953
before high school students moved
to the current MHS campus on
Doran Road in 1972.
Former Superintendent Dr. W.A.
Franklin, who helped conceive the
atrium project at MMS, had always
been concerned with the amount of
traffic and parked cars lined along
Main Street while students were

being unloaded and picked up $9,237 change order to replace
before and after school during his some bad soil that was found in
tenure.
addition to poorly-conditioned dirt
"We had a vision for this, and that had already been removed from
this has met and exceeded our the site of the school's new parking
expectations," Franklin said. "This lot.
is a safer entry to the school that is
Reid said the 5 percent leeway
also bold, beautiful, functional, afforded in the MES renovation
modern and meaningful."
budget for unexpected problems
The middle school atrium is just will cover both the soil removal and
one of several renovation projects a $550 change order for a new sidetaking place in the school district.
walk by the school dumpster.
Following the grand opening, the
The board also terminated its
Murray Board of Education learned current contract with Pepsi-Cola of
during Thursday's meeting in the Marion, Ill., and will begin the comatrium that RBS Design Group had petitive bidding process over the
requested a $920 change order to next 4-6 weeks. The contract with
complete the fencing around the Pepsi was set to run through 2010.
drive at the front of the middle
Also, the board agreed to order a
school. Also, work on the MMS full battery of Comprehensive Test
office areas and bathrooms in the of Basic Skills tests to be taken
west wing has begun and is sched- yearly for students in grades 4-12
uled to be completed in March.
beginning in Oct. 2003. The tests
At the high school, the new roof will help the school district evaluate
has been installed and work at the students' development on an annual
Mallary France Athletic Complex basis.
continues
to
progress.
In addition, the school board was
Modifications to the irrigation sys- informed by Kentucky School
tem is almost finished, and two of Board
Association consultant
the four light towers at the MHS Ruthanne Williamson about holding
softball field are in place.
a KBSA-okganized community
RBS Design Group architect meeting to hear the public's conTerry Blake informed the board that cerns for the school system. Reid
Phase 1 — a new addition to added that he will begin to work
Murray Elementary School com- over the next six weeks with the
plete with a new kitchen and cafete- KBSA and Williamson, a member
ria — is due to be opened by Oct. I. of the Lyon County school board, to
When the addition is opened, the arrange the 1 1/2-hour forum.
current office areas will be stripped
The school board also agreed to
and work on a new front drive and name the MHS football fieldhouse
entrance, slated for Aug. 2003, will in honor of former head coach John
begin. However, the contractors had Fina, who led the Tigers to the 1974
to ask the school board to approve a state championship.

II Testimonies
From Front
though. LaVaughn looked at the
same picture and said the baby's
umbilical cord was perfectly normal, with two arteries and one vein.
"To me, this is normal," LaVaughn
said. "There are three vessels, and
there doesn't seem to be any type of
infection."
Roh and LaVaughn's testimony
also differed on several other key
points. While LaVaughn said partial
expansion of the lungs indicates respiration, Roh said the spots of aeration in the lungs was likely caused

•••

by postmortem gas. He also said the
"gurgling" sound could have been
caused by liquid in the baby's respiratory tract.
"There is certainly medical evidence that this baby was born dead,"
Roh said. "We don't have any medical evidence of asphyxiation."
Commonwealth Attorney Gale
Cook attempted to discredit Roh's
testimony by citing his experiences
as a consultant for the Orange
County, N.Y.. coroner's office.
Codk cited an instance in which the
Orange County district attorney
referred to Roh's work as "erro-
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"We at West KY Networks are very excited about the new feature we are bringing
to our Internet subscribers and the community at large. By providing truly local content we can create a connection between our community and our customers that no
other Internet service can. We will be able to partner with community organizations
and local media to bring the most up-to-date information directly to the people who
want it most. Local businesses will be able to advertise their products and post special offers and merchant deals to our homepage. We want to encouraged people to
shop locally, and what better way than to offer this type of service to our sponsors.
advertisers and consumers. It's a win/win situation for everybody."
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-Trevor Bonnstetter, General Manager
West KY Rural Telephone/West KY Networks

neous"
and
"incomplete."
Roh.
who
testified he was
receiving $300
per hour for his
expert work and
testimony, said
the attorney's
statements were
Turner
made in reference to an unfavorable verdict. Roh
also said that he continues to do
consultant work for the Orange
County coroner's office.
Cook's questions prompted public defender Tom Glover to ask
LaVaughn about his salary, which
he said was $104,000 per year, and
point out that LaVaughn has served
as a prosecution witness in nearly
90 percent of cases he has testified.
In Johnnie Turner's earlier testimony,she said Angelita's 4-year-old
daughter currently lives with her in
Johnnie
South Hazel, Tenn.
described Angelita's relationship
with the girl as "very good," and
said she is still in shock over the
events that occurred last March. "I
don't know what happened,"
Johnnie said. "I wish I did know. I
don't believe (Angelita) is the type
of person who would do nothing
like this. I don't care what nobody
says."
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Even dozen for MSU ranking
Murray State University now has
an even dozen appearances M U.S.
News & World Reports' America's
Best Colleges top rankings. In rankings for 2003 released by U.S.News,
Murray State is once again rated
highly in the Best Universities
Master's category, a listing that
includes colleges from across the
nation that offer a full range of
undergraduate and master's level
programs.
For the 12th consecutive year,
MSU remained the only public
regional university in Kentucky to
receive a Tier One U.S. News rating.
Murray State is ranked with
southern regional universities,
including such prestigious schools
as The Citadel, James Madison
University and the University of
Richmond.
The univernty was also named a Top Public University — Master's
in the south. Murray ranked fourth

out of 12 universities, moving up a
Murray's reputation for quality is
notch from last year's rating.
reflected in its steady enrollment
The recognition by U.S .News & growth. Enrollment surpassed
World Report follows on the heels of 10,000 this fall for the first time in
recent notice by other outside rank- the university's history. "This mileing agencies that place Murray State stone signifies both the increasing
as one of the premier public univer- importance of higher education to
sities in the country.
society and the ascension of Murray
The university was recently State University as a high quality
tagged by Kaplan's 2003 Most and affordable national resource for
Interesting Colleges guidebook as a university education," said Dr. F.
"hidden treasure." Murray was one King Alexander, MSU president. "It
of only six public universities in the also indicates Murray State's role in
Country to make that list.
helping the state of Kentucky
Kiplinger s Personal Finance improve its educational attainment
magazine singled out Murray State levels and economic growth"
as a "best value" university, ranking
The U.S .News rankings are
it among the top nine public univer- based on several key measures of
sities in the nation for quality educa- quality. Key factors for judging are
tion with affordable out-of-state peer assessment, graduation and
tuition rates. Murray ranked 40th retention rates, faculty resources,
overall for academic quality and student
selectivity,
financial
affordable tuition. The University of resources and alumni giving. U.S
Kentucky. the only other Kentucky .News surveys approximately 1400
public to the ranked, was 79th.
four-year schools.

Kentucky Education Department •Farris ...
outlines services requirements
From Front
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's Education Department
has approved criteria used to select
the providers that will offer additional academic assistance to lowincome students.
The supplemental educational
services are among the improvement requirements placed on lowperforming schools under the No
Child Left Behind Act, President
Bush's school accountability initiative.
The services are designed to
increase academic performance and
focus on reading, language arts and
math.
Instruction
presented
by
approved providers must be
research-based and meet state academic standards. It may be in the
form of tutoring, remediating, academic intervention or other method.
Services must be provided before
or after school, on weekends or during summer and must run through
the end of the school year.

Parents whose children require
the services will receive a list of
approved providers from their
school district.
No limit exists for the number of
providers included on the list, but
they must meet requirements outlined by the department.
To be placed on the list, providers
must have an effective record or
show high potential to increase student achievement, provide parents
with information on their child's
progress and be financially sound.
While providers may be individuals, private companies, community
agencies or faith-based organizations, they must provide secular
instruction.
They also must meet federal,
state and local health, safety and
civil rights laws.
Education officials will monitor
the provider and withdraw approval
from those that fail to increase student achievement or no longer meet
eligibility requirements.

innovative changes. Heralded as
western Kentucky's antique capitol,
Hazel is visited frequently by
tourists from all over the United
States and has been featured in
major publications such as Southern
Living.
As president of Kentucky's
Western Waterland and as a board
member of the Purchase Area
Development District and the
Jackson
Purchase
Resource
Conservation and Development
Foundation, Farris works diligently
in promoting growth throughout the
Jackson Purchase area and growth
opportunities for the Murray State
University community.
Additionally, Farris was also the
2000 recipient of the MurrayCalloway
County
Humane
Society's Frank E. Blodgett
Volunteer Award. This award recognizes volunteer efforts with the society's annual "Bark In The Park"
event during Murray's annual
Freedom Fest event, and other assistance provided during fund-raising
efforts by the society.
A native of Graves County,
Farris moved to Independence, Mo..
and worked various jobs through his
high school years. While in high
school, Farris had a newspaper
route for the Kansas City Star newspaper in which former U.S.
President Harry S. Truman was a
patron on his route.
Farris said as a teenage boy it
was quite fascinating to deliver
Truman his paper and observe all
the secret service personnel.
Since the 1950s,-a member of the
Farris family has graduated each
decade from MSU. Farris' brother,
James Dale Farris, is a 1966 and
1970 graduate of MSU. His two
nieces, Lori Farris '85 and Lisa
Farris Satterwhite '91, are also
graduates.
Farris will be honored at MSU's
Founder's Day activities on Sept. 14
during the Racer's home football
game against Southern Illinois
University.

Vta's Neat*Feats
('otisigtztrient Clothes
1st
KRISTY HOPPER 'Ledger 8, Times photo

'GRAND PROCLAMATION ... Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins recently signed a proclamation
declaring the week of Sept. 8-14 as Grandparents' Week.
In Calloway County, an estimated 165 grandparents have
accepted sole responsibility for raising their grandchildren and 272 grandparents share a household with one
or more grandchildren. Pictured with Elkins are Eric
Kelleher, executive director of the Calloway County
Senior Citizens Center, and Dorothy Roach, a greatgrandmother who is raising her 16-year-old great-grandson.
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WELL BE THERE!

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET-GMC, INC.
Shim room [lours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri., 14-5 Sat.
Fa% (270) 753-1629 • Email address - dtaylor@Idd.net

Hwy.641 South • Murray •753-2617
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JEWELERS

IIIL
E;ANKRUIL_ITY
GOING
SALE
Bankruptcy Case #02-50710(3)11

THOUSANDS OF ITEMS

and

OFF

EVERYTHING MUST aCi!
Including all furniture, fixtures &
equipment.

'Paducah
Kentucky Oaks Mall is
exclude from this sale

Ways to Buy Cash. Chec k
Lay.away.
American Express, Viso,
Discover, Mostercord
Financing Availabl,.

STORE
LEASE
OR sAi-

JEWELERS
These locations are closing their doors...

FOREVER

303 WYATT DRIVE, MAYFIELD, KY •RT K 233 WEST PARK MALL. CAPE GIRARDEAU. MO
CHESTNUT HILLS S/C, HWY 641, MURRAY, KY • REELFOOT S/C 1439 S. 1ST ST., UNION CITY, TN
1245 E. MAIN ST, UNIVERSITY MALL, CARBONDALE. IL

(270)762-0207
11-ti 10 a.171.-6 p.m.

Have we met?
valuable law enforcement experience and .training right here in
Calloway County. As Sheriff, I will work to preserve our county's rich
heritage and protect our way of life. I hope to meet you personally
during the fall campaign. I appreciate your kind consideration.

VDU array

Democratic
Candidate

The candidate with the MOST Calloway County law enforcement experience!
I.

GREEN FEES FOR 18 HOLES
INN

•subjc,i tt,Licdit appi,•,.t1 South I. entiai

successful completion of the Police Academy, 1 have received

Par 3 Golf Course
9 Holes $3
18 Holes $5
Weekends & Holidays
9 Holes $5
18 Holes $8
Golf Carts
9 Holes...$3.50 18 Holes...$7.00
Rental Sets
$1.00
OH% ing Range
$1.25
Miniature Golf
$2.00
Softball & Baseball
Batting Cages
51k.

.
INN

New Fall Is Here
605 S. 12th St. • Murray

cash back or
0% for 36 months

Deputy with the Calloway County Sheriff's Department. In addition to

1647 N. 16th St.• Murray. KV • 753-1152

Golf Lessons

Register Sept. 13 & 14 Door Prizes

$11,500

family right here in Calloway County. For a decade, I have served as a

I s 1101c, • 110-200 lard. • 11t-nt Grass Green

PGA Teaching
Professional

All Summer $ 1.00

2003 IMPALA

PROBABLY. I was born, attended school, married and raised my

SULLIVAN'S

Lynn
Sullivan

Anniversary Sale

Starting Sept. 13th
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How Bush Has Handled 9/11/01 to 9/11/02
Attacks mature Bush,
transform his image, lead
to government overhaul
By RON FOURNIER
.AP White House correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP)
In a caaiiiped
nuclear shelter deep beneath the White
House. President Bush stared across a spare
wooden table and told his national security
team,"Get the troops ready."
Twelve hours after the terrorist strikes,
moments after his nationally televised
address, Bush was preparing for a war that
would transform and define his presidency
— with a historic mission, broad new presidential powers and a federal government
overhauled to protect against terrorism.
"This is a time for self defense," he told
his war council. "This is our time."
The times have also changed Bush personally.
Always religious, the president turned
more deeply to God. When audience members tell Bush he's in their prayers, the president gets misty-eyed. He views the prayers
as "the ultimate act of love." Bush told one
associate.
A longtime health nut, Bush intensified
his exercise regime to burn off stress.
Unconsciously, he may have been trying to
prove himself disciplined enough to meet
the extraordinary challenges, associates say.
Three weeks after the attacks, Bush
abruptly asked Condoleezza Rice, his
national security adviser, "Are you exercising?"
"Why?" she replied. "Arri I especially
grumpy or something?"
"You've got to get back into it," Bush
said.
The president is said to be more fatalistic
about his own safety. Reminded recently
that assassination is a constant threat, Bush
s rugge• is s outliers arid said, "ICS not
my job to worry about it."
Associates say he has matured and is
more sober-minded — though he is still
playful. sometimes silly.
"War changes everyone involved," said
Ron Kaufman, political director for Bush's
father. "It changes not your values, but what
you value.--People—call it Maturity, but it'S something deeper than that. You're dealing
with life and death every day."
In the days after the attacks, friends recall
him tearing up as he talked about the attacks
in private. Some say it was weeks before he
had the time or temperament to start joking

with them again.
"The events, I suppose, have hardened
him," said Joe Allbaugh, director of the
Federal Emergency Management Agency
and a longtime Bush associate.
Though he has always had swagger, Bush
gained confidence in the past year. Critics
call it arrogance; they point to his penchant
for secrecy and a record of angering allies
with unilateral foreign policies.
An effective delegator — critics call him
lazy and out of touch — Bush began passing
on even more chores after the attacks.
"He had to delegate issues that might
have risen to him that now can be managed
by others," White House Chief of Staff
Andrew Card said.
Bush now relies on the White House
domestic team to implement education
reform, a task that would have been an Oval
Office issue in peacetime.
Since the moment terrorists struck Sept.
11 — and Card whispered in his ear.
"America is under attack" — Bush has seen
his presidency transformed.
"It has given the president a special mission, a special opportunity that comes to few
presidents," said Stephen Hess, a presidential analyst who worked in the Eisenhower
and Nixon White Houses. "You can compare him to poor Bill Clinton, who hungered
for a legacy more than any other but never
got an opportunity."
Unabashedly, White House officials
point to America's greatest wartime presidents — Lincoln and Franklin D. Roosevelt
— as well as the Vietnam-scarred Johnson
presidency to put Bush's mission in historical context.
'
"Every president has an agenda, but they
are atways subject to the whims ofhis-tory,"
senior adviser Karl Rove said. "The times
place demands on them; they give them war,
recession and strife — or they give them
quietude."
"This is what history's given him," Rove
said.
History's gift to Bush was the opportunity to Medlin image as an unprepared, narrowly elected president to a wartime leader
with record-breaking popularity. For weeks
after the attacks, he was politically untouchable.
As they rallied around the commander in
chief, Americans hardly noticed domestic

Our Readers Write

policies stalling, including plans to privatize proposed new "first strike" powers for the
parts of Social Security, improve prescrip- U.S. military, refuses to seek a declaration of
tion drug coverage, reform election laws and war from Congress and has dramatically
expand the role of religion in government increased law enforcement powers.
services.
Bush has recalibrated his foreign policy
Most jarring, Bush has overseen a huge since Sept. ii.
explosion in government deficits, compared
A vocal opponent of "nation-building,"
with- surpluses during the Clinton.years.
- he now-pi U1111134.3 to-get The new Afghanistan"The era of "big government is over' is government on its feet. Overthrowing Iraq's
over," said Paul Begala. a Democratic Saddam Hussein moved to the front burner.
strategist whose former boss, Clinton,
Never a big advocate of foreign aid, Bush
coined the phrase.
has proposed major increases in programs
Bush's hoped-for Department of intended to eliminate breeding grounds for
Homeland Security — with 170,000 terrorisruir
_
employees — would lead to the largest govRelations with Russia were rocky until
ernment overhaul since PresidenT Truman-- President Vladimir Putin backed Bush's warrevamped national security agencies.
efforts. The two leaders now call each other
Some analysts say Bush is overseeing the friends.
largest expansion of presidential powers
In the 2000 campaign, Bush, a foreign
since FDR's New Deal.
policy novice, couldn't name the president
In addition to homeland security, he has of Pakistan. Now Gen. Pervez Musharraf is

an ally.
In the time since Sept. 11, Bush's popularity slipped — though his sky-high poll
numbers remain above where they were
before the attacks.
The stalled economy,falling markets and
rash of corporate abuses gave Democrats an
opening for attack -before - November's
midterm elections.
Begala said voters retain doubts about
Bush, even as they support him — an opinion privately shared among some White
House aides and GOP strategists.
"We were pulling for him then. And
we're pulling for him now," the Democratic
CI cgist--said. "But even the way we're
pulling for him is a little patronizing. We've
all given Bush a pass because we want to
believe he's up to the job."
"It scares us to think'he's not," Begala
said.

America by the Numbers

Dear Editor,
I write to encourage your readers to vote for Mitch McConnell this fall
for United States Senator. He has served us well since being elected in
1984. and his experience and clout in Washington, D.C., are important for
our state.
Over the past three years alone, Sen. McConnell has brought home
By CALVIN WOODWARD
more than $1.5 billion in projects that help Kentucky's working families.
Associated Press Writer
He has supported Kentucky's farmers, our military bases and other projects
WASHINGTON (AP) — Forty
vital to our state. The choice this November is clear — Mitch McConnell
was
the number of innocent people
is the best person for the job. and I urge Kentucky voters to send him back
killed last Sept. 11 in the crash of
to Washington so he can keep on fighting for us.
Jon Wright Flight 93 in Pennsylvania. On
Murray, Ky. Wednesday, 40 was the number of
times a bell tolled for them. And the
number of doves that fluttered aloft
in their memory.
Nine and 11 are the best known
numbers from the horrors of the terU.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
rorist attacks, but they are far from
236 Cannon House Office Building
the only vital statistics.
Washington, D.C. 20510
There are also these,for example:
web: www.house.gov/whitfield
4, the number of autographed base1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)
balls recovered from ground zero;
343,
the number of firefighters
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
killed;
21,000, the number of bombs
137A Russell Senate Office Building
dropped on Afghanistan so far; 0,
Washington, D.C. 20510
the number of confirmed reports of
web:www.jim_ bunning@ bunning.senate.gov
Osama
bin Laden sightings this
1-202-224-4343 (Washington #)
year.
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
The accounting of the last year is
361A Russell Senate Office Building
grotesquely precise in some ways.
Washington, D.C. 20510
maddeningly fluid in others. It is
1-202-224-2541 (Washington ff)
known that 19,858 body parts have
been recovered from the World
State Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray)
Trade Center in New York. It is not
Room 3291. Capitol Annex
known, exactly, how many people
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
died that day.
1-800-372-7181
The latest death toll from all four
hijackings: 3,044, down by more
State Sen. Bob Jackson (D-Murray)
than half since estimates made in the
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
utter confusion of last September.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
The
number includes 19 hijackers.
web: www.senjackson.com
1-800-372-7181

WashingtonYesterday

Our Elected Officials

The statistics shed light on tender
sensibilities, a hint of the despair of
the early weeks. Clear Channel
Communications, owner of the
nation's largest radio network, made
a list of 150 songs it suggested its,
stations not play. Among them, not
only "Leaving on a Jet Plane" by
Peter, Paul and Mary, but John
Lennon's "Imagine," a peaceful yet
melancholy song.
•
The numbers also speak of
resolve and recovery. They said it
would take six months, at least, to
demolish the section of the Pentagon
smashed by an airliner; it took one
month.
People pitched in from everywhere to help the bereaved, the distressed and the recovery. Precisely, a
man in Malawi gave $5. Canadian
teen Cathy Eskrit cut off her hair to
raise pledges and sent $1,200.
New Yorkers got 17 tons of macaroni from North Dakota high
school students and 26,000 grapefruit from Texas farmers.
Life goes on, the statistics show:
105 babies have been born to widows of Sept. 11 victims.
Heroism was found in the numbers of the day: of the 343 New York
firefighters killed, 60 were off duty
but rushed in to help. Also killed, 37
Port Authority officers and 23 from
the New York Police Department.

Opportunism is illustrated in the
numbers, trio.
When the World Trade Center's
collapse messed up computers: the
Municipal Credit Union in New
York kept its cash machines running
without all the usual security, knowing people would be in need.
Credit union members looted $15
million, turning the ATMs into cash
cows. Up to 4,000 overdrew their
accounts by $1,000 or more; 66
were arrested on fraud charges last
month.
Count some blessings, too.
Some 2,600.Pentagon employees
were in the immediate vicinity of the
crash.. Thanks to a recently reinforced framework, the section did
not collapse for 35 minutes and most
were able to get away.
The crash killed 125 people in
the building and all 64 in the plane,
including five terrorists.
The big numbers almost defy
description — two 110-story towers
turned into 1.8 million tons of
debris; $20 billion in direct losses in
New York buildings, equipment and
insurance exceeding the entire economy of Afghanistan; 83,000 lost
New York jobs.
Then came America's retribution,
also quantifiable in some ways.
Fifteen hulking bombers, 50
cruise missiles, 25 strike aircraft —
that and more stormed the skies over
Afghan cities from land bases and
ships at sea, the U.S. answer to 9 and

di The statistics shed
light on tender sensibilities, a hint of the despair
of the early weeks. Clear
Channel Communications, owner of the
nation's largest radio
network, made a list of
150 songs it suggested
its stations not play.
Among them, not only
"Leaving on a Jet Plane"
by Peter, Paul and Mary,
but John Lennon's
"Imagine," a peaceful
yet melancholy song.

77
11,joined by the British
Thus began a war that has
claimed the lives of 39 U.S. soldiers,
an unknown number of.opponents
and hundreds, if not thousands, of
Afghan civilians. The struggle transformed Afghanistan from a terrorist
training haven into an ally, with a
very shaky government and many
threats still to confront.
More than 21,000 bombs have
fallen on Afghanistan in a war cost-.
ing the United States $2 billion a
month.
Since it started Oct. 7, many of
the big numbers have been of
America's own making.
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Government to determine radiation levels of nuclear weapons

Deaths
Mrs. Mary Helen Robinson
ftc tunci al tor Mrs. Mary Helen Robinson will be today (Friday)
at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman ek York Funeral Home. The Rev.

E.F. Clere, Dan Webb and the Rev. Mark Earheart will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will be soloist and pianist.
Pallbearers will be Charles Robinson, Brad Robinson, Patrick Robinson.
Billy Joe Robinson, Mike Williams and Harold Gene Mardis. Burial will
follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Robinson, 91, Vine Street, Murray, died Wednesday, Sept. 11,
2002, at 5:05 a.m. at her home.
She was a member of Pleasant Valley Church of Christ.
Her husband, Herschel Lee Robinson Sr., one daughter, Francis Gibson,
two sons, Walter Robinson and Herschel Lee Robinson Jr., and two brothers. O.C. Williams and Jimmy Williams, all preceded her in death. Born
Dec. 2, 1910, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Edgar
Williams and Lois Mills Williams.
Survivors include six daughters, Mrs. Rossetta Gibson and husband,
Harrel, Umitilla, Fla., Mrs. Wanda Jones, St. Louis, Mo., Mrs. Dortha
Phelps and husband, Mike. Hardin, and Ms. Winona Williams, Mrs. Mary
Helen Turner and Mrs. Velera Olmstead. all of Murray; five sons, Billie
Robinson, St. Louis. and James Robinson and wife, Anna, Larry Robinson
and wife, Linda, Lynn Robinson and wife, Phyllis, and Edwin Robinson
and wife. Edna, all of Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Anna Willeretter,
Michigan. and Mrs. Margaret Sue Brittain, Murray; 27 grandchildren; 41
great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Ardith Persall
Mrs. Ardith Persall, 79, Frost Proof, Fla., former resident of Murray,
died Saturday, Sept. 7, 2002, at South Bay Hospital. Sun City. Her death
followed an extended illness.
A native of Cordell. Ga., she had retired from Murray State University.
She and her husband, Jack, had lived in Murray for 20 years. She was of
Baptist faith.
Survivors include her husband, LTC. Jack Persall, USA, RT; two daughters, Mrs. Jill Hughes, Owensboro, and LTC. Judy Persall USCG, San
Francisco, Calif.; two sons, Jerry Persall, Ellicot City, Md., and Tommy
Persall, Sefner, Fla.; two grandsons, Jeffrey Hughes, Boulder City, Nev.,
and Charles Hughes, Owensboro.
Services were held Wednesday, Sept. 11, at the South Bay National
Cemetery, McDill Air Force Base, St. Petersburg, Fla.

Schools close in Carter County
after boy dies from meningitis
GRAYSON, Ky.(AP)- Carter
County school administrators canceled classes for the remainder of the
week after a I2-year-old student died
of a non-contagious form of meningitis.
"We're just taking precautions,"
said Superintendent Larry Prichard.
"We want to do the right thing for the
people ... We're going to close
schools and sterilize, and let people
get over any colds they have right
now."
Donald M. Bishop. a student at
East Carter Middle School, died
Wednesday at Cabe II Huntington

Hospital in Huntington, W.Va. Both
the health department and school district were notified by King's
Daughters Medical Center in
Ashland shortly after the student's
diagnosis.
Meningitis is inflammation of the
lining of the brain. Some forms of
meningitis can be contagious, but not
the one that killed the student, said
Ellen Blevins, nursing supervisor at
Little Sandy District Health
Department.
The student had been sent home
Monday with what the school nurse
diagnosed as a severe ear infection.

WASHINGTON (AP)-The government has
hired an Oak Ridge, Tenn., contractor to determine how much radiation sick Cold War-era
nuclear weapons workers were exposed to while
building the nation's bombs.
More than 7,000 people have so far submitted
forms to the government saying they want scientists to try to figure out how much cancer-causing
radiation they encountered at Energy Department
plants. The contractor's job will be to make those
determinations based on interviews, employment
records and other data.
The Labor Department will then decide

whether an indis'dual should be compensated
under a year-old federal program that provides
medical care and $150,000 to those who qualify._
The National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health hired Oak Ridge Associated
Universities to determine the workers' radiation
exposure levels.
The group, a consortium of colleges and universities, has close ties to the Energy Department.
The number of radiation experts in the country is
also low, meaning some scientists who end up
doing the dose reconstruction will have worked at
Energy Department sites.

any given day, seven- to 10 sets of
numbers are "closed out," she said.
Christopher M. Rump, an assistant professor of industrial engineering who studies probability at
the University of Buffalo, said
there was a one in 1,000 chance of
the numbers "9-I - I" coming up on
in the lottery.
-I'm a bit surprised, but I
wouldn't characterize it as
bizarre." Rump says. "It's randomness. Every number has the same
chance of coming up. People tend
to read into these things. I'm sure
that whatever numbers come up
tonight will have some special
meaning to someone, somewhere."
A similar coincidence occurred

ATLANTA(AP)-Four people
have been diagnosed with the West
Nile virus after receiving blood
transfusions, prompting officials to
question whether the blood supply
is spreading the potentially deadly
disease.
At least one of the four got
blood products from donors who
were later found to be carrying the
virus, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention reported
Thursday.
The CDC also cbnfirmed that a
Georgia woman who died in a car
accident in July passed on West
Nile virus through organ donation
to four people. Previously doctors
said they weren't sure whether the
organ recipients got West Nile
from the organ transplant or from a
mosquito.
The report released Thursday
said mosquitoes "most likely"
caused West Nile in the four blood
recipients, but that it's possible
they caught the virus from an
infected blood donor.
Only two of the cases have been
traced to see whether the donors
were carrying West Nile. One
patient got blood products from 17
people, and three of those were
found to be carrying West Nile in
their blood at the time of donation.
In the second case, the recipient
got blood from two people, but
neither donor was carrying West
Nile. •
The report did not say where the
four recipients lived, but officials
said the investigation is centered in
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi

Nov. 12 when the nun-I-hers 5-8-7
came up in the New Jersey Lottery
the day American Airlines Flight
587 crashed on the New York
coast.
Hapeman said Wednesday was
the first time in more than a year
that the 9-1-1 combination had
come up in the New York Lottery.

and North Dakota.
Health officials were careful to
point out that they still don't know
whether it's possible to spread
West Nile through blood transfusions. Blood banks were warned
last month to turn away donors
who appear to be ill, but donations
aren't screened for West Nile. said
Dr. Jesse Goodman of the Food
and Drug Administration, which
regulates the nation's blood supply.
"In none of these cases is it considered proven that transfusion
transmitted the virus, but let me
turn that around and say that at
FDA we are very concerned about
this. So is CDC. We regard some of
these findings as suspicious but in
need of further study," he said.
"We are preparing as if this
could turn out to be a big problem
and hoping that it will not be. But
we believe it's always better to be
prepared." he said.
A CDC West Nile expert. Dr.
Lyle Petersen. said the chances of a
blood transfusion containing the
virus is about one in 10.000. Most
people bitten by an infected mosquito never get sick, so they'
wouldn't know not to donate blood
during the few days the virus is
present in their blood.
"These tests are highly suggestive, so we cannot say with 100
percent certainty" whether blood
transfusion is spreading the disease. Petersen said.
Health officials have repeatedly
said the benefits of blood transfusion for sick people far outweigh
the risk of catching West Nile

KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photo

REMEMBERING THE PAST ... Brooks Rose, left, and another
member of the community browse through photos and articles during Thursday's 30th anniversary celebration at the
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center.
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TOUGH NAME.
TOUGH EQUIPMENT.
136 Chain Saw- I 6"
97995
• 2.2 cu. in.- 2.1 hp
• Inertia chain brake
• Lifetime ignition warranty

350 Chain Saw- 1 8"
• 3.0 cu.in.- 3.1 hp
• Inertia chain brake
• Lifetime ignition
warranty
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www.husqvarna.com
'Prxes, products. pronioars. °Ars and Wrong WI or! by dealer IDIS1 NN

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571
murrayhomeandauto.com
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.

Price

sss

$S

SSS

Borrow
S50,000
$75,000
S100,000

Payment
332.65*
493.95'
658.60'

Cash out for any reason • debt consolidation
• home improvement • pay off land contracts
• fixed rates available *slow credit o.k
'Based on 360 me 7 5 APR Adiustable

For Fast Free Pre-Approval Call
270-442-1135•888-276-0555
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THE SECURITY OF A CD PU " VHF POWER OF

THE MARKET.
Now there's an FD1C-insured Certificate of Deposit that offers
the potential higher returns of the stock market Its the
Market Rate CD from State Farm Bank Call i.e to g,et started

WE LIVE WHERE YOU LIVE"
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Chg.

Doss Jones Ind. Mg...826S.79 - 110.62
Air Products
44.56 - 0.94
Anthem
65.10 - 0.67
AOL Time Warner
12.49 - 0.01
AT&T
12.16 - 0.28
Bell South
22.91 - 0.66
Briggs & Stratton
38.06 - 0.34
Bristol Myers Squibb 24.95 - 0.16
Caterpillar
41.03 - 1.36
Chevron Texaco Corp. 72.06 - 1.06
Daimler Chrysler
40.19 - 1.01
Dean Foods
38.94 - 0.06
Exxon-Mobil
33.30 - 0.29
Ford Motor
10.66 - 0.23
General Electric
27.02 - 0.98
General Motors.
44.66 - 0.75
GlaxoSmithKline ADR
37.37 - 0.89
Goodrich
20.70 - 0.69
Goody ear
12.50 - 0.25
HopFed Banc*
12.28 B 12.49 A
IBM
72.27 + 0.40
Ingersoll Rand
37.07 - 1.22
Intel
16.02 + 0.32
Kroger
18.10 + 0.01
Mattel
19.87 - 0.23
McDonalds
20.30 - 0.01
Merck
48.04 - 1.06
Microsoft
47.62 + 0.47
JC Penney
17.93 - 0.25
Pepsico Inc.
39.95 + 0.58
Pfizer, Inc.
29.72 - 0.23
Schering-Plough
23.30 - 0.34
Sears
44.46 - 0.28
Union Planters
28.45 - 0.21
US Bancorp
19.91 - 0.48
UST
29.70 - 0.14
Wal-Mart
53.03 - 0.09
*Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
unc price unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

SSSSS

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION

For the 'evening drawing, the tot-tery uses numbered balls circulating in a machine. When three
levers are pressed, three balls pop
up into tubes randomly.

Find Everything
In uest/Pietas Since 1854
You Need
Stock Market
Here
Report
*News *Sports
Prices as of 9 AM
*Community
*Sales
*Employment
It's All In
The Ledger &
Times
Company

Husqvarna

['here is L.eftiUlliy the potential for conflict of
interest or the appearance of conflict of interest,"
said James Mehus. a member of a board that
advises the government on the compensation program.
But the contract has protections in place, said
Larry Elliot, who heads the NIOSH office that
will oversee the $70 million, five-year agreement.
For example. Elliott said a scientist who
worked at an Energy Department plant will not be
able to review the claim of a person who worked
at the same site.

More blood recipients
diagnosed with West Nile

New York lottery drawing pops up with 9-1-1 on 9-11
ALBANY, N.Y.(AP)- On the
anniversary of the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks, a date often repeated as 911, the numbers that popped up for
the New York Lottery were 9-1-1.
"The numbers were picked in
the standard random fashion using
all the same protocsals," said
Lottery spokeswoman Carolyn
Hapeman. "It's just the way the
numbers came up."
Lottery officials said Thursday
that 5,631 people selected the winning sequence. It wasn't immediately clear how much they won.
The 9-1-1 combination was
picked so often, it reached the lottery's set limit for combinations
and sold out. Hapeman said. On
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Mark Lewis, Agent
305 North 12th Street
Murray, KY
270-753-9627
mark leNAI., h8Pstatetarm corn

Bank
LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR.
STATE FARM IS THERE'

FDK
',TN DE
P02938

some 'nixing is and servit es nor Ilailable in 'alt aim,
FARM BANK • HOME OFFICE BL()OMINGTON. ILLINOIS • statefarrn
6/02

2003 MALIBU
$2,000 cash back or
0% for 36 months
Subic.i t,, iedui approval South Central Regton Residents

WE'LL BE THERE!

-moo_

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET-GMC,INC.
Showroom Hours: 8-7 NIon.-Fri.. 8-5 Sat.
Fax 12701 753-1629• Email address - rilalor(eldd.ect

Hwy.641 South • Murray • 753-2617
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Community
Friday, September 13, 2002

Calloway 4-H Kick-off
events to be Saturday

Graves: All books come
'highly recommended'
I'll make you a deal: I've looked
back over the years and started
counting how many times I've written "Highly Recommended" when
talking about a book. From now on,
you may assume
That all the
books I mention
are. highly recommended,
unless I say different. Thanks.
Christmas is
just around the
corner. And If
Library
you're going to
News
do any crafts for
By Ben Graves this holiday seaCalloway County son, it's time to
Public Library get it in gear.
help:
Here's
Director
Easy Christmas
Projects You Can Paint by Sugar
Brushes (Margaret Wilson and
Robyn Thomas).
Most craft books Just show you
the final product and give you a
written description of how - it's
made. Easy Christmas shows the
final product and a couple of dozen
step-by-step photos. I mean. my
'mother could do one of these.(Love
mom dearly, but she's not in tune
with the craft thing.)
All the projects look nice without
being really difficult. Besides, they
let beginners learn techniques
they'll need when they tackle more
involved projects.
Few things are as frustrating as
trying to arrange a party for preteens-Once a kid get to that.age (10
to 12 years old) they are too cool to
do the regular party stuff, but
they're not up to organiziffg their
own entertainment.
Here's where Penny Warner's

book, Kids' Party Games and
Activities comes in.
You'll
find games and activities for every
age between two and 12. There are
traditional games, group activities,
and more. If you've once been stuck
with five or 10 kids and nothing for
them to do, you'll immediately recognize how useful this book can be.
'Nuff said.
While we're on the topic, you
might want to try The Little Hands
Playtime Book by Regina Curtis.
It's for ages 2-7 and will stand you
in good stead when it's your turn to
baby-sit.
In the same vein is Everybody
Wins! 150 Non-Competitive
Games for Kids by Cynthia
Macgregor. There are games to play
that don't require a winner and
loser(s), they're just fun. (You DO
remember FUN, don't you?) Kids
grow up soon enough, why not give
them time just to be kids?
•••
"Souvenir hunters prowling near
the Antietam battlefield locate an
unmarked grave. In it they find the
remains of a union officer, shot in
the head during the battle. His identity disk gives the name of a man
who's already buried somewhere
else. There's a problem: The officer's hands were tied behind his
back." That's from Jim Lehrer's
novel, No Certain Rest.
Torn Spaniel, archeologist with
the National Park Service, is called
in to sort it. all out. It turns out that
the officer was a hero in his home
town. He died at Antietam, right
enough, felled by a rebel rifle as he
led the attack, shot in the head at the
height of his glory. Now, instead, it -seems that he was tied up and murdered by his own troops. As Spaniel
finds out, sometimes the truth is not
welcome. •

ServiceNews
Lt.
Col.
Harrison served
the last four
years as the
commander of
the
Office
Candidate
School with the
117th Regiment
Regional
Training
Harrison
Institute.
With his promotion, Harrison will be reassigned
as the battalion commander of the
168th Military Police Battalion in
Lebanon, Tenn.
Harrison is a 1982 graduate of
Calloway County High School and
a 1986 graduate of Murray State
University where he received his
commission as an Army officer
through the ROTC program.
He
currently
resides
in
Indianapolis, Ind., and is the son of
Dr. Dannie and Mrs. Jackie
Harrison of Almo.

4,

Chestnut :A.
NO CHECKS

1008

Matinees Sat. & Sun. Only
City By The Sea
R - 1:00 - 3:25 - 7:20 - 9:45
Signs
PG13 - 1:30 - 3:50 - 7:30 - 9:50
Stealing Harvard
PG13 - 1:20- 3:10 - 7:05 - 9:10
Swimfan
PG13 - 1:10 - 3:15 - 7:25 - 9:25

Need Line lists special needs

Need Line, 804 Story Ave., Murray, has listed chili beans, sauerkraut,
green beans, pork & beans, instant potatoes, adult and children tooth brushes, dish liquid and brown paper bags as special needs this week. Tonia
Casey, executive director, said "out food supplies and personal hygiene supplies are low at this time and extremely low in those listed to prepare the
sacks for clients." Need Line is a United Way agency. For information call
753-NEED.

Photo provided

CADIZ EXHIBIT ... Artists showing work at Cadiz are from left
seated Margaret Crawford and Emily Wolfson. Standing are
Cromwell Hauge and John Goodell.

Local artists' work to be
shown at Cadiz art exhibit
Four members of the Murray Art
Guild and the distinguished
Kentucky Guild of Artists and
Craftsmen:
Emily
Wol'son,
Cromwell
Hauge,
Margaret
Crawford and John Goodell. will
have their work on display. along
with other K.G.A.C. members, at
the opening - of the new Janice
Mason Art Museum in Cadiz,
Kentuch

The exhibit dates are September
14 to October 27: 2002, with a
reception for the artists on Saturday,
Sept. 14, from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. The
public is invited to attend.
The gallery is located at 71 Main
St., Cadiz, Ky., and museum hours
are Monday, Tuesday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m.

Event
The following are reminders of events for the week that have recently
been published in the Murray Ledger & Times

Harrisoll_promoted to lieutenant colonel
Todd Harrison, a native of
Murray, was recently promoted to
the rank of lieutenant colonel in the
Tennessee Army National Guard.

Calloway County 4-H Kick-off Celebration and
Enrollment will be Saturday, Sept. 14,from 9 a.m. to
1 p.m. at Camp W.O.W., located on Highway 641
North, Murray.
Clubs and activities to explore will be horse rides,
dog agility, bicycle rodeo, cooking, poultry, livestock
judging and showing, geology, state fair exhibits,
clothing and sewing and communications.
4-H membership is free to youth from 9 to 19
years of age with 8-year-olds welcome to join as
Cloverbuds.
Free drinks and refreshments will be available.
Jo's
All former, current and potential 4-Hers are invited
Datebook to drop in at their convenience, according to Ginny
By Jo Burkeen
Harper, county agent in 4-H and youth.
Community
Editor

060

Kathryn Marie Shaughnessy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Shaughnessy Jr. of Kevil, and Christopher Matthew Williams, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Williams of Clinton, will be married Saturday, Sept. 14,
2002, at 1 p.m. at St. Mary of the Field Catholic Church, LaCenter. A reception will follow at Renee's Reception Hall, Paducah. All relatives and friends
are invited.

Triple X
PG13. 1:05 -3:35 - 7:10 - 9:40

Zeic

2,0 Ve

SALES • SERVICE • INSTALLATION

Serving Sara
PG13 - 1:30 - 3:40 - 7:15 - 9:30

•

Four Rivers Friends to meet
Four Rivers Music Friends are scheduled to meet Sunday, Sept. IS, at 2
p.m. in annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all musicians and
listeners. For information call Velvaleen Burkeen, 753-6979, or Laverne
Provine, 753-0181.

Workshop on Monday
All members of the Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will have a workshop at the club house on Monday, Sept. 16, at 10
a.m. Each one should bring a sack lunch. If you haven't signed up for a particular workshop, call Janet Wallis, chairman, at 489-2186.

Theta meeting Monday
Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday,
Sept.. 16, at 2:30 p.m. at the club house. Ginny Harper will present a program on "Fund with 4-H" which goes along with the department mission
statement: "Helping Our Youth." Names will be tabled for membership,
according to Jo Farley, chairman. Hostesses will be Mary Ann Russell,
Ginny Harper and Anita Heath.

Childhood Council will meet
-Calloway County Early Childhood Council will meet Monday, Sept. 16,
at noon at Boulders Restaurant. This group looks at ways to improve early
childhood care and learning and the meeting is open to the public. For information contact Michelle Hansen at Calloway County Preschool at 7627410.

MES Council will meet
Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet Monday, Sept. 16, at 4:30 p.m. in the guidance office of the school. All
interested persons are invited, according to Eleanor Mills, principal.

Sn

Amanda Carol Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larry W. Jones of
Kirksey, and Jason Wayne Riley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gary D. Riley of
Mayfield, will be married Saturday, Sept. 14, 2002, at 6 p.m. at Farmington
Baptist Church, Farmington.
Sn

Melissa Hinkle, daughter of Linda Long and Donnie Hinkle of
Springfield, Tenn., and Kristopher Crass, son of Joseph and Cindy Crass
of Murray, will be married Saturday, Sept. 14, 2002, at 6 p.m. at Bethlehem
Baptist Church, 3323 Bethlehem Rd., Highway 76, Springfield, Tenn. All relatives and friends are invited.

"Pictures & Portraits"

Paducatit•••-,
SYMPHONY

(and an American Salute)

3

Sat., Sept. 14 @ 8PM
ALL IN ONE EVENING.. .
Portrait," with narrator Randy Holt
- "Pictures at an Exhibition" with a slide show
while the orchestra plays
- High School winners of our still art competition
And a special I yr anniversary salute to the 9-11 victims
For

Flea market at Kuttawa
United Methodist Women of Kuttawa United Methodist Church will
present its annual flea market on the lawn on Saturday, Sept. 14,from 8 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Also included will be a bake sale, arts and crafts, and hamburgers
and hot dogs with soft drinks.

Lodge meeting Monday
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will meet Monday,
Sept. 16, at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple, Highway 121 North and
Robertson Road North, Murray.

Murray Elementary plans event
Rebate Night for Murray Elementary will be today, Sept. 13, from 4 p.m.
to closing at Taco John's, Murray. Ten percent of the sales will be donated
to the school.

Lodge fish fry Saturday
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will have its fish
night on Saturday, Sept. 14, starting at 4 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway
464. east of Almo. The public is invited to attend this fund-raising event.

DAR meeting Saturday

Tickets:(800)738-3727

Members and prospective members of Capt. Wendell Oury Chapter of
Daughters of the American Revolution will meet Saturday, Sept. 14, at 2
p.m. at "Remember When" in the Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, Murray.
Ruben and Debbie Adams, store owners, will provide information on preserving photographs and memorabilia in an archival quality scrapbook.
Those attending are encouraged to bring six to eight photographs to use in
the workshop to follow. Hostesses will be Libby Hart and Evelyn Jones.

LIGHTED NON-LIGHTED NEON
•MAGNETIC SIGNS 'TRUCK LETTERING
'CHURCH SIGNS *CUSTOM BUILT SIGNS

Info Sign Co.

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU SEPT 19
Program Information Call 753-3314

Murray City Schools will hold volunteer training on Monday, Sept. 16,
Wednesday, Sept. 18, and Friday, Sept. 20, at 4 p.m. at Murray Board of
Education, 208 South 13th St., Murray. Those wishing to volunteer at
Murray Elementary, Middle and High Schools should attend. This training
is for all who have not previously attended a training this school year.

Sn

Angela Dawn Oliver, daughter of Roger and Patsy Oliver of Benton,
and Phillip Wade Bradley,son of Barry and JoAnn Hammons of Humboldt,
Tenn., and Tony and JonnaBradley of Calvert City, will be married Saturday,
Sept. 14, 2002, at 3:30 p.m. at Benton Church of Christ, Benton. All relatives and friends are invited.

-"Lincoln

ESTIMATES
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i
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Volunteer training planned

Kirksey, Ky.

(270) 489-2077

Fulcher reunion Saturday

SATURDAY
MARKET

Descendants of the late Orville and Ruby Fulcher will have a reunion on
Saturday. Sept. 14, at the first pavilion on the right after you enter the
Murray-Calloway County Park from Arcadia Street. A potluck lunch will be
served at noon. For information call Juanita Woods at 753-3625.

Tu44,PRoDUCE

Fall Favorites Are Here!

Tired Feet?

Pumpkins • Mums
Apples • Gourds
Fall Produce
Homemade Baked Goods

People who are required to stand long hours are more prone to foot
problems. Various foam/cloth insoles or orthotics are available to help
cushion the feet. Some are fairly shallow, while others are moderately
thick. While a'greater thickness can yield more comfort, the patient must
he sure that the product does not cause excess pressure against the top
of the shoe and create a blister. Gel-filled, air-filled, and fluid-filled
insoles are also available. However, "magnetized" insoles have no
proven therapeutic value and should not be recommended.
In addition to using insoles, patients may gain corn
tort for their tired feet with a post-workday soaking in
warm Epsom salts or any of several commercially
available foot soaks.

Saturday
7:30 a.m.- Noon
Maple Street
Downtown
Court Square
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Calloway County 4-111 Kiele-Off
Celebration and Enrollment
Saturday, Sept. 14 •9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Camp W.O.W.
(Hwy. 641 N. -past Woodcrafters Galleries)
4-H Membership is FREE! nuth 8-19 Welcome!
Come `n Go - Free Refreshments!

Clubs and Activities to Explore
.Horse Rides 'Dog Agility 'Bicycle Rodeo *Poultry 'Geology 'Cooking
•I isestock Judging & Showing 'Slate Fair Exhibits 'Communications 'Clothing & Sewing

For More Information Call 753-1452
vharper@wky.edu

Walter's
Pharmacy

Walter Mehr

604 S. 12th St.• 753-7688

Pharmacist

Fducatmnal programs or the Kentucky Coopawatrye Extenuon S•rviCe *Drys ail
people regardless of race, color, age sex, rekgron disabiloty, or naboal
nongon
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY KENTUCKY STATE UNIVERSITY, U S
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, AND KENTUCKY COUNTIES COOPERATING.
Dmabilrl,es accommodated wrth pnty mOntlefilbro

so
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Camper's Fair returns to LBL's
Piney family campground

Anonymous donor establishes
scholarship in lawyer's name
Special to the Ledger
The late Donald A. Jones dedicated his life to representing others
as a respected attorney in Murray
for over 25 years. In memory of his
dedication and passion for helping
others and his love of education and
law, an anonymous donor established the The Donald A. Jones
Memorial Scholarship at Murray
State University.
The scholarship will assist high
school graduates in Calloway
County who are pursuing a career in
pre-law or public administration,
and who need financial assistance.
The donor expressed a desire for
Don's commitment to education and
the practice of law to be remembered. "Don's tenacious spirit was
widely known in judical courts,
both locally and throughout the
state. I felt by establishing this
scholarship it would assist future
students at Murray State pursuing a
career in law and continue Don's
passion," the donor said.
Darren, Don's son and a 1994
MSU graduate, said his father loved
life. "He lived life to the fullest and
placed a high value on education."
A native of Wichita, Kan., Don
graduated from Kansas State
University and received his law
degree from Washburn University
of Topeka School of Law. Jones
was licensed to practice law in the
state Of Kentucky and was admitted
to state and federal courts in Kansas
and Kentucky, and the federal
courts in Kansas and Kentucky, and
the federal courts in Indiana and
Alabama, and admitted to practice
before 10th, 11th and 6th Circuit
Court of Appeals in the Federal and
the Supreme Court of the United
States.
After serving as an assistant professor of law at Kansas State
University, Don's passion for fishing brought him to Kentucky. An
avid fisherman, Don traveled to the
Kentucky 'Lakes area to enjoy the
fishing opportunities the lake area
offers. A hobby that developed in
his childhood years with his father,
professional fishing in bass tournaments, became a passion he passed
on to his children, Stephanie, Tara
and Darren.
Karen Hockenbury, Don's sister
who still lives in Kansas, said after
Don traveled to Murray one summer
and spent some time there, he decided to apply for an assistant professor
position at Murra'y State teaching
pre-law classes. "After Don taught
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on the MSU faculty staff from
1968-1974, he
fell in love with
the area and
decided to open
his own law
practice."
Jeff Roberts,
Don's associate
partner. in Jones
Jones
and Roberts Law
Office in Murray, said Don loved
assisting people with the legal
process who couldn't help themr
piovided
selves. He said he would receive a
WOMAN'S
SHOW..
Planning
the
Calloway
County
Homemakers
great deal of satisfaction that this
show for Oct. 26 were, from left, Dorothy Cook, Judy Stahler,
scholarship is being established.
Barbara French, Sue Williams, Amy Hester and Jane Steely.
"One of the things Don enjoyed
the most was representing injured
parties against insurance companies
that represented large corporations.
He felt it was like representing the
Calloway County Homemakers
Committee members are Amy
small individual against a large corwill host its second annual Woman's Hester, chairman, Dorothy Cook,
poration, similar to the Biblical
Show on Saturday, Oct. 26, at the Judy Stahler, Barbara French and
story of David and Goliath."
First United . Methodist Church Sue Williams, along with Jane
Tara Jones, Don's daughter who
Family Life Center, South Fifth and Steely, family consumer science
is a graduate of the University of
Maple Streets, Murray.
agent for Calloway County.
Cincinnati College of Design
The show will exhibit 30 booths
This year co-sponsors for the
Archive Art and Planning, described
related to women's interest and show will be Murray-Calloway
issues. The show is free to all inter- Chamber of Commerce and the
her father as a man who had friends
Murray Ledger & Times.
from all classes. "He had a great ested persons.
passion for what he did and helped
many of his clients if they weren't
able to pay for his services," she
FRANKFORT. Ky. - They teach, of animals. Volunteers who conduct
said. "He wanted to help them and
provide comfort and companion- • search and rescue missions, therado what was right for them."
ship, pitch in after disasters and, in peutic visits to hospitals and nursing
Stephanie Jones, Don's daughter
many other ways, define selfless homes and similar activities involvwho is a graduate of the Art Institute
service.
ing animals are eligible for this
of Dallas and the Texas Massage
Volunteers across Kentucky award.
Institute, said her father really wantenrich the lives of countless others
Other award categories are:
ed her to pursue a career in mediwhile asking nothing in return but
The Lifetime Achievement
cine and law. "However, I chose art
the satisfaction of having helped.
Award recognizes long-term volunand he was always very helpful,"
The Kentucky Commission on teerism and community service
she said. "This endowment is proCommunity Volunteerism and which has had a substantial and susviding my father with the means to
Service (KCCVS) is offering an tained impact in the community.
educate students and prepare them
opportunity to publicly honor
The Innovation award recogfor a career in law and he would
Kentuckians who have given back nizes one adult and one youth who
really be proud and happy."
to their communities through volun- have used creativity and imaginaKaren said his life was in Murray
teering.
tion to effectively meet a communiwas
his
home.
and it
KCCVS, an agency of the ty need.
"He would be absolutely thrilled.
Cabinet for Families and Children,
The Impact Award honors one
He had such a struggle to receive his
is accepting nominations for the adult and one youth who have
own education that he would be
annual Governor' s Awards for helped significantly to improve
delighted to know someone 'was
Outstanding Volunteer Service. This lives and/Or community conditions
receiving an opportunity in memory
prestigious awards program has through their Service.
of him," she said. "It is just nice to
paid tribute to dozens of caring citiThe Challenge Award is presentknow there is something still out
zens, professionals and organiza- ed to one adult and one youth volthere with his name that wilt contintions for' more than a decade.
unteer who overcame personal
ue on."
Past Governor s Awards winners obstacles to serve others.
To contribute to Murray State
have led by example, inspiring othThe Group Award recognizes
University, establish a scholarship,
ers to carry on a tradition of volun- teams whose joint efforts have made
or for more information, contact
teering, said Eileen. Cackowski. a substantial impact through innoJennie Rottinghaus by phone at
vation, volunteer hours, size of the
executive director of the KCCVS.
(270) 762-3406 or toll-free at 1
KCCVS will accept nominations group and other factors. One non(800)758-8510, or by e-mail at jen-through Oct. 18. Except for the profit organization and one business
niesottingliau-t@murraystateetti.
Lifetime Achievement Award, nom- may be selected for this award.
inations must focus on service
The National Service Award is
activities that occurred between presented to an individual or group
involved in one of the 'living
July 1, 2001 and June 30, 2002.
Henry County Heritage Center, 614
A panel of judges with extensive allowance' service programs,
N. Poplar St. In addition to profesvolunteer and community service including AmeriCorps, whose volsional storytellers, some of Henry
experience will select 13 winners in unteer service has gone above and
County's best amateurs will be pareight service categories. Awards beyond the requirements of their
ticipating as well.
will be presented in December at a designated program.
Admission is $4 for adults, $2
Nomination forms may be
ceremony in Frankfort. All nomifor students, with preschool chilnees will receive a certificate of obtained by calling KCCVS tolldren admitted free. Food and beverfree at 800-239-7420, and can be
appreciation.
ages will be available from Project
Cackowski said that, in response downloaded from the KCCVS Web
Graduation.
to growing awareness and success site at http://volunteerky.state.ky.us.
For further information, contact
of activities involving service ani- Officials and staff of KCCVS, its
the Paris-Henry County Arts
mals, a new award category was awards committee and judges are
Council at 1-731-642-3955.
added in 2001 to recognize volun- not eligible to nominate volunteers
teer service performed with the help or receive awards.

Homemakers will host show

Nominations sought for awards

Piney Campground, a family accommodate tents and large motor
campground located in south end of homes, from primitive to full hookLand Between The Lakes National ups. Rustic camping shelters are
Recreation Area, will host 29th available as well.
Annual Camper's Fair Sept. 18-22.
Campers can enjoy Piney's hikThe Camper's Fair is a free open ing and biking trails, ball courts and
house from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., fields, playground, and a pavilion.
Saturday and Sunday. The public is Picnic tables, grills, and fire rings
invited to visit the campground, are provided.
which is normally restricted to registered campground users.
The campground also has boat
Events planned during the open ramps, a fishing pier, a swimming
house include: a recreational vehicle beach, and bike and camping equipand camping equipment trade show, ment rental. Recreation programs
a flea market, and a variety of enter- are scheduled throughout the seatainment, games, and activities.
son. Short and long-term sites are
"It's almost like a homecoming available.
reunion - people visit with friends
Land Between The Lakes is
they haven't seen in the past year, managed by the USDA Forest
enjoy music and refreshments, Service, the nation's leading
browse through the flea market, and provider of outdoor recreation.
just have a good time," said Thom LBL, Piney Campground, or
Saylors,
Piney
Campground Camper's Fair information is availManager.
able by calling 1-800-LBL-7077 or
Piney Campground offers scenic 270-924-2000. or visit us on the
lakefront and wooded sites, which Internet at www.lbl.org.

Births
Damon Michael Boyd
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Boyd of 310 Parker Rd., Kirksey, are the parents of a
son, Damon Michael Boyd, born on Wednesday,Aug. 28, 2002,at 1:44 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds nine ounces and measured 20 inches.
The mother is the former Dawn Davis. A brother is Jordan Boyd.
Grandparents are Larry and Pamela Lawrence, Tony and Lisa Boyd,
Dian Boyd and Steve Davis.
Great-grandparents are Thomas and Elizabeth Did, Ellis and Rose Lee
Davis and Jerry and Alice Burnett. A great-great-grandmother is Mrs. Lela.
Burnett.

Anna Lane Michell Hill
Jason Lane Hill and Hope Michell O'Donnell-Hill are the parents of a
daughter, Anna Lane Michell Hill, born on Tuesday. Sept. 10, 2002, at 2:14
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds one ounce and measured 19 1/4 inches.
A brother is Braden Joseph O'Donnell Hill.
Grandparents are Mickey O'Donnell of Princeton. Steve and Diane Zea
of Murray, and Barry and Kathy Hill of Dexter.
Great-grandparents are Dorothy Teague and Mike and Betty O'Donnell.
all of Princeton, and Nadine Hill of Dexter.

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.
Ophthalmologist, Eye Care Specialist
MURRAY
660 N. 12th St.
Behind Cracker Barrel
(270)753-6272

MAY FIELD
Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
(270)251-4545

Office Hours By Appointment
1-800-272-9477

Storytelling Festival scheduled
PARIS, Tenn. - The 15 annual
Storytelling Festival, presented by
the Paris-Henry County Arts
Council, is scheduled for Sept. 1621.
What began as an evening of
ghost stories in the City Cemetery
has now grown into a week-long
festival that includes numerous artsin-education visits, a public workshop open to anyone interested in
learning how to become a better storyteller, tellers in mid-week church
services, and a three-hour closing
event with stories for every member
of the family
Professional storytellers Jay
Overton, Bob Valentine, and Steve
Ross will visit all Paris and Henry
County K-8 schools during the
week, entertaining more than 3000
students.
On Tuesday, Sept. 17, they will
host a free workshop from 7 to 9
p.m. in the fellowship hall of First
Christian Church, 101 5. Poplar St.,
Paris.
The workshop will focus on
enhancing one's skills as a storyteller, and is recommended for
Sunday School and public school
teachers, scouts, and troop leaders.
Pre-registration is not required.
The festival fmale will be on
Saturday, Sept. 21, from 6 to 9 p.m.
on the lawn of the historic Paris-

•.7
improved TV Week in the .
Saturday edition of the Murray Ledger & Times.'
• You can find out about your favorite soaps and •
upcoming specials. We even have a crossword I
•
devoted entirely to the television watcher.
•

r•
. Check out the new,
•

•

•

•

•

I
I

•

•

4.50%

IRON FURNITURE & POTTERY

OPEN THIS WEEKEND
Friday through Monday 9 til 5• Sunday 2 til 4
excluding Bakers Racks and Reduced Items

Reduced Table & Chair Set. Bar Set. Pcs. of Yard Art. lain Bed & Some Pottery Lake /My. 79 tarn right at Trallinger's BMjand
storage hldgs. On tacway Circle Paris, TV
We
be lepok ietg for vet!

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703
,

308 N. 12th St. Murray

753-7743

No Health Coverage?
Announcing new health coverage from
Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield for Individuals
Ideally suited for:
Small Business Owner
Between Jobs
Self-Employed
Leaving group plan
Dependent coverage
Ending COBRA
New plans that are bigger and better and best of all, it's affordable
For more Information call:

Benefit Planners Insurance
407 Maple Street, Murray, KY
753-7278

Anthem

I- 31

INDIVIDUAL
Anthem Blue Cross arid Blue Sh,eld s the trade name of Anthe, Health Plans of Kentucky. Inc
An ndependent licensee of the blue Cross and Blue Shreld Association
1/Registered marks Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association

2005 TRAILBLAZER
1,000 cash back or
0% for

36 months

Subject to credit approval. South Central Region Residents

Attention Fen-Phen Users:

(September, 2002)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 300% Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

Custom Embroidered Caps

THE IRON PEACE

Mention ad and receive 10% off of your purchase.

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

•

Custom Embroidery & -Screen Pt ritin

Users may suffer from PULMONARY HYPERTENSION(PH.OR P.P.H.).
Symptoms include • leg and feet swelling,fatigue, chest pain, shortness of breath,
and faint or light-headedness. HEART VALVE DAMAGE resulted in many
users. Your own Individual lawsuit - NOT a class action - it is not too late

The Most Dependable,
Longest-Lasting Trucks
on the Road

An ECHOCARDIOGRAM will be available for any client who has not had
an "ECHO." The"ECHO"results will show if there is any damage caused by
Fen-Phen.
NO FEE IF NO RECOVERY.
JAMES W. OWENS
CHARTERED LAW FIRM
PADUCAH, KY
1-800-521-0501
THIS IS As. ADVERTISESIF

DWAI N TAYLOR
CHEVROLET-GMC,INC.
Shoo room Hours: 8-7 Nlon.-Fri.. 8-5 Sat.
Fa% (2701 753-1(124 • Email address - dta,%lorcv Ichl.net

Hwy.641 South • Murray • 753-2617
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Writer's Potpourri
By Charlie York
Writer's Potpourri will he
Saturday. Sept. 14, at 9:30 a.m at
the Calloway County Public
Library.
Charlie York, director, has
released some of the poems written
by participants as follows:
Gather Me Unto Thy Arms
By Deborah Holt Hale
Gather me unto thy arms, oh
Lord.
And let me be as a child
That needs to feel your love
And assurance
In your touch
Let me rest in your bosom
as Abraham,
And grow in your strength
as David,
Seek your wisdom as Solomon.
And speak your truth
As boldly as Paul
I pray that I will
surrender my will
As your Holy Son. Jesus,
did so freely on Calvary's hill
and receive the Baptist of the
Holy Ghost
as mightily as they in the upper

room,

that I might speak to you in
heaven's language,
and not just in man's
Let me be as a child
that looks to their Father for direction
and be obedient to follow it,
and magnify your Name
In the love you intended
MOVIE OF MY YOUTH
By Wilma Sanders
I went to the movie
"Song of the South"
I loved the stories
From Uncle Remus' mouth
I repeated them later
The children of mine
Some of the animals
Were not kind
Brer Fox would eat
Bier Rabbit for lunch
Brer Bear was slow
But caught in a crunch
These stories grabbed
My full attention
Though they were all
Uncle Remus invention
They've stayed with me
Since I was small

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 13 2002
I'd love to see it now
I'd watch it all and have a ball
LEVI'S AND TOBACCO
By W. P. (Dub) Hurt
gene was an honest lad
Nice as he could be
He came lookin' for a job, so
He could pay his tuition fee
He asked me and sweetie if
He could stay with us
Said "I assure you folks
I don't drink, smoke of cuss"
He bought a new pair of Levi's
To cut tobacco in
We asked him how he
Liked the job
He'd shake his head and grin
He'd pull those Levi's off
Each night when he came home
"I'm honest with you folks
Them things could stand alone"
Sweetie offered to wash 'em
Gene shook his head,"no"
"I'll wear them through this tobacco cuttin'
Then they'll have to go"
He came home one evening
With gum on every stitch
Said he'd been lookin' for a good
place
To throw them Levi's in a ditch
"Heavens No!" cned sweetie
"I'll wash 'em out for hubby dear
He'll have a pair of blue jeans
That will last another year"

He handed those Levi's to her
Then turning with sigh
Sweetie saw him brush
A teardrop from his eye
"I'm through cuttin' tobacco forever"
Me and sweetie heard him say,
and
He never cut another stalk
Unto this very day
BLANKLY BLANK
By Dorothy Locke Inman
Blankly blank, blankly blank
My mind's gone blank,
I can't even think
I sit down at my typewnter
to write a line or two.
Blankly blank, blankly blank
I sit at my computer,
Like me the screen has gone
Blankly blank, blankly blank

SOO

AFTER THE NIGHT., DAY
By Linda M Siebold
Grey turns to gaudy
As I watch eastern skies,
The splendor of which
You all know, I surmise
As I watch enthralled
colors fade and disperse
"Our" sun has risen
In God's universe
Glee

SUMMER MOON (MOON SONG)
By Anisa Mahtoud
Summer moon, shine on me very
soon

I have been waiting for you all
afternoon.
Do not wait till the dawn.
Summer moon, you are beautiful
Winter, Spring, Summer and Fall
In love with you I always fall
You are romantic after all
On your name I will call
Silvery Moon, you make me feel
high
When looking in the sky
At you and the stars, gazing eye
to eye
Look at me from the sky
Summer Moon, tell my loving one
To meet me in the rose garden
Beside the sea or near the lake
On the hill or river bank
And never leave me alone
Stay with me till I am gone
Summer Moon.

•••

FAVOR WITH GOD
By Charlie York
Thy Word teaches us to
gain favor with God and man.
As we face the road with
You leading the way.
We have won victories
in the world called Earth.
Because You gave us
courage and hope.
We know troubles come
yet in retrospect they become
blessings. Tribulations cause us

Most
Hospitals See a Procedure,
Henry County Medical Center
Sees the Person.
We want to know you on a First Name Basis.
Bobby Ragsdale of Camden, TN wouldn't trust his first stay in the hospital to
just anybody...he trusted his daughter and Henry County Medical Center.
While Bobby was preparing for prostate surgery, daughter Kristy Hudson, RN
was preparing to take care of a patient who is very close to her heart, her Dad.
Henry County Medical Center wants to know all of our patients by their first
name. We are a community hospital. Our employees see you at church, school,
work, home and play. "Everybody called me by my name, I didn't feel like a
number," said Bobby. "I felt blessed by the people who took such good care of
me."

Kristy wouldn't have had herfather go anywhere else.

We have the
technology
but it takes a
great staff,
people
knowing
people, to
make a great
operating
room.

HC HENRYCOUNITY
MIC MEDICAL CENTER
At Henry Co. Medical Center we build our
reputation by the patients we serve.
301 Tyson Ave., Paris, TN

to know you better
Drawing us close we can
feel Thy Power
And know even when we suffer
You love us

731-642-1220

Mohler
celebrates
birthday
Kameron Luke Mohler
recently celebrated his second birthday at his home
with family and friends.
"Pinocchio" was the
theme of the party.
Mohler is the son of
Kenneth
Melinda
and
Mohler and the brother of
Austin Mohler.
His grandparents are
Kenneth
and
Connie
Cunningham, Sue and
Terry Allen, and Jerry and
Brenda Mohler.
Mrs. Marion Wilson is
his great-grandmother.

Mohler

SmArs FOR wscor
Sponsored each week by
M

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

CCUDR

701 Main St.•(270)753-5273
www.parkerford.com

Menus for the various lunchrooms in the Murray City
schools and Calloway County Schools for the week of Sept.
16 to 20 have been released by Judy Clark and Janice
McCuiston, food service directors for city and . county
schools respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional change. are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Murray Elementary - Breakfast- (Toast, cereal, juice and milk available daily) Monday - scrambled eggs; Tuesday - Danish roll;
Wednesday - waffles; Thursday - sausage biscuit: Friday - blueberry
muffins. Lunch - (fruit, vegetables, ice cream, bottled water, fruit rollups, milk and juice available daily) Monday - cheeseburger, Sloppy Joe
sandwich; Tuesday - pizza, chef salad with crackers; Wednesday chicken nuggets, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Thursday - grilled
cheese sandwich, Chuckwagon sandwich; Friday - pizza, peanut butter
and jelly sandwich.
Murray Middle - Breakfast - (Toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily) Monday - Honey bun; Tuesday - biscuit gravy; Wednesday breakfast pizza; Thursday - sausage biscuit:. Friday - waffle sticks.
Lunch - (fruit, vegetables and milk available daily) Monday - chicken
nuggets, peanut butter sandwich; Tuesday - ravioli with garlic toast,
hamburger; Wednesday - chef salad with crackers, Mexican pizza;
Thursday - baked ham with roll, cheeseburger: Friday - foot long
cheesey dog, pizza.
Murray High - Breakfast - (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily) Monday - French toast stix; Tuesday - biscuit gravy: Wednesday
- coffee cake; Thursday - sausage biscuit; Friday - cinnamon roll.
Lunch - (Hamburgers, cheeseburgers. pizza, fruit, vegetables, milk, ice
cream, snack crackers, cookies and canned fruit drinks available daily)
Monday - ravioli. Chuckwagon sandwich; Tuesday - taco salad bar,
stuff crust pizza, chef salad with crackers; Wednesday - Salisbury
steak and gravy, chicken salad plate; Thursday - beef fingers with
bread, chef salad with crackers; Friday - quesadilla, fish and cheese
sandwich.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool - Breakfast (milk is served daily) - Monday - scrambled
eggs, bacon, toast, fruit juice; Tuesday - steak and biscuit, grapes;
Wednesday - cereal, toast, fruit juice; Thursday - cinnamon raisin biscuit, mixed fruit. Lunch (milk is served daily) - Monday - pizza, whole
kernel corn, tossed salad with dressing; Tuesday - turkey with gravy,
creamed potatoes, mixed fruit, roll; Wednesday - ravioli casserole, corn
on cob, baked beans. French bread; Thursday - crispy steak nuggets,
potato wedges, roll, watermelon.
East, North, Southwest - Breakfast (cereal, toast, milk, juice and
yogurt available daily) - Monday - steak biscuit; Tuesday - French toast
sticks with syrup; Wednesday • scrambled eggs, bacon. toast;
Thursday - chicken biscuit; Friday - Honey bun. Lunch (vegetables,
fruit, chef salads and milk available daily) Monday - taco salad, fish
sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich; Tuesday - roast beef with roll, hot
dog on bun, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Wednesday - pizza, BBQ
ribette on hoagie, grilled cheese sandwich; Thursday - pizzaghetti with
bread sticks, hot ham and cheese sandwich, peanut butter and jelly
sandwich; Friday - ravioli casserole with roll, cheeseburger, grilled
cheese sandwich.
Calloway Middle - Breakfast (cereal toast, muffins, yogurt, fruit
juice and milk available daily) Monday - Danish; Tuesday - sausage
biscuit; Wednesday - bacon and egg biscuit; Thursday - pancake and
sausage on a stick with syrup; Friday - biscuit with sausage gravy.
Lunch (pizza, chef salads, vegetables, fruit, tea, fruit drinks and milk
available daily) Monday - scrambled eggs, sausage with biscuit,
Chuckwagon on bun, grilled cheese sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich; Tuesday - Oriental chicken with egg roll, Sloppy Joe on bun,
peanut butter and jelly sandwich, submarine sandwich; Wednesday lasagna with Texas toast, submarine sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich, turkey and cheese on hoagie; Thursday - fish nuggets with hushpuppies, grilled chicken on bun, peanut butter and jelly sandwich, ham
and cheese sandwich; Friday - ghtlitcheese burrito, hamburger, grilled
cheese sandwich, turkey and cheese on hoagie.
Calloway High - Breakfast (Poptarts, muffins, donuts, cereal, toast,
fruit juice and milk available daily - Monday- sausage biscuit; Tuesday
- ham and cheese biscuit; Wednesday - chicken biscuit; Thursday biscuit with sausage gravy; Friday - Danish. Lunch (vegetables, fruit.
cold sandwiches, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, hamburgers,
cheeseburgers, tries, chef salads, pizza, fruit drinks, tea and milk available daily) Monday - BBO ribette with roll, grilled chicken on bun;
Tuesday - foot long chili dog on bun, taco burger, Wednesday - chicken nuggets with roll, Chuckwagon sandwich; Thursday - lasagna with
Texas toast, turkey club on hoagie. Friday - chili cheese crispito with
Mexican corn bread, tuna salad sandwich.
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ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
sabbath St huol
Sat 10 15 am.
Sat 900 a m
Worship

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
1100 am
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6-00 p.m
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.in
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6 p.m
Worship
5 p.m
Church Training
7 p.m.
Wednesday
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Services
11:00 a.m.
Evening Services
6:00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6:30 p.m
Wednesday Serv
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Worship
1000 a.m & 6:00 p.m.
Sunday School
9:00 a in
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worship Services
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m.
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worship
10:45a.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worship
10-45 a.m. & 6 p.m
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8,915 & 1030 a.m.
Sun. Schools
8,9.15 & 1030 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Worship
7 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
1030 a m & 6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Church Training
5:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11.00 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Preaching
11 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
700 p.m.
-- ----CONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st SundaY
2:00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
200 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 am.& 6 p.m.
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a m & 7 p.m.
Sunda School
10 a.m.

OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
1000 a in
Preaching
1100 a m
Prayer Service
5:30 p m
Church
6:00 p m
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
845am & 11 a m & 6 p.m.
Worship
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
11 a m & 6 p.m
Worship
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
1045 a.m.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Wednesday Prayer Meeting
7:00 p.m.
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Awakening
Sat. 6 p.m.-10 p.m.
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship .
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7pm
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
9.00 a. m
Worship Services
10 a.m. & 7 p.m
Discipleship Training
6 p.m.
ST.JOHN
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worships
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
•
1030 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

Go With God
Life is a journey. One does not
arrive here a fully developed human
being, and the task of becoming
fully human is often compared to a
long and sometimes perilous —
though hopefully joyful and
interesting — journey. But it
is a journey where, for the
most part, we don't know
where we are going to end up,
or in many cases, where we
are likely to pass or even what
•
we should pack for the journey. My
father was always in the habit of packing a
tool kit when we were preparing for a family vacation. It was a
tool kit to deal with the contingencies of travel, and particularly
with the possibility of automotive breakdowns. In the same
way, we should give some thought to what kind of "tool kit"
we should carry with us on our journey of life. What virtues
and values should we carry with us? What kind of education
should we pursue, and what are the lessons of faith to carry
with us? Whatever else we take on our journey through life, we
should always take God with us as a traveling companion and
guardian of our lives. As our Spanish-speaking friends say
before a journey,"Vaya con Dios," or "Go with God."

There is great gain in godliness with contentment;
for we brought nothing into this world,
and we cannot take anything out of the world;
Timothy 6:6-7

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday'
4:30 p.m.
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
5:15 p.m.
Sam & 11 a.m.
Sunday Masses

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
950 a.m.
Evening Worship
6100 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
TOO p.m.
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
1050 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worahip. 6:00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
10:00 a.m.
Evening Service
600 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 a.in.
Bible Study
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:15 a.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Evening Service
6.00 p

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES
Sunday
Sunday School
2nd Wednesday
Reading Room Every Wed

1030 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
12-3 p.m.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
.. 9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
DEXTER
Sunday School
Worship
Wednesday

930 a.m.
10:30 a.m. & 600 p.m.
700 p.m.

FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
Sunday Night
Morning Worship
Wednesday Night

10:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9:00 a.m.
Worship
1000 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a.M.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7 00 p in

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11.10 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
1210 p.m.

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
7 00 p m
Sunday Morning
1000am
Sunday Evening
7.00 p.m
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p.in
Wednesday
7 p.m
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9:30 a.m
Worship
1130 a.m & 7 p.m
Wed Bible Study
7 p in
Friday Worship
7 p.m
HARMONEY MENNONITE
CHURCH
1/4 autos wan of Lynn Grow on Hwy 94
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m
Evening Service
7:30 p.m
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Morning Worship
1000 a.m
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10:30 a.m.
Wednesdays
7.00 p.m.
NEW LIFE CHURCH OF
GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St Youth Center
Worship 2nd Sun. 1000 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Worship 4th Sun.
10.00 a m to 1 p.m.
Tuesday
6:30 p.m.

WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a in
Morning Servo.,
11 00 a m

NAZARENE
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9.45 a in
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m
Wednesday Worship
6:30 p.m.

PENTECOSTAL

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9.30 a.m.
Watchtower Study
10.30 a.m.

APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
10 00 am.
Worship
11am &5pm

LUTHERAN

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10.00 a m
Church
11 00 am & 6.00 p m
Wednesday
7.00 p.m

IMMANUE'L LUTHERAN
Bible Study
900 a.m.
Worship
1030 a.m.

METHODIST

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:30 a.m
Worship
6.30 p.m

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p m

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
600 p.m.

PROMISE OF HOPE CHURCH
Sunday Morning
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
6:30 p.m
Wednesday Evening
7:30 p.m.

COLDWATER
" Worship
1100 a m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a in

FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship
1030 a.m. & 6 p m
Wednesday Family Training
7 p.m

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11:00 a m.,600 pm
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
845 a.m. & 11:00 a.m
Sunday School
1000 a.m.

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7:00 p.m
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 7 p in

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
1000 a_rn

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship
10:50 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m

GOSHEN METHODIST
Morning Worship
9-00 a.m
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Non-Traditional Praise & Worship 11:00 a.m

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
1000 am
Worship Sam._

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
- 11400
Worship
10:00 a.m.

LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
10 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

INDEPENDENT

KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.

CHRISTIAN COM.MLNITY CHURCH.
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Children's Sun. School
11 a.m.

LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
930 a.m.
Church School
1045 a.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday - Home Groups
6:00 p.m_

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:00 am
Sunday School
10:30 a.m

IMPACT PRAISE &
WORSHIP CENTER
Sun. Celebration Services
10 a.m.
Wed. Spiritual Training Classes 7 p.m.
Fri. Celebration Services
7 p.m.

MT. HEBRON
Worship
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10.00 a in
Worship
1100am
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9.30 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9.45 a in
Morning Worship
1045 a m
Evening
5 00 p in
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a m
Worship
10.45 a rn
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
1000 a.rn
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
11:00a m
Worship
Sunday School
1000 a.in

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a rn
Worship Service
11 a.m. & 6 p.m

MT. CARMEL
Worship
Sunday School

1000 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
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Calloway Monument Co.
1707 West Main

Murray
'We have over 50 years experience
in design and craftsmanship"
We are here to serve you and your loved ones

753-1962

'
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Mirray Bank

405 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY

FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

WOODCIPFTWS

Hwy. 121 Bypass •• Murray, KY
(270) 753-5315 •(800) 455-5315

GALLERIES

Member FDIC

Hwy.641 North

Murray
753-9383
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Belcher Oil Company,Inc.
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403 S. L.P. Miller • 753-0212

Cain's0
HR S E DODGE EEP
1400 N. 1211-I • MURRAY, KY • 753-6448
Email: 5star@cains.net

753-1586

212 E. Main St.

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC.
1305 N. 12th St.
Murray

753-1489

Michelin - Toyo - BF Goodrich - Multi-Mile
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For All Special Occasions
304 Main St., Mprray, KY 42071
(270) 753-1300 • Toll Free 1-888-367-6757

612 S. 9th St.
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Interwar Cr.optiowity

905 Glendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-1555

LIUNIMV

WHAT
CLEANERS'

605 Main St.,
Murray, KY
753-2552

NISSAN OF MURRAY
Affiliate of Parker Ford
Lincoln Mercury
800 Chestnut St.

753-5719

For what is a man profited, if he shall
gain the whole world, and lose his
own soul?

"Serving Your Needsfor Over 25 Years

759-4522

10% Discount

Murray
Appliance

Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

High Quality Lubes & Fuel

270.753.5626

How Banking Should Be

BRANDON igib WORLD Thornton Tile and Marble
•
Our Showroom is Open
r

753-8850

516 S. 12th • 753-9131
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-8 p.m.

Closed Sunday

Matthew 16:26

iyacLODGE
"When You Need More Than Assisted Living"
1505 Stadium View Dr.• 753-7109

Office Technology Specialists
1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
Mayfield, Ky.
1393 State Route 45 North

Professional Care with a Personal Touch

MURRAY
LEER
D & TIMES

208 S. 6th St.• Murray, KY •(270) 759-9500 Phone

(270) 753-1916 • www.murrayledger.com

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY

/
1
4

pA...

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Taking healthcare new places.
1401 SOUTH 15115 STREET • MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071 • 270.757-3660

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8
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Murray native,
authors to sign
books at New
Life Saturday

Awareness increased after 9/11

By KRISTY HOPPER
Staff Writer
One year after the attacks on the
World Trade Centers in New York
and the Pentagon in Washington,
many local churches have not experienced many changes in church
practices but many have experienced a greater awareness of the
world and its environment.
"The only change we've experienced since 9/11 is a greater awareness about praying for world situations, other countries and the situation of terrorism," Dr. Wendell Ray,
pastor of First Baptist
Church,
said.
iv Learn/fig
"The congregation has
hot.
developed a stronger awareNeea
Y
ona
ness of God, people and the
Hebirfr,
church," Joey Adair, pastor of
:
The
Eastwood Baptist Church said.
"Although we did it before, now
P.Irha it
we try to make it a habit to pray
for our leaders,"
Because of the tragedies, Tim
Cole, pastor of Hazel Baptist
Church, said his congregation has

By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor
Murray
native
Melissa
Trevathan has just had her nev,
book, "The Back Door to Your
Teen's Heart," released.
She and co-author Sissy
Goff will be at the New Life
Christian Bookstore, corner
of Fifth and Main Streets
here, on Saturday, Sept. 14,
from 10 a.m.-noon for a
book signing and reception.
The public is invited.
Trevathan attended
Murray City Schools
and received her bachelor of arts degree
from Murray State
University and her
master of religious
education
from
Southwestern
•,‘A
Seminary,
RE-k,
Dallas/Fort
v
SiSS)Worth, Texas. She
—TAN
Gopp
was employed as a youth
director at First Baptist Church,
Murray, and Calvert City Baptist Church will still
in her teens.
After teaching several years at Brentwood Private Academy,
Nashville, Tenn., Trevathan realized her life-long dream by founding and
directing Daystar Counseling Ministries, a non-profit agency serving
children, adolescents and their families in Tennessee for the past 18 years.
Goff has worked as the director of child and adolescent counseling and
is the director of summer programs at Daystar. She is a national certified
counselor and received a master's degree in human development counseling from Vanderbilt University, Nashville.
Daystar Ministries say in their release that "in their first book,
Trevathan and Goff offer thoughtful, inventive, and practical guidance
for parents, grandparents, educators, and all those who struggle with noncommunicative, emotional, and sometimes-sullen teens.
"They use some of the time-proven principles that they present to soften, shape and strengthen adolescents, and to help adults learn how to
offer choices instead of announcements, to create a place where teens feel
safe and free to be honest, to develop mutual respect so life changes
become possible, and to make the most of what God is doing in a teen's
life."
Trevathan is the daughter of Margaret Trevathan and the late Ben
Trevathan of Murray.
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also developed a stronger awareness
not only in its prayers but also in not
taking things for granted.
"We've developed an awareness
of prayer and a realiiation that
things can happen at anytime so we
no longer take things for granted,"
Cole said.
While many churches experienced an increase in attendance for a
number of weeks after the attacks,
many pastors have said the attacks
have not affected overall attendance
at their church the past year, but
many have said members of their
congregation have become more
mission minded.
Ledger & Times tile photo
"We've definitely become more POWER OF PRAYER ... Prayer services were
very common folmission minded, not only in the lowing
Sept. 11 last year.
areas of food and clothing but in
sympathy, caring and in God," Cole not changed its service procedures, moment and not take things for
September 11 proved to be an eye- granted."
said.
opening
experience and life-chang"It's been a real test for us but in
"I've seen an increased involvement in helping, caring and shar- ing experience for many congrega- light of it all, we keep asking ourselves, 'what would Jesus do?',"
ing," John Dale, minister of tions.
"We're all closer now," Dale Ray Goetz, pastor of St. Leo
Glendale Road Church of Christ,
said. "We've developed a more Catholic Church, said.
said.
"I think
Although many churches have sense of urgency to seize the we're waking up to realize that peo-

ServicesSpeakers &Specials
Various churches have
released information concerning their worship services for the coming weekend as follows:
Eastwood Baptist: The
Rev. Joey Adair, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. worship services.
First
Presbyterian:
The
Rev.
David
Montgomery, co-pastor,
will speak about "The
Common Core of Christian
Life" with scripture from
Romans 14:1-12 at the
10:45 a.m. worship service. Margaret Boone is
choir director with Lee Kern
as pianist. "Gracious Spirit,
Dwell with Me" will be sung
by Abigail Kimmel and Mrs.
Boone.
Also assisting will be
Carol Allen. liturgist, and
Tim, Tonie and Michael
Belcher. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 _a.m., Youth
Group Cookout at the Lake
at 2 p.m., Korean worship
at 4 p.m., and Bible Study
at the Hickory House at 8
p.m.
Grace Baptist: The
Rev. Sammy Cunningham,
pastor, will speak at the
10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. John Wood
is minister of music with
Oneida White as accompanist. The choir will sing "I
Need Thee Every Hour" at
the morning hour and "Just
a Closer Walk with Thee"
at the evening hour. Jason
Carroll, minister of youth,
will give the children's sermon.
Buel Downey is deacon
of the week. Assisting will
be Jimmy Hale and Tim
Belcher,
van
drivers;
Carolyn Bell, Jerry and
Jennifer
Tabers
and
Robbie
Hale, nursery
workers. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m., Choir
Practice at 5 p.m. and
Churchwide Singing at
5:30 p.m.
Westside
Baptist:
Mark
Whitt,
Baptist
Student Union campus
minister, will speak at the

10:30 a.m. worship service. The Rev. Glynn M. Orr,
pastor, will speak about
"Prayer Warriors" with
scripture from Ephesians
6:18-20 at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Tommy Scott is minister
of music. The choir will
sing "Name of Names" and
Natalie Hayden will sing a
solo at the morning hour.
Emily Clark will sing at the
evening hour. Lisa Whitt is
minister
children.
of
Assisting will be Mark
Morgan and Kim Oatman.
Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m. and Wednesday
service at 7 p.m.
Martin's
Chapel
United Methodist: The
Rev. Michael Blake, pastor,
will speak
about "The
Depth of Forgiveness" with
scripture from Matthew
18:21-35 at the 9 a.m. 17th
Sunday after Pentecost
worship service.
Ralph Robertsort is
choir
director
with
Carmaleta Eldridge and
Ricky Cunningham as
pianists. The choir will sing
"Surely Goodness and
Mercy" and the new hymn
of the month will be "The
Gift of Love." Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Good
Shepherd
United Methodist: The
Rev. Michael Blake, pastor,
will speak
about "The
Depth of Forgiveness" with
scripture from Matthew
18:21-35 at the 11 a.m.
17th
Sunday
after
Pentecost worship service.
Diana Tatlock is choir
director with Betty Poole,
Jessica Su and Ginny
Shropshire as accompanists. The choir will sing
"The Lord's Prayer" and
the new hymn of the month
will be "God, Whose Love
is Reigning O'er Us."
Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran:
The Rev. Dr. Chad Foster,
pastor, will speak about
"The Bigger Picture" with
scripture from
Matthew

_

A

18:21-35 at the 10:30 a.m.
Holy Communion worship
service on the 17th Sunday
after Pentecost. Fred Bless
will be elder. Dr. Foster's
Radio Ministry on 1340 AM
and Sunday School and
Adult Bible Class are at 9
a.m. and a social hour at
9:45 a.m.
Locust Grove Baptist:
A new class called "Basics
For Believers" will continue
at 10 a.m. and will be
taught by the Rev. Jeff
Elliott, pastor. The pastor
will speak at the 11 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services. Jarrod Martin is youth
director. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m. and a
brief
overview
of
Revelation as part of the
Step by Step Through the
New Testament class will
be at 5 p.m.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian: The Rev.
Terry Vasseur, pastor, will
speak about "Maintaining
the Glow" with scripture
from / Timothy 1:12-18 at
the 11 a.m. worship service. The choir will sing
"Glad Reunion Day" Music
will be under the direction
of Margaret Nell Boyd,
Dean Cochran, and Glen
and Emma Dean Clayton.
Sunday School is at 10
a.m.
Emmanuel
Baptist:
The
Rev.
Dr.
Paul
McWherter, pastor. will
speak about "God Can Still
Save America (One Family
At A Time)" with scripture
from Jonah 3at the 11 a.m.
worship service, and about
"(More) Trials of Your Faith:
(Your Faith Will Be Tried
Individually And For An
Abundantly
Useful
Purpose)" with scripture
from / Peter 1:3-9 at the 6
p.m. worship service.
Coldwater Church of
Christ: Richard Guill, minister, will speak about
"Unfaithfulness - The Sin
That Burdens #3 with
scripture from Psalm 38:110 at the 10:15 a.m. wor-
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We Invite

You To Come Join Us

-

September 15-20
Sunday 6 p.m.• Monday-Friday 7 p.m.
SPEAKERS:
Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday - Dr. Richard Walker
Monday, Wednesday, Friday - Rev. John Denham

.

MUSIC EVANGELIST
Jamall Badry from Colorado Springs
Concert Sunday night Sept. 15 at 6 p.m.

lamall Badry

Music Evangelist lama!! Badry has been singing the Gospel in Churches across
the nation and around the world since 1961.
famall grew up in Norman, Oklahoma, graduated from the University of
Oklahoma School of Music.
Although he spends most of his time singing in revivals and concerts, lama
has sung for state conventions and evangelism conferences throughout the
United States and Canada.

SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
US Hwy. 641 North - 2 Miles North of Roy Stewart Stadium
For Revival Information Call 339-6322

ship service and about Through Forgiveness" with
"Lessons From 3rd John" scripture from Matthew
with scripture from verses 18:21-22 at the 9 a.m.
1-8 at the 6 p.m. worship worship service. Lay assisservice. Kevin Smith will be tant will be Steve Sexton.
song leader.
Donna Parker will lead chilSouth Pleasant Grove dren's church. Sunday
United Methodist: The school will be at 10 a.m.
Rev. Scott Alford, pastor, with Terry Butler as superwill speak about "Crossing intendent. The praise and
Into the Unknown" with worship service will be at
scripture from Exodus 11 a.m. with
Ronnie
14:19-31 at the 10:45 a.m. Hutson as speaker.
worship service. Assisting
Music will be under the
will be Gene Dale Paschall direction of Donna Parker,
and
Robert
Guthrie, Tina Sexton and April
acolytes; Buren and Jo Arnold. The annual church
Erwin, greeters; Gary picnic will be at Kenlake
Cooper, Joe Pat Hutson, State Park Sunday at 5
Darrel Clark and Ronnie p.m.
Jackson, ushers; Jean
First
United
Cooper, children's time. Methodist: The Rev. Larry
Sunday School will be at Daniel, pastor, will speak
9:30 a.m. and Youth about "Our Message" with
Council at 3:30 p.m.
scripture from / Corinthians
Glendale Road Church 5:18-21 at the 8:45 a.m.
of Christ: Vernon Sparling and 11 a.m. worship servwill be the speaker at the 9 ices. Becky Sanchez will
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship be liturgist. Dr. Pamela
services. Todd Walker will Wurgler will direct the
direct the song services. A music with Joan Bowker as
short worship service will organist. Randall Black will
be at 5 a.m. and Sunday sing a solo at the early
and Bible Classes at 10 service. The chancel choir
a.m.
will
sing
"Praise
Ministers are John Dale, Resounding" at the second
pulpit,
Garry
Evans, service. The pastor will
Involvement, Alan Martin, have the children's serOutreach,
and
Nick mon.
Hutchens, Youth. The
Acolytes will be Haley
morning service can be Haverstock and Daniel
heard on WRKY 1130 AM Hopkins. Church School
and the evening service on will be at 9:50 a.m. and a
WNBS 1340 AM.
church picnic will be from
Elm Grove Baptist: Dr. 12:30-2:30 p.m. at MurrayTodd Buck will speak at the Calloway County Park.
10 a.m. and 7 p.m. worUniversity Church of
ship services. Don Rowlett Christ: Charley Bazzell,
will lead the music. Special minister, will speak about
music for the morning hour "Becoming
Contagious
will be by Bretteni Cox, and Christians" (part 1) at the
at the evening hour by 10 a.m. worship service,
Mikael Farris. Sunday and Richard Youngblood,
School will begin at 9 a.m., minister, will speak about
Discipleship training will "Ministering in a Changing
begin at 6 p.m., but the World
without
Adult Choir Practice will Compromising
the
not practice at 8 p.m. For Message" at the 6 p.m.
information call 753-7321, worship service. Assisting
753-6341 or 436-2204.
at the morning service will
Goshen
United be
Hampton
Brooks,
Methodist: The
Rev. Randy Dunn and Billy
Kendrick Lewis, pastor, will
speak about "Set Free •See Page 11A

learning
What They
Need and
Helping
Them
Find It

Melissa Trevathan
and Sissy Goff for
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their booksigning and

.

reception at
.
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Join Murray-native

BACK

DOOR TO
,YOURTEEN'S
EART

Chrlstian Bookstore
on the corner of
5th and Main Street

Saturday,
September 14th
from

10 a.m. to 12 p.m.
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Paducah worship center to host singles conference
PADUCAH, Ky. — David Edwards has been
described as a cross between Jay Leno and Billy
Graham. Edwards will bring his unique combination of humor and Bible teaching to Paducah's
Headland Worship Center during a conference
and workshop for Single Adults, Sept. 21.
The conference theme is "The Challenge:
God's Way or Man's Way?" According to
Singles' Director Alan Bugg, the event is
designed to give single adults an opportunity to
study their place in life and seek God's will in
their lives.
As one of the most popular speakers on the
single adult ministry circuit, Edwards traveled
more than 100,000 miles last year speaking to
more than 500,000 adults.
"David Edwards has a wonderful talent to

entertain and get you laughing, then hit you with
a powerful spiritual truth when you least expect
it," Bugg said. "In his unique blend of humor, stories, and biblical insights, David gives us the
blueprint for becoming better Christians."
As an added bonus the Heartland Worship
Center singles' conference will feature the music
of Kevin Derryberry.
The singles' conference will begin at 9:30 a.m.
Saturday, Sept. 21, 2002, with registration. The
registration fee is $15 and includes a workbook
and box lunch. Free childcare will be available.
Bugg asks anyone who needs childcare to please
call in advance so the church will know how
many children are coming.
Opening praise and worship begins at 10:30
a.m. Dave Edwards will speak at 11 a.m. fol-

lowed by a lunch break at noon. There will be a
drama presentation at 1 p.m., followed by praise
and worship at 2 p.m., Kevin Derryberry at 2:30
p.m. and David Edwards at 2:45 p.m. There will
a prayer and counseling time followed by additional music and testimony with Kevin
Derryberry.
The conference concludes at 5 p.m. Saturday
evening, Sept. 21, David Edwards will be doing
comedy at Smiley's, a Christian coffeehouse at
2nd and Kentucky, from 8 to 11 p.m.
Heartland Worship Center is located off
Interstate 24, Exit 7, at 4777 Alben Barkley Drive
across from Paducah Community College. For
more information contact Alan Bugg at (270)
554-1400 extension 218 or by e-mail at
alan@HeartlandWorship.com.
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Goetz, pastor, will conduct masses Dusty Darnell, pastor, will speak at
at 5:15 p.m. Saturday and at 8 and 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. worship
Hammack. Danny Claiborne is 11 a.m. on Sunday. Scripture read- services. W.A. Erwin is music
worship leader and Jeremy Bell is ings will be from Sirach 27:30- director with Gela Edwards and
youth director. Bible classes will be 28:7, Romans 14:7-9 and Matthew Cindy Cossey as accompanists.
18:21-35. Parish School of Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
at 9 a.m.
Baptist Religion will be from 9:15 to 10:30 and Discipleship Training at 5:45
Poplar
Spring
Church: Jamie Hughes, associate a.m.
p.m. Wednesday service is at 7
pastor, will speak at the 8:45 and
Sinking Spring Baptist: The p.m.
11 a.m. worship services. His 6 Rev. Randy Kuykendali, pastor,
Hilltop Baptist: The Rev. Joe
p.m. sermon will be "Overview of will speak at the 11 a.m. and 6 Pat Winchester, pastor, will speak
Psalms" with scripture from p.m. worship services. Music will at the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
Psalms at the 6 p.m. worship serv- be directed by John Ray with Neta services and Wednesday 7 p.m.
ice. Ryker Wilson is minister of Smotherman as accompanist. service. Sunday School will be at
music, with Susan Reynolds, Sunday School will begin at 10 10 a.m.
Hazel Brandon, Anita Bradley, a.m. Wednesday service is at 7
Trinity Christian Center:
Jennifer Wilson and Carol Kelly as p.m.
Pastor James Harris will speak at
accompanists. Sunday School will
First Baptist: Keith Inman will the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
be at 10 a.m.
speak at the 9:30 a.m. and 10:50 services
on
Sunday
and
Memorial Baptist: Dr. Jim a.m. worship services. Mike Crook Wednesday at 7 p.m. Sunday
Simmons, pastor, will speak at the is minister of music with Margaret School will be at 10 a.m.
10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship Wilkins and Lisa Ray as accompaFlint Baptist: Worship services
services. His morning topic will be nists. The sanctuary choir will sing will be at the 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
"Taking Your Jericho" with scrip- "I Bowed on My Knees and Cried Darren Chapman is music director
ture from Joshua 6. Paul Adams is Holy" with Mr. Inman as soloist at with Gina Brandon and Janette
minister of music, Kathy Thweatt, the morning services. Joetta Kelly, Walker as accompanists. Sunday
organist, and Misty Williams, preschool/children's minister, will School will be at 10 a.m. and
pianist. The sanctuary choir will give the children's sermon. Fellowship Training at 6 p.m.
sing "Revive Us, 0 Lord" and Assisting will be Dwain Bell, Paul
Church of Nazarene: The Rev.
Danny McGrew will present spe- Dailey, Dr. Mary Lou Yeatts and Dr. Michael Wilford, pastor, will speak
cial music at the morning hour. Durwood Beatty.
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. worDavid Ramey and Mike Daniel will
Sunday School sessions are at ship services. Sunday School with
assist. Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m. and 10:50 a.m. the Dr. Ed Brewer will be at 9:45 a.m.
9:40 a.m.
Week of Prayer for Missions Sheryl Lindzy is song leader with
Scotts Grove Baptist: Dr. Program, "Big
Hands.. Little Devonda Wilford as accompanist.
Richard Walker, pastor, will speak Hands Across Kentucky" will be Charles Guge is superintendent.
about "Christians - Repent! The led by Martha Moore at the 6 p.m. The teen group will meet at 6 p.m.
Kingdom of Heaven is at Hand!" worship service.
with Rusty Lidzy as leader.
with scripture from Matthew 4:17
Hazel Baptist: The Rev. Tim Wednesday night services are at
at the 10:45 a.m. worship service, Cole, pastor, will speak at 10:30 6:30 p.m.
and about "Hypocrites - Repent! a.m. and 6:30 p.m. worship servicSt. John Baptist: The Rev.
The Kingdom of Heaven is at es. Gene Orr Miller will direct the Abraham Clark, pastor, will speak
Hand! with scripture from Matthew music with Gwyn Key and Rhonda at both worship services. Sunday
4:17 at the 6 p.m. worship service, Lamb as accompanists. Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m.
broadcast on WVHM at 7 p.m. The School will be at 9:30 a.m. and
New Life Christian Center:
Rev. John Denham is associate Church Training at 5:30 p.m.
Worship service will be Sunday at
pastor. Tommy Hoke is music
St. John's Episcopal Church: 10:30 a.m. and Wednesday at 7
leader with Mary Davis, Pat Morning worship will be at 10:30 p.m. at 603 North 16th St., Murray.
Keeling and Sandy Tinsley as a.m. with Sunday School for chil- Prayer will be at 9:30 a.m. Sunday.
accompanists.
dren, youth and adults at 9 a.m.
New Providence Baptist: The
Revival services will begin with
Kirksey Baptist: The Rev. Rev. Bobby Joe Edmonson, pasthe Sunday services and continue
Monday through Friday at 7 p.m.
Music Evangelist Jamall Badry will
present a concert Sunday night.
The youth will meet at 5 p.m.
Sunday. The church will be open
from 6 to 9 p.m. for Prayer and
Fasting for Spiritual Awakening
each Saturday. This is a "come
and go" unstructured prayer time
and is open to the community.
First Christian: The Rev.
William C. Horner, pastor, will
speak about "Into the Deep Water"
at the 10:15 a.m. worship service.
Mark Dycus is choir director with
Angie Thome as organist. Erin
Bare will have the children's ser(2 miles North of Hardee's on Hwy.641)
mon. The chancel Choir will sing
"Glory to God."
Assisting will be Don McCord,
For students needing a ride our van will be at
Doug Henry, Don Chamberlain,
White and Hart Colleges on Sundays at 10:30 a.m.
Don Bennett, Betty Gore, Rebecca
Landolt, Denny Lane and Lesa
Stanley. Youth directors are Erin
A FREE BIBLE WILL BE GIVEN TO THE
Bare and Dustin Alton. Sunday
School is at 9 a.m. and Youth
FIRST 100 STUDENTS.
Group at 5 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic: Fr. Ray

MURRAY STATE STUDENTS
We're Proud You Chose HSU
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InOurChurches
Women's conference planned at
Poplar Spring Baptist Church

"Bloom Where You're Planted" will be the theme of the Women of
Promise Conference at Poplar Spring Baptist Church, Murray, on Saturday.
Oct. 5. Registration will start at 9 a.m. with morning sessions from 9:30 a.m.
to noon and afternoon session from 12:45 to 2 p.m. Lisa Moffitt, motivator,
humorist, business woman, speaker, writer, mother and wife, will be the featured speaker.
Moffitt is co-owner of Mighty Mom Enterprises. She established a local
MOPS (Mothers of Preschoolers) group in her own community and has
served in numerous leadership positions. Currently an area coordinator in
the Southeastern States, she is a regular commentator on -Talk of the Town"
for television show on WTFV-TV in Nashville, Tenn.
Moffitt teaches how to enjoy the season of life that you may be in now
as well as giving you insight on refocusing your direction to fulfill your
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 God-given
potential, a church spokesperson said.
p.m. worship services. Sunday
Special
music
will be presented by Jessica King who has just released her
School will be at 10 a.m.
Palestine United Methodist: debut single,"Keep Me in your Will." Her first CD "The Gift" led her to her
The Rev. David Allbritten, pastor, second project, "Where Angels Are."
will speak at 11 a.m. worship servKing has received nominations for Southern Gospel Music Association
ice. Sunday School will be at 10
New Artist of the Year, as well as Horizon individual for the singing NEWS
a.m. Bible Study will be at 6 p.m.
Northside Baptist: The Rev. in 2001. She has performed with Gaither Homecoming Friends, Marty
Brett Miles, pastor, will speak at Rayborn, The Oakridge Boys, Janet Paschel, The Isaacs, Karen Peck and
the 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship New
River, Michael Combs,The Crabb Family, The Hoppers, Jeff and Sheri
services. Max McGinnis is song
Easter,
Gold City, Greater Vision, and many others.
leader with Joy Young and
Janeann Turner as accompanists.
Registrations by Sept. 20 will be $25 lunch included/no lunch $22; and
Sunday School will be at 9 a.m.
after Sept. 20 will be based on availability and will be $30 with no lunch
Russell
Chapel
United available.
Reservations may be made by mailing a check payable to Poplar
Methodist: The Rev. David
Spring
Baptist/Women's Conference, and mailed to Women of Promise,
Allbritten, pastor, will speak at 9:30
a.m. worship service Sunday and Poplar Spring Baptist Church, 749 Poplar Spring Dr., Murray, KY 42071.
at 7 p.m. service Wednesday. Red
For more information call 436-2564 or 436-2719.
Woods is songleader with Margie
a.m. worship service with a basket
Charlton as pianist. Sunday
dinner at noon and an afternoon
School will be at 11 a.m. and
gospel singing which includes the
Wednesday service at 7 p.m.
Sugar Creek Quartet.
Bethel Fellowship: The Rev.
Shelby Underhill, pastor, will speak
Bethany Baptist Church at New
Donations will be taken for the
at the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship Concord will hear the Rev. Roy upkeep of the cemetery. Those
services.
Marquis Jr. of Hopkinsville speak at unable to attend may send their
Calvary Temple: The Rev. J.H. the revival services Sunday, Sept. donations to Billy Pyle, 3727 West
Lipford, pastor, will speak at the 15, through Friday, Sept. 20. He
will Fork Rd., Murray, KY 42071.
10:30 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. worship
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. Sunday
services. A special singing is held
and at 7:30 p.m., Monday through
each second Sunday at the 6:30
Friday.
p.m. service.
Special singing will be presented
Hilltop Baptist: The Rev. Joe
Pat Winchester, pastor, will speak at each service. James Walker is
The Rev. Mark Thweatt will be
at the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship song leader with Judy Todd and Jane the speaker at the revival services at
services. Sunday School will be at Buchanan as accompanists. The Salem Baptist Church Sunday,
Sept.
Rev. David Cunningham, pastor,
10 a.m.
15, through Wednesday, Sept. 18.
Independence
United invites the public to attend the servRev. Thweatt, pastor of Olive
Methodist: Rev. David C. Stewart ices.
Baptist Church in Marshall County,
will speak at the morning worship
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
service. Bible study is held on
Sunday and 7 p.m. Monday through
Wednesday nights at 7 p.m. at
Wednesday.
Coles Campground.
Special singing will be held each
Impact Praise and Worship:
Spring Creek Baptist Church will night, according to the Rev. John
Michael Richardson, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. service. have its annual homecoming on Sheppard, pastor, who invites the
Spiritual Training Classes begin at Sunday, Sept. 15. The Rev. Terry public to attend. Tbe church is locat10 a.m. for all age groups.
Powell, pastor, will speak at the 11 ed at the intersection of Highways
893 and 1836 north of Lynn Grove.

Bethany Baptists
will hear Marquis

Thweatt to speak
at Salem revival

Spring Creek to
hold Homecoming

BRANDON

WORLD
.Gor

While You're Here Visit

COTITS GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH
S

2002 OLDS AURORA

2002 BUICK LESABRE

Leather - All Pwr. - CD 8 Cite - Pwr. Lumbar
(2 In Stock)
Sfk RX2067 17K Miles

Gauge Pk,. - CD & Can - All Pert
(4 In Stock)
311( RX2079 14K Miles

2001 CHEVY TAHOE LS
Pwr. Withers - Pwr. Lucke - CD Player
2 WD
Sfk #82074 28K Miles

11!

_
2001 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY
Pwr. Windows Pwr, Locks Remote Entry
Local 1 Owner
Stk #C0019C 34K Miles

2001 FORD MUSTANG
All Pwr. CD & Cott - V6 - Remote Entry
Stk #X2061 28K Miles

2001 CHEVY TRACKER
Pwr. Withers - Pwr. Lech
Culotte - 2 WD
Stk #X2042 19K Miles
gr

ORDER PHOTOS

Forgot your
Camera?
Shoot on over to:

2000 PONTIAC GRAND AM GT 2000 CADILLAC ELDORADO

Welt

1999 OLDS AURORA

V6 - All Pwr. - CD & Cs:tette
Remote Eery
31k #X2062 36K Miles

Pearl Paint - Chrome Wheels - Bete
All Pwr.
Sfk #82044 31K Miles

D amen Pater Soiree - Chrome Wheelu
- All Pwr.
Sfk #82078 35K Miles

1999 OLDS BRAVADA

1999 HONDA ACCORD EX

1999 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE

Sento*? All Pwr. - CD Player
Allemieim Wheel,
Stit #82073 45K

Remote Entry
All Pwr.
311t *X2063 32K Miles

Loather - All Pwr. - Sum?
CD & Cassette
Stk 1X2076 44K Milos

AWD

CCHS Sports
MHS Sports
Convenient online purchase • Mailed directly to you
70 year fade life • 35mm quality
Visit our website at www.murrayledger.com
Click on the dotphoto icon
for ordering information.

i

1999 MITSUBISHI GALANT ES 1999 PONTIAC GRAND AM GT
CO Platter Pwr. Wieder, - Pwr. Locke
Remote Eetry
Sfk 1X2035 52K Mile.

Sunroof - All Pear. - CD 'fryer
V6
#X2071 44K Mkt

Vb

4x4

1998 BUICK LESABRE
hotel Trile All Pwr. Remote Eery
*B2063A 55K Miles

1995 DODGE RAM
VI - 2WD - All Pwv. - hotel 111 Owlet
Stk 1112011A 41K Mile.

(1
/
444

1300 121 N. BY-PASS • MURRAY, KY
1270)753-5315 — MOW 455-5315
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FOOTBALL
Saluki head
Racers hold senes
coach Kill not edge over Salukis
used to losing

MSU Defense vs. SIU TB Tom Kutsos
Can a Racer defense that gave up 52 points and over 500 total
yards at Memphis contain two-time All-Gateway Conference tailback
Tom Kutsos, who has rushed for 220 yards on 37 carries (5.8 yards
per carry) in the season's first two weeks. The 5-11, 220-pounder
entered the 2002 campaign as Southern Illinois' career rushing leader
with 3,531 yards. He has rushed for over 100 yards in 17 career
games as a Saluki.

2002 Racer Schedule
Date

Opponent
Time/Result
August
at Memphis
L, 6-52
September
Southern Illinois
6 p.m.
at Illinois State
6:30 p.m.
at Indiana State
12:05 p.m.
October
Tennessee State (HC)
3 p.m.
at Eastern Kentucky
1 p.M.
Southeast Missouri
2:30 p.m.
November
Samford
1:30 p.m.
Tennessee State
1:30 p.m.
at Tennessee-Martin
1 p.m.
Eastern Illinois
1:30 p.m

31
14

21
28
12
19
26
2
9
16
23

For Just the second time in his
career as a football coach, Southern Illinois head coach Jerry Kill
suffered through a losing season.
Despite a resume filled with solid
credentials, Kill could not avoid
another losing season by the
Salukis, who finished just 1-10
during the 2001 campaign.
SIU's lone win last fall came
in Week 4 of the season when it
defeated former Murray State head
coach Denver Johnson's Illinois
State Redbirds 38-17 in a Gateway Conference showdown at Normal, Ill.
Included in that 1-10 campaign
— the school's 17th losing season in the last 19 years — was
a 24-20 loss to the Racers on
Sept. 22 at McAndrew Stadium
in Carbondale, Ill.
Kill, however, has already
equaled last year's win total by
smashing Division III Kentucky
Wesleyan 78-0 in the season opener Aug. 29.
A native of Cheney, Kan., Kill
began his coaching career after
graduating from Southwestern College in 1982.
Following his playing days, Kill
followed his coach — current
Alabama head coach Dennis Franchione
to Pittsburg State, where
he eventually began defensive coordinator in 1985.

Photo courtesy of SIU website

BAD HABITS ... Second-year
SIU head coach Jerry Kill
suffered just the second losing season of his coaching
career in 2001.
Pittsburg State made the NAIA
playoffs each of the three years
Kill was at the school — compiling a 30-4 record. He later
returned to PSU, which captured
a national championship in 1991.
Kill's first college head coaching job was at Saginaw Valley State,
where he guided the Cardinals to
38-14 record in five seasons.

-S1U Sports Information

NwFootba

Photo courtesy of SIU website

TOP THREAT ... Senior tailback Tom Kutsos is Southern Illinois' top offensive
threat, having gained 220
yards on 37 carries in the
Salukis' first two games.
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Sale Now In Progress for a limited time only on first quality Hardwood Flooring.

Unfinished Red Oak - 2.89 ft.
Pre-finished Red Oak - 4.50 ft.
NOW is the time to save and enjoy the natural health/ and depth of hardwood
.6

6

CA RPET& FLOOR COVERIN

Hwy. 641 - 1 1/2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Trail. Turn right 1500 yards.

753-77=8

Sill Series

MSU (8-7-2)
MSU, 6-3
at Murray
T. 0-0 at Carbondale
MSU, 13-12
at Murray
T, 0-0 at Carbondale
SIU, 13-0
at Murray
SIU, 31-0
at Murray
SIU, 28-21 at Carbondale
MSU, 24-11
at Murray
SIU, 45-7 at Carbondale
SIU, 31-27
at Murray
MSU, 35-3 at Carbondale
MSU. 43-38
at Murray
SIU, 24-20 at Carbondale
MSU, 41-13
at Murray
SIU, 58-51 at Carbondale
MSU, 42-20
at Murray
MSU, 24-20 at Carbondale

1927
1928
1929
1932
1933
1986
1988
1989
1990
1991
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

Down 20-17 in the fourth
quarter, Murray quarterback
Stewart Childress found wideout Michael Slater in the end
zone for a 2-yard touchdown
pass to provide the decisive
points.
Childress finished 23-of-37
passing for 253 yards while
throwing for two touchdowns.

Racer Notes ...
MSU perfect in last five home openers
The Racers open a six-game home schedule on Saturday against
regional rival Southern Illinois, looking for their sixth straight homeopening win at Roy Stewart Stadium. MSU enters Saturday's contest with a five-game winning streak in its home openers. The
Racers' last home-opening loss came in 1996 when they fell to
rival Western Kentucky in a 44-41 overtime classic. In that same
year, Houston Nutt's .lourth and final Murray squad went on to
claim its second consecutive Ohio Valley Conference championship
— the most recent league title for the Racers.

Racers try to avoid 0-2 start
11

21ALLIK1
Tom Koutsos
5-11 • 220
Senior
Oswego, Ill.
It took just 28 games for
Tom Koutsos to become Southern Illinois' all-time rushing
leader, as the senior tailback
amassed 3,531 yards during
his first three seasons in a
Saluki uniform.
A former standout at Marm ion
Military Academy during his prep
days, Koutsos has rushed for
over 1,000 yards in his three
years at the Carbondale, Ill.
school — twice earning firstteam All-Gateway Conference
honors.
He has 17 100-yard rushing

Since Murray State began playing football in 1924, the regional
rivalry between the Racers and
Southern Illinois has taken place
just 17 times.
However, the rivalry between
the two schools — which are only
about 100 miles apart — has been
intense since the first meeting in
1927, which ended in a 6-3 Murray victory.
The Racers and Salukis squared
off every season from 1927 to
1933, with the exception of the
1930 and 1931 campaigns.
However, the series was dropped
for over five decades after a 130 SIU win in 1933. It was not
renewed until the 1986 season,
when the Salukis blasted Frank
Beamer's eventual Ohio Valley Conference champions 31-0 at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Last Season: The Racers made
it two straight victories over SIU
in 2001, outlasting the Salukis at
Carbondale's McAndrew Stadium.

Player Profile
games and is the only player
in SIU history to record multiple 1,000-yard seasons.
In 2001, Koutsos recorded
seven 100-yard rushing games,
including a season-high 165
yards in a 25-24 loss to Southwest Missouri State. He broke
the school's career rushing
record in Game 6 — a 49-21
home loss to eventual Ohio
Valley Conference champion
Eastern Illinois.
Koutsos finished the 2000
campaign third on the team in
receiving and had a string of
five straight games with at least
100 yards. He recorded a season-high 189 yards rushing
against OVC member Southeast Missouri State.
During his freshman season
of 1999, Koutsos was an honorable mention selection to the
All-Gateway Conference team.
-SIU Sports Information

Murray State heads into Saturday's matchup hoping to avoid its
first 0-2 start since the 1999 season, when Denver Johnson's third
Racer team began the year with a 49-10 loss to Division I-A Wisconsin and a 58-51 defeat at Southern Illinois in Week 2. Before
that season, MSU had not started a season with back-to-back
losses since Houston Nutt's first season in 1993.

Murray State in the polls
The Racers enter Saturday's action unranked in The Sports
Network weekly poll, the primary ranking system used in Division
I-AA football. MSU was listed No. 38 prior to the loss at Memphis. Street & Smith had Murray ranked No. 10 nationally in its
preseason Top 25 poll.

Veteran offensive line getting healthier
Murray State entered the season with all five starters returning
on the offensive line, but spent all summer camp trying to keep
them healthy. All but senior right tackle Clint Parker missed practice time during preseason camp, but patched things together prior
to the Memphis game.
Now, as the Racers prepare to face Southern Illinois, it looks
as if the bye week was a blessing for two starters.
Senior center Josh Foster, who did not dress for the Memphis
contest, has practiced the last two weeks and should see action
against the Salukis. Senior guard Bryan Williams missed most of
preseason drills with a staph infection and saw just limited action
at Memphis. He is expected to be at full strength this week.
All the injuries have forced two backups into action. Sophomore
Justin Ard — a Marshall County product — and junior Aaron Scott
have been strong contributors to the Racer line. Ard, a 6-5, 300pound sophomore, started in place of Foster at center and could
start at guard or tackle this week. Scott also saw a great deal of
action in Week 1, and is pushing for additional playing time.

-MSU Sports Information

You don't have to go this far to find a large selection
of new and used program vehicles...
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Astros SW offense not always grounded
rally to
defeat
Cards
By The Associated Press
Jose Vizcaino's clutch hit
gave the Houston Astros hope.
His three-run homer capped
a four-run eighth inning Thursday night, rallying the Astros
past St. Louis 6-3 and ending
the Cardinals' eight-game winning streak.
The Astros are 5 1/2 games
behind in the NL -Central —
a large but not unbridgeable
gap for a
team
that
plays
its
next three
games
against the
Cardinals.
"I think
it's a big deal because it's the
first game of the series," said
Mike Crudale, who gave up Vizcaino's homer. "We're still 5
1/2 up, but we want to take
every game from these guys.
I'm sure we will bounce back.
We've got some good pitchers
going.
"This is kind of the playoffs before the playoffs."
In other NL games, it was:
Colorado 7, Los Angeles 1;
San Diego 3, San Francisco 2;
Cincinnati 15, Cubs 12; New
York 8, Montreal • 2; and
Philadelphia 6. Florida 1.
Only the Oakland Athletics
are in a tighter divisional title
race than the Cardinals and
Astros.
Houston finished tied with
St. Louis last season, but won
the title with a better head-tohead record. After this fourgame series tbe teams play
another three games Sept. 2022.
The Cardinals could have
reduced their magic number to
10 if they had held on. They
entered the eighth inning up
3-2 before Dave Veres allowed
a leadoff homer to Craig Biggio.
"The way I look at it, you've
got to give their guys some credit for what they did," Cardinals manager Tony La Russa
said. "Any time you see Veres
get the ball up like that, you
know he's tired."
The win improved the
Astros' record against the Cardinals this season to 3-7. The
Astros haven't won in St. Louis
yet this season. They play their
last three games against the
Cardinals there.
Rockies 7, Dodgers 1
Denny Stark limited Los
Angeles to two hits over seven
innings, and Colorado sent the
Dodgers to their fifth loss in
six games.
Shawn Green broke up
Stark's shutout bid, leading off
the seventh with his 42nd
homer.
Stark (10-3) improved to 81 at Coors Field this season
with a 3.12 ERA. Omar Daal
(11-8) allowed fine runs and
seven hits in 3 2-3 innings to
take the loss.
Padres 3, Giants 2,
10 innings
Rookie Sean Burroughs singled in the winning run with
two outs in the 10th inning
and San Diego beat San Francisco to keep the Giants tied
with Los Angeles for the NL
wild-card lead.
Burroughs, who turned 22
on Thursday. delivered the winning single just past first baseman J.T. Snow into right field
off Robb Nen. the Giants'eighth
pitcher.
Trevor Hoffman (2-4), who
blew the save in the ninth, got
the win. Tim Worrell (8-2) took
the loss.
Reds 15, Cubs 12
Todd Walker had four hits
and four RBIs, including a
tiebreaking three-run double in
the eighth inning that propelled
the Reds over Chicago in
Cincinnati.
Chicago outhit the Reds 2217.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
When Southern Illinois attempted just nine passes in last weekend's 21-14 loss
to
Southeast
Missouri State, it
was with good
reason.
And it wasn't all because
of the presence
of career rushing leader Tom
Koutsos.
Kill
"We're in the
process of getting some people
back that can make some big
plays," said Saluki head coach

Jerry Kill, at least partially referring to sophomore wide receiver
Keenan Echols, who has missed
the first two games while nursing
an injury.
"We've got a couple of wide
receivers who have been out that
will add some speed to our offense."
The loss of those offensive
weapons has left the ball in the
hands of Koutsos, who tallied 154
yards on 26 carries and scored
the Salukis only two touchdowns
against the Indians. It was a contest in which SIU trailed 14-0
heading into the fourth quarter.
Koutsos, a two-time All-Gateway Conference selection, entered
the 2002 campaign with 3,531
career rushing yards. In SIU's first

Roars vs. Southern II.

What: Murray State
home opener
When: Sept 14. 6 p
Whoa: Roy Stewart
Stadium
Rack): WNBS, WRKY

two games this season — including a 78-0 rout of Division Ill
Kentucky Wesleyan in the season
opener — Koutsos has compiled
216 yards on 37 carries (5.8 yards
per carry) and six touchdowns.
"Everybody knows about Tom
and •what he can do," Kill said.
"The defense usually keys on him,
but he still winds up getting three
or four yards a carry ... We know
what we've got, we just have to

expand our ottctisc a little bit."
The Saluki offense has struggled without a stable of offensive
linemen, who have missed time with
various injuries and medical ailments. Kill, however, hopes at
least one of them — 6-4, 330pound junior Wesley Proctor —
will be back in time for Saturday's contest against the Racers.
SIU is also working with a
freshman quarterback in 6-0, 185pound Joel Sainbursky, who has
completed 7-of-1.5 attempts for 139
yards and one touchdown pass.
"The biggest thing we have to
do is correct mistakes," Kill
explained. "Our timing wasn't there
on offense against SEMO, but a
lot of that had to do with our

linemen being out. Anytime you
have injuries up front, you're going
to struggle."
Kill hopes his squad will be
able to handle the athleticism of
a Murray program that has added
number of highly-touted Division
I-A transfers to a squad that returns
14 starters from last year's 4-6
finish.
"(Murray) is a very athletic
team," he noted. "They've got
three or four really good transfers
who have been productive in other
programs. That always makes you
nervous ... I know some of the
guys they've recruited down there.
They've got a chance to be a very
good football team."

Lady Tiger 'El' Net Gains ...
can't hold off
charging Heath
Tigers burn
visiting Flash
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
HEATH, Ky. — The Murray
High Lady Tigers tried a bendbut-don't-break defensive philosophy during Thursday night's All
A Classic First Region championship match against host Heath.
However, the Lady Tiger defensive unit could only bend so long,
eventually breaking
just enough to allow
the only score of the
contest in a 1-0
Heath victory. It was
the Lady Pirates' second straight victory over
Murray in the regional finals of
the All A Classic; Ali Alexander broke the scoreless deadlock 15 minutes into the
second half, scoring an unassisted goal from the right wing.
"In a tight game like that, one
(defensive) breakdown can cost
you the match," said MHS head
coach Jennifer Boone, whose squad
fell to 6-2 on the season. -(Alexander) just got past our defender,
and we just couldn't catch up to
her speed."
Heath (8-2) finally broke the
scoring ice after pounding the Murray goal all night, outshooting the
Lady Tigers by a 15-6 count. MHS
goalkeeper Haley Hart was kept
busy, stopping 16 Lady Pirate scoring attempts.
"Haley had a one heck of a
game," Boone noted. "She held
our defense together, but they kept
the ball on our end of the field
most of the time and eventually
got the goal."

MHS returns to action on Tuesday night against crosstown rival
Calloway County in a girls'-boys'
varsity doubleheader at the Mallary France Soccer Complex.
Tigers 4, Lone Oak 1
Lucas Mathis scored two goals
and assisted on another one as
Murray High dominated the Purple Flash in boys' soccer action
Thursday night at the Mallary
France Soccer Complex.
The Tigers (5-4) got all the
scoring they would need in the
first half as Mathis booted home
his first goal of the night with
just over six minutes left.
One minute later, Rhett Clark
scored the decisive goal off an assist
by Caleb Mathis, giving the Tigers
a 2-0 advantage at halftime.
Meanwhile, the MHS defense
allowed Lone Oak just three total
shots to the Tigers' 26. Tiger goalkeeper Justin Baurer recorded two
saves.
"Our defense played pretty well
all night," said MHS head coach
James Weatherly. "We pretty much
shut them down."
Tim Masthay gave the Tigers
a three-goal lead early in the second half with a score off a Lucas
Mathis assist. Mathis would later
add the fourth and final Murray
goal off an assist from Austin
Swain.
Jacob Adams sandwiched the
Murray goals with Lone Oak's
only goal of the contest, coming
with approximately eight minutes
• remaining in the match.
Murray takes on Heath at 7
p.m. on Saturday in the boys' All
A Classic First Region championship match. The winner will
face Second Region champ Lyon
County next week for the right
to play in the Elite Eight state finals.

SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Ti ,es photo

MANY HAPPY RETURNS ... Calloway County's Kristine Baxter tries to counter a shot
from Murray High's Sarah Polivick (12) and an unidentified teammate during volleyball action Thursday night at Jeffrey Gymnasium. The Lakers (5-4) won the match
over the rival Tigers (2-6) in three sets — 10-15, 18-16 and 15-13.

Lakers break losing streak 8-1
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A lineup shuffle produced some stunning results and the end of a five-match
losing streak for the Calloway
County Lakers Thursday at
the Jim Nix Soccer Complex.
Senior midfielder Michael
Stanger took advantage of a
start at forward to score four goals and
CCHS (3-7) surged to. a 5-0 halftime
-101111011e1111P1111/6" .art 8-1 victory over
rAte t016filit.'-'• '
"We were on top of our game; it
couldn't have been better," said Calloway
head coach Mark Kennedy, whose team
fired 37 shots, placing 24 attempts on
goal to 13 for the Wildcats (1-6).
"We moved some kids around into a
different alignment, and the kids really
seemed to respond. We moved Michael
Stanger to a striker position and he scored
goals, and we got two assists by (former forward) Micah Brame from a stopper position. All of our goals that we
got in play were assisted, and we like

ill

to see that.Wes Claiborne opened the scoring oft'
a feed from Corky Owen, who then
assisted Brian Robertson's goal. Stanger
then scored twice, first off a pass from
Drew Jonas before finding the back of
the Trigg net on a direct kick.
Jonas capped the first half on a helper
from Brame, and Brame set up Stanger's
hat trick shortly after intermission. A
Bryan Furches penalty kick padded the
lead to 7-0 before Trigg's Josh King
scored on an assist from Josh Cain.
Stanger closed the scoring thanks to
a dish from Ben Keller.
Goalkeeper Kyle Starks turned back
12 shots for the Lakers while Wildcat
netminder J.R. Davis made 16 saves.
CCHS will return to action Tuesday
when it faces Second District rival Murray High at 7:30 p.m. at the Mallary
France Soccer Complex.
Lady Lakers 3, Reidland 0
REIDLAND, Ky. — Stephanie Gorrell left her imprint all over Calloway
County's second consecutive win, soaring a goal. assisting on another and indi-

rectly causing the game-winning tally.
Gorrell's corner kick detlected off a
Lady Greyhound defender and resulted
in an own goal as the Lady Lakers
notched the first of three first-half scores.
CCHS (7-4) outshot Reidland 19-13
as Gorrell set up a goal by Lindsay
Miller and then took advantage of a loose
ball in the box to record a'n unassisted
goal to clinch the victory.
"Stephanie Gorrell worked very hard
last night, and she played a big part in
our offense,- said Lady Laker head coach
Kristy Provine, who was pleased with
how her squad maintained possession of
the ball.
"What made the difference was our
passing. We came out and did what we
needed to do from the very beginning,
and we kept control of the game."
Calloway goalkeeper Katie Bogard
made 11 saves to preserve the shutout
while Jamie Holloway stopped 10 shots
for Reidland.
The Lady Lakers will visit Second
District foe Graves County Saturday at
2:30 p.m. in Mayfield.

Athletics for lead in AL West
NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

GETTING HIS KICKS ... Calloway's Brian
Robertson tries to control the ball on his
way downfirrid during action Tiwroday.

The Anaheim Angels had an answer for Oakland's late.Jame. magic.
Scott Spiezio's two-out RBI single in the ninth gave Anaheim a 7-6 vict
over Oakland on Thursday night and

moved the Angels into a first-place tie with the Athletics in
the AL West.
The Angels have won 13 of 14 games, including the
final three of a four-game series against Oakland. They are
tied for the lead for the first time since Aug. 21.
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Skyhawks
defeat
Wesleyan

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored B

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

Slat* Auto
Irtsurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

Van Haverstock

MARTIN, Tenn.(AP) — Brady
Wahlberg threw for 144 yards and
two touchdowns, including a 92yard scoring pass to Troy Phillips,
as Tennessee-Martin defeated Kentucky Wesleyan 42-14 on Thursday night.
Wahlberg completed only 3-of5 passes, but the Skyhawks rushed
49 times for 249 yards. Nine players carried the ball for TennesseeMartin, led by Arthur Bryant's 83

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
Pct.
W
L
Atlanta
639
92 52
72 75
Philadelphia
490
486
71 75
Fonda
71 76
Montreal
483
479
70 76
New York
Central Division
84 62
575
St Louis
537
Houston
79 68
493
72 74
Cincinnar
438
64 82
Pittsburgh
422
Chicago
62 85
349
51 95
Milwaukee
West Division
616
90 56
Arizona
568
83 63
Los Angeles
568
83 63
San Francisco
456
67 80
Colorado
422
62 85
San Diego

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
Pct
W
L
New York
93 53
637
Boston
572
83 62
Toronto
66 80
452
64 81
Baltimore
441
Tampa Bay
48 98
329
Central Division
Minnesota
578
85 62
72 75
Chicago
490
Cleveland
445
65 81
Kansas City
56 90
384
Detroit
52 94
356

GB
—
215
22
225
23
—
55
12
20
225
33

West Division
91 55
91 55
8462
69 77

Anaheim
Oakland
Seattle
Texas

—
7
7
235
28.5

GB
95
27
28 5
45

yards.

13
19 5
28 5
32 5

623
623
575
473

Murray
3rd at
Calvert

Tennessee-Martin held the Panthers to 17 yards rushing on 24
carries and had four interceptions
— Trent Findley and Perez Boyd
both had two.
The Panthers' Keith Nelson ran

7
22

for a team-high 26 yards and completed 7-of-14 passes for 98 yards.

2003 SILVERADO
$1,000 cash back or

HAIL TO THE VICTORS ... Oaks Country Club was the
host of the 15th annual WATCH-United Way Charity Golf
Tournament Friday. The winning team in the men's division was (above, from left) Don Green, Jeff Henderson,
Bob Henderson and Ken Russell(not pictured). The women's
division winners were (below) Debbie Ray, Cathy Wilson,
Janice Thurmond and Vonnie Emmick.

36 months

0% for

Subject to credit approval. South Central Region Residents

Wildcats
gear up
for IU

The Most Dependable,
Longest-Lasting Trucks
on the Road

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET-GMC INC

By STEVE BAILEY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.

Shim room

Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri.. 8-5 Sot.
hi 1270)753-1629• Email address -

www.murra led encom
-...........

Hwy.641 South • Murray • 753-2617
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Best of Calloway County
Readers Choice Awards

All diplomacy aside, everyone has their favorites, and we want to know who yours are. In preparation for our upcoming "Readers
Choice 2002" section, we're asking readers to fill us in on their area favorites, from auto dealers to steak houses, we want to know who
your favorites are! To add your votes to this year's poll, just fill out the form below and send it to us before September 17th. To thank you
for your participation, your name will automatically be entered into a random drawing to win one of two $100 cash prizes.
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iREADERS CHOICE!
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'READERS CHOICE'
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'READERS' CHOICE'

I

RI:111 CLUI

:

Best Dessert

Best Grocery Store

Best Car Wash

Best Family Practitioner

Best Burger

Best Golf Course

Best Music Store

Best Day Care

Best French Fries

Best Elected Official

Best Gift Shop

Best Auto Repair

Best Pizza

Best Broker/Investment Firm

Best Ladies Boutique

Best Carpet Cleaner

=FL i
I WHOM

I -

OR I

!READERS CHOICEl

visor•

442121111101110°

Best Breakfast

Best Real Estate Agency

Best Clothing Store

Best Appliance Store

Best Deli

Best School

Best Children's Store

Best Bookstore

Best Milkshake

Best Florist

Best Paint Store

Best Optometrist

Best Steak House

Best Auto Dealer

Best Lumber Yard

Best Physical Therapist

Best Home Cooking

Best Gas Station

Best Veterinarian

Best Nail Technician

Best Bar

Best Video Rental

Best Cell Phone Provider

Best Fitness Center

Best Furniture Store

Best Obstetrician

I

PLACES TO

FIE

I

I
Best Ice Cream

I
Best Restaurant

Best Tanning Bed

Best Hotel

Best Gift Shop

Best Mexican Restaurant

Best Drug Store

Best Dry Cleaner

Best Towing Service

Best Chinese Restaurant

Best Attorner

Best Consignment Shop

Best Pharmacist (Personl

Best BBQ

Best Landscaping/Lawn Sersice

Best Styling Salon

Best Hardware Store

Best Bakery

Best Bank

Best Barber Shop

Best Plumbing Service

Best Place to get Catfish

Best Bank Teller

Best Dentist

Best Men's Store

WEB

1 J.111.116"4"
iREADERS CHOICE!

RI.T11 CLUI I

!READERS CHOICE1
Best Produce

Best Chiropractor

Best Orthodontist

Best Waiter/Waitress

You may cast as many ballots as you wish. Photo copies of ballots will not be accepted.
Good luck and thanks for your participation. Look for your local favorites in our special 'Best of Calloway County Readers' Choice 2002' section
Mail ballot to or drop off at:
;;124111
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Name

IMES

Phone

1001 Whltnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071
Contest Rules:
i

Must be at least 18 years of age to enter Employees of this newspaper and contest sponsors and their immediate families are not eligible 2. Entries must be
received by this newspaper before 5 o m on Sept. 17th. 3. Cash prize winners will be selected via random drawing. Decision of judges is final
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(AP) —
Kentucky coach Guy Morris looks
at Indiana and is reminded of the
team he took over a year ago.
The Hoosiers (1-1) struggled
in their first two games under
first-year coach Gerry DiNardo, rallying to beat William and Mary
25-17 in their season opener before
being blown out 40-13 at Utah
last weekend.
The Wildcats (2-0) underwent
similar growing pains in their first
two games under Morriss in 2001,
falling to archrival Louisville 3610 and squeaking out a 28-20 victory over Ball State.
"It's a new staff, and they're
kind of at the point where they're
trying to decide which things are
going to work," Morriss said.
"There's probably some questions,
some doubt, things like that."
Like Morriss a year ago. DiNardo didn't wait long to bench his
starting quarterback.
Just two weeks after naming
Tommy Jones the starter, DiNardo reversed field this week and
announced that Gibran Hamdan
would start Saturday night's border clash against the Wildcats.
Jones, who has only three starts
in his five years at Indiana, suffered a concussion during the loss
at Utah, but DiNardo made it
clear the change wasn't based
entirely on Jones' health.
The Kentucky game will be
Hamdan's first collegiate start.

SportsBriefs

I

(READERS' CHOICE
Best Coffee

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
CALVERT CITY, Ky. — The
Murray High boys' golf team took
third place in a four-way match
with Marshall County, Lone Oak
and Ballard Memorial Thursday
at Calvert City Country Club.
The Tigers shot a nine-hole
team score of 178 while Marshall
won the meet with a 151 total.
Lone Oak was second at 160, followed by Ballard at 188.
Zach Rayburn led MHS with
a 3-over-par round of 39, three
shots behind medalist Jacob Matlock of Marshall and two behind
Marshall's Lucas Williams and
Lone Oak's Brandon Roberts.
Blake Wiseman added a 38 for
Marshall while Weston Jones paced
Ballard with a 42.
Rayburn was followed on the
Tiger scorecard by Josh Dunn,
who shot a 45 while James Quertermous finished with a 46 and
Will Pitman added a 48.
Murray will return to the links
Tuesday when they host Calloway
County, St. Mary and Lone Oak
in boys' action at 4 p.m. at Murray Country Club.

..oarr

The Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Center for Health & Wellness
will offer swimming lessons beginning
Saturday.
Sarah Williams, certified lifeguard
and assistant swim coach for the Murray Youth Swim Team, will teach beginners to masters during the 30-minute
sessions at the Center for Health &
Wellness pool.
The cost for the package of five
private lessons is $50. For more information, call the Center for Health &
Wellness at 762-1FIT
The Calloway County High School
Touchdown Club and Laker football players are selling raffle tickets for a 15cubic-foot freezer full of beef.
Tickets are $5 each and the drawing will be held Sept 27 at halftime
of CCHS' game versus Union County
at Jack D. Rose Stadium. Proceeds
from the fundraiser will benefit the Calloway football team.
For more information or to purchase tickets, call 753-2793.
The Murray High School Backboard
Club is sponsoring the Murray High
Lady Tigers/Tigers Four-Person Scramble golf tournament Oct. 9 at 1 p.m.
at Murray Country Club.
The cost to enter is $50 per person or $200 per team. Mulligans and
skins will be sold, and prizes will be
awarded to the winners of each flight
and winners of the closest-to-the-pin
contests.
For more information or to pick up
an entry form, call MHS girls' basketball head coach Rechelle Cadwell Turner at 753-5202 or 767-0358. Enthes
are due by Oct. 4
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Threat Testing parental limits part of development
closes
'Alligator
Alley'
NAPLES, Fla. (AP)
Officials shut down Alligator
Alley, the main east-west highway
across the Everglades. and people
in two vehicles were detained
after a possible terrorist threat.
police said.
Bomb-sniffing dogs alerted
authorities to material in both
vehicles, said E.J. Picolo of the
Florida Department of Law
Enforcement. Explosive charges
were used to blast open what
appeared to be a backpack taken
from one of the vehicles.
"The information we have is
very,specific," Picot° said.
He said the three people in the
vehicles had not been arrested, but
were being detained.
• The Florida Highway Patrol
shut down a 20-mile stretch of
Interstate 75 shortly after 1 a.m.,
when the vehicles were stopped. It
was still closed more than six
hours later.
The Georgia Bureau of
Investigation had issued an advisory for the cars Thursday after a
waitress in Calhoun, Ga.. in the
northwestern part of that state,
told police she overheard three
men of Middle Eastern descent
discussing
terrorist
plans
Wednesday night.
The Georgia woman said the
men were talking about amounts
of explosives and warned that
Americans would "cry on 9/13,"
said Miami Police Lt. Bill
Schwartz, quoting from the
Georgia advisory.
Alligator Alley is the main road
from Naples to Fort Lauderdale
across the Everglades in South
Florida.

Duh!
Scientists
confirm '02
summer was
hot and dry
- WASHINGTON
(AP) Confronted by parched lawns and
withered fields, few Americans will
be surprised to learn that the summer of 2002 was hotter and drier
than normal.
For the record, the National
Climatic Data Center reported today
that June through August was the
warmest summer since the 1930s
and drought affected about half the
country.
The average temperature for the
48 contiguous states this summer
was 73.9 degrees.
That's 1.8 degrees warmer than
normal and the third hottest on
record. Warmest was 1936 and second was 1934.
The report comes just a day after
the National Weather Service forecast continuing dry conditions for
much of the country through winter.
Only the Southern tier of states are
expected to be wetter than normal.
The data center, part of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, said no state was
significantly colder than normal in
summer and many were much
warmer than average.
There was much below average
rainfall in 29 states while the only
wetter-than-average states were
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa and
North Dakota, plus parts of Texas
and Florida.
Heavy rainfall eased drought but
led to severe flooding in southern
and central Texas in early July with
damage estimates reported as high
as SI billion. Strong thunderstorms
also brought widespread flooding to
western Minnesota and North
Dakota and resulted in hundreds of
millions of dollars in damage in crop
losses in June.
In many areas, the drought
extends back years. Indeed, the 12
months that ended with August were
the driest on record for six statesNorth Carolina. Virginia, Colorado.
Utah, Arizona and Nevada. It was
the second driest 12 ornonths in
South Carolina. Georgia, Maryland.
Delaware and Wyoming.
The Climate Center said there
was some drought relief in the
Northeast during the spring and
early summer, but a return to belowaverage rainfall during July and
August led to worsening drought
there. Moderate to extreme drought
covered more than 45 percent of the
contiguous United States during
each of the past three months.

QUESTION: My little boy
always wants to know just how far
I will let him go. Once he has tested me and found I'm serious
about what I say, he'll usually
cooperate at that point. What is
going on in his mind?
DR. DOBSON: Your child, and
most other kids, has a great need to
know
where
behavioral
boundaries are
and who has the
courage
to
enforce them.
Let me illustrate
how that works.
Years
ago,
during the early
Focus on days of the progressive educathe Family tion movement,
By Dr. James an enthusiastic
Dobson
theorist decided
to take down the
chain-link fence
that surrounded the nursery school
yard. He thought the children would
feel more freedom of movement
without that visible barrier surrounding them.
When the fence was removed,
however, the boys and girls huddled
near the center of the play yard. Not
only did they not wander away; they
didn't even venture to the edge of
the grounds.
Clearly, there is a security for all
of us in defined boundaries. That's

why a child will push a parent to the
point of exasperation at times. He's
testing the resolve of his parents and
exploring the limits of his world.
Do you want further evidence of
this motivation? Consider the relationships within a family where the
dad is a firm but loving disciplinarian, the mother is indecisive and
weak, and the child is a strongwilled spitfire. Notice how the
mother is pushed, challenged,
sassed, disobeyed and insulted, but
the father can bring order with a
word or two.
What is going on here? Simply
that the child understands and
accepts Dad's strength. The limits
are clear. There is no reason to test
him again. But Mom has established
no rules, and she is fair game for a
fight every day if necessary.
The very fact that your child
accepts the boundaries you have set
tells you that he or she respects you.
And that youngster will still test the
outer limits occasionally to see if the
fence is still there.
QUESTION: My 5-year-old is
one of those rambunctious kids
who gives us fits. There are times
when I think he's trying to take
over the entire family. I've never
really understood him before, but
I guess he just doesn't want anyone telling him what to do.
DR. DOBSON: That is precisely
how he feels. It is surprising how

commonly this basic impulse of
children is overlooked.
Indeed, I think the really tough
kids understand the struggle for control even better than their parents-,
who are bogged down with adult
responsibilities
and
worries.
Children devote their primary effort
to the power game, while we grownups play only when we must.
Some time you might ask a group
of children about the adults who
lead them. They will instantly tell
you, with one voice, which grownups are skilled in handling them and
which aren't. Every schoolchild can
name the teachers who are in control
and those who are intimidated by
kids.
One father overheard his 5-yearold daughter, Laura, say to her little
sister who was doing something
wrong, "Mmmm, I'm going to tell
Mommy on you. No! I'll tell Daddy.
He's worse!" Laura had evaluated
the authority of her two parents and
concluded that one was more effective than the other.
This same child was observed by
her father to have become especially
disobedient and defiant. She was
irritating other family members and
looking for ways to avoid minding
her parents. Her dad decided not to
confront her directly, but to punish
her consistently for every offense
until she settled down.
Thus, for three or four days, he
let Laura get away with nothing. She

Results from the state fair are in
Calloway County 441 had teams
and coMpetitors in the Avian Bowl,
Horticulture Judging, Market Lamb
Shows, Poultry Judging and
Tobacco Grading Contest.
Calloway County Youth fared well
in all the
4-H Update Kentucky
By Ginny Harper State Eair
Calloway County competitions.
Extension Agent
"I am so
for 4-H Youth
proud of the
Development
teams and the
manner in
which they
represent Calloway County at the
Kentucky State Fair," stated Connie
Talent, horticulture team coach and
4-H Council president.
The Junior Team of Garen
LawSon, Molly-Anderson and Ben
Tidwell placed seventh in the junior
division. The Senior Avian Bowl
Team of Derek Lawson, Coley
Miller and Michael Siebold placed
third in team competition. Michael
Siebold answered enough questions
to be on the Kentucky State Avian
Bowl Team. Gary Lawson served
_
as the coach of this team.
Seven youth competed in the
horticulture judging contest with

Murray Civic Music Association
presents

the fruit, nut, seed and woody ornamental contests. There were 105 in
the competition. In the Young
Junior Division, Kara Taylor and
David Kuykendall received blue
ribbons. In the Junior Division,
Samantha Crutcher and Kelsey
Watson received white ribbons,
Sarah Kuykendall received a red
ribbon and Rachel Talent received a
blue ribbon. The Horticulture
Judging team was coached by
Connie and Ron Talent.
In the Market Lamb Shows,
Zach and Jordan Gillum showed a
total of six lambs and received blue
ribbons. Zach was class champion
with one Suffolk, and both placed
in the top ten in all of their classes.
In the Poultry Judging Contest,
youth had to use USDA grades to
examine eggs in broken out, candled and exterior quality, as well as
the quality of carcasses or poultry
and live bird for quantity of eggs
laid.
Gary Lawson coached the
Calloway County team of Michael
Siebold, Ben Tidwell. Coley Miller,
Garen Lawson. Derek'Lawsonand
Molly Anderson. The team members received red and blue ribbons

in competition. Michael Siebold
placed sixth in the Senior Division.
In the Tobacco Grading Contest,
youth had to grade Burley, Dark
Fired and Dark Air Cured tobacco
using all the appropriate letters and
symbols. Lesa Watson served as the
coach of this team.
In Dark Air Cured, Kara Taylor
received the top honor and high
score. She received a plaque and
champion ribbon. In Dark Fired
Tobacco, Joseph Kelly received the
top honor and high score. He
received a plaque and a champion
ribbon. In the Burley Tobacco,
Rachel Talent received the top
honor and the high score. She
received a plaque and champion
ribbon. Other outstanding competitors from Calloway County were
Kelsey Watson and Abby Kelly.
Other upcoming 4-H events
include Calloway County 4-H
100th Celebration and 2002-03
enrollment at Camp Woodmen of
the World Sept. 14 from 9 a.m. to I
p.m. All interested youth ages 8-19
and their families are encouraged to
attend. The goal is to have 100 new
4-H'ers in 2002. Free refreshments
will be available.

MURRAY CIVIC MUSIC
ASSOCIATION
wants you to help celebrate its

44th ANNIVERSARY SEASON
with the following:

2002-2003 Presentations
Friday, September 20•8 p.m.
Owensboro Symphony Orchestra
with Olga Kern
Van Cliburn Competition gold medalist

2001

Sunday, October 20• 4 p.m.
The Tannahill Weavers
Tuesday, February 4• 7:30 p.m.
Nadine Shanti - Jazz Vocalist and Combo

-to
2002-1003
ced1,1

Sunday, February 16• 3:30 p.m.
Glenn Miller Orchestra

I want to join M.C.M.A. for the 2002-2003 Around the World with Music Concert Season!

Address

City

E-mail Address

Date

Ph#

MasterCard #)

Exp. Date

Zip

State

* Tickets ordered
Adult(s)

Total

Individual Patron Program

$

Sustaining Patron

Total

$200 and above' $

Sr. Citizen(s) $

Patron

MSU St(s)

$

Contributor

$50 to 99 99' $_

Child(ren)

$

Friend

$25 to 49 99' $ _

Family

HOW LONG DID THE
VIETNAM WAR
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BETTER BUILT GARAGES,INC.
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
Dwain Warren, Owner

15 Years In Business
Perry Warren, Manager

(270)674-5530• Melber, KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:

Nat Pre Fat C
'
.
A. 4" concrete floor reinforced
I. Self supporting 2x6
with wire mesh
trusted rafters 2 ft 0 C.
B. 12 tooting
J. 1/2 plywood/OS
C. Po(vurethane
K. Seal down shingles
under concrete
L Overhang covered
D. Anchor bolts in
M Overhead steel
concrete
door
E. Treated bottom
N Steel service door
plates
F. Constr. gr.
0. 2x4 fascia
studs
aluminum covered
G. 7/16" 0.S.B.
P 2x10 headers
a
undersiding
0 4x4 raised curb
H. Masomte. wood or vinyl siding
We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models vehardboard siding
Deluxe Model,- vinvi siding
1 1 2 CAR (12x20)
$4025
1 12 CAR (12x20)•
$4525
2 CAR (18x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
$4825
55225
LARGE CAR (22x22)
$5125
LARGE CAR (22x22)
S5325
2 12 CAR (24x24)
$5325
2 12 CAR (24x24).
............$5675
LARGE 2 1.2 CAR (24x30)
55925
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
$6425
LARGE 3 CAR (30x30)
S7275
LARGE 3 CAR (30x301 $7675
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT- CALL US. WE WON'T SE UNDERSOLD

INTRODUCING....BETTER BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Custom Built - Buy Or Rent To Own,

Used Cars & Trucks
From Peppers
Certified Pre-Owned Vehicles With 8 Years/
80,000 Mile Limited Power Train Warranty
2002 Dodge Intrepid SE - St #CC599, White. V6. Auto AC, PW, PL, 181< rn
$16.995
2001 Dodge Intrepid SE - St #CC595. Maroon, V6, Auto., AC. PVV. PL, 291< m
514.995
2001 Dodge Intrepid SE - St. #CC594, White. V6, Auto, AC. PW. PL. 291< m
$14.995
2001 Dodge Stratus 4 Dr. Sedan - St 5CC573, White. Auto.. AC. PW, PL. 26K rt.
$12,986
2001 Plymouth Neon LX - St #CC588, White. Auto., AC. PW, PL, TC 291< mi
$10,986
1999 Dodge Neon Sport- St #CT2268A. Platinum Grey. Auto . AC PS. PB, TC. CD
32K mi $8.995
2002 Toyota Tacoma 4x4 • St riCT2323A. Red, Auto AC, PS, PB, Quad Seats. Only
3.000 mi $17,995.
2002 Jeep Liberty LID- St. #CT2332A, Green V6. Auto.. AC. PW, PL, TC. CD, 1,000
mi $18.995
2001 Ford Explorer Sport 4 WD- SI. #CT2343A. Tan. V6. Auto.. AC, PW. PL. Only
4,000 mi. $19.995.
2001 Dodge 1500 Club Cab SLT Pickup' SI #CT2202A Driftwood, V8, Auto., AC.
PW, PL TC. 181< mi S17.650.
2001 Nissan Pathfinder SE - St. #CT2177A, 4-Dr.. V-6. Auto., A/C. P/W, P/L, T/C, 44K
Miles S23.986
2001 Dodge 1500 Quad Cab SLT+ 4x4 Pickup - St #CT2350A. White. V-8, Auto..
AC P.VV. PiL.
1:)Seat, Leather. 151< Miles. $23.995
2001 Ford Mustang - St. #CT2351A. Burgandy V-6, 5 Sp., A/C. P/L, P./W, TiC, P/Seat,
CD Player. Only 4 000 Miles S16,995
2001 Dodge 1500 Quad Cab 4x4 Pickup - St #CT211713. White, V8. Auto., AC. TC,
431< mi. 518.995.
2001
$1D
7o99
dg
5e Caravan SE - SI CT2363A. Silver, V6. Auto., AC. PW. PL, TC, 29K mi
2000 Toyota Corolla CE 4 Dr. Sedan - St. #CT2304B, Mauve, Auto . AC. PW, PL, TC.
281< nit $10.986
2000 Chevrolet Blazer LS - St #CT2218A, 4 Dr.. White, V-6. Auto., A/C. P/W.
TC, 451< Miles $14.995
2000 Dodge Dakota Club Cab SLT+ - St. #CT2213AA, Blue/Silver, V-6. Auto.. A/C.
PI/V. TIC. 53K Miles $13.995
2000 Plymouth Neon- St #CC2317A. Blue. Auto . AC. PS. PB. 57K mi. $8,995
2000 Chevrolet Cavalier 4 DR - St. #CT2336A, White, Auto.. AC, TC, 251< mi. $8.995
1999 Toyota Corolla 4 DR. St #CT2360A. Black. Auto.. AC, TC, 551< mi. $8.995
1999 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo- St #CT601. Red. Auto.. AC. PW PL, TC, 481<
mi $16,995
1999 Nissan Sentra GXE 4 Dr. St. #C72333A, Silver, Auto.. AC, PW, PL, TC, 47 K
mi. $8.995
1999 Dodge 1500 LWB 4x4 Pickup - St. OCT2365A, Red, V8. Auto., AC, PW, PL. TC.
1998 Dodge
5 Conversion Van' St. #CT2232A, White. V6, Auto AC. PW, PL,
K
$113515
900
IC. 611< mi $9.995
1998 Chevrolet Camaro Z28- St. #CT2311A, Red, V8. Auto.. AC, PW, PL, IC. 321<
mi $15,995
1998 Chevrolet S-10 LS - St. #CT2338A. Burgundy, PS. PB, AC, 521< mi $5,986.
1998 Mercury Mountaineer 4x4'St #CT596A, Green. V-6, Auto . A/C, P/VV, P/L, TIC.
P.Seat, CD Player. 331< Miles 514.995
1998 Buick Century - St #CC2284A. Burgundy. V6. Auto.. AC. PW, PL, TC, 811< mi.
199$
86F8
o7rd
5 Expedition XLT 4x4. St #CT2205A. Tan, V8, Auto.. AC. PW. PL, TC. 68K
mi $16,995
1997 Chevrolet 1<3500 Crew Cab 4x4 Dually PU - St #CT2280A. Black, 454 V8, 5
Sp . AC. PW. PL. TC, 75K mi. $17,995
1997 Pontiac Grand AM SE 4 Dr. - St. #CT592A, While. Auto . AC. PS, PB, TC, 691<
mi. $5.850

SOLD

PS pB. 83K mi 58,995.

Signature

_

OR: Make check payable to M.C.M.A. & Mail coupon & payment to: Pat L Miller. 1403 Fleetwood Dr., Murray, KY 42071

Adult
S40.00
Senior Citizen
S35.00
MSU Student
.$15.00
Child (up to age 18)
.$10.00
.
.
.
Family
.$90
(Family membership includes 2 adults
plus children)

ly.org. Questions and answers are
excerpted from "The Complete
Marriage and Family Home
Reference Guide," published by.
lYnclule House.
0 2002 JAMES DOBSON INC.

1997 Ford Explorer Ltd. 4x4- St 0CT2339A Cream V8, ulU AC, All Power, Leather, $8,995
1996 Ford ExplorerXLT 4 DR - St *CT2342A. Green. V8, Auto , AC, PW, PL, TC. $7,995.
1996 Dodge Dakota Club Cab SLT Pickup. SI CT23078. White. V6, Auto , AC. PW,PL, TC.
601< mi $8 995
1995 Dodge 1500 Club Cab SLT 4x4 Pickup St *CT 2212A. Green/Tan, V8. Auto . AC, PW.
PL TC $10995
1994 Ford Explorer Eddie Bauer 4 DR 4 WD - St *CT2214A Green Tan. Auto AC All Power.
Leather, $8,995

Name(s) Children

Membership Fees.

Dr Dobson is president of the
nonprofit organization Focus on the
Family, P.O. Box 444, Colorado_
Springs, CO 80903: or www.fami-

1997 Honda Civic Ex Coupe J

Name(s) Adults _

(3 Visa # J

was spanked, stood in the corner and
sent to her bedroom. Near the end of
the fourth day, she was sitting on the
bed with her father and younger sister. Without provocation, Laura
pulled the hair of the toddler who
was looking at a book. Her dad
promptly thumped her on the head
with his large hand.
Laura did not cry, but sat in
silence for a moment or two, and
then said, "Hurrummph! All my
tricks are not working"
This is the conclusion you want
your strong-willed son to draw: "It',
too risky to take on Mom or Dad, so
let's get with the program."

$100 to 199 99'

'Above membership fee

( "Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car 0

PEPPERS
CHRYSLER •PLYMOUTH • DODGE• JEEP
2400 E Wood St - Paris, TN - (901)642-5661 - 1-800-748-8816

Grand total $

0
Dodge

(MSU students are admitted tree to MCMA concerts, but must purchase
$15 00 ticket for reciprocity concerts)
,".

Dodge highs

0
Dodge

0
(111051111
I_
Pkirrifttf.
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Classifieds
Murray Lugger &Moils Fair Hisein Ad Notice
All real cuss randier' hails is select to the Federal Fag
Hors* Ad. Midi reeks ii illegal to advertise any preference.
Italailat sr diewielsetioe bused al race, color, religion see.
hawrfem larailial status or national origin or intenuon trnal.e
any swell pltkrall:CS. limitations of dischnunation
State laws forbid discriminatson in the sale, rental or adsenising of
real estate based of factors in addition to those protected under led
real lau

ADJUSTMENTS
AMerlaws am requested to check the test
amnion or thew ads for any error Murray
Ledger& Times el be responsible or only one
incorrect insertion My error should be reported immediately so corrections can be Made
AD DEADLINES
Monday
Fri. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Mon. 11 a.m.
Wednesday
Mon. 5 p.m.
Thursday
Wed. 11 a.m.
Friday
Wed. 5 p.m.
Saturday
.Thur. 12 p.m.

=
010

Vie will not knots ingly al...ept any &Overhung for real estaic
is in tiolation or the la. All persons are hereby informed t
dwellings adYertised are available on an is4ual
opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair Housing Adsertising
requirements. contact NAA Counsel Rene P
(7031 648-1000

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

=Notice

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic 8 Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

010

060

010
Legal
Notice

Lem!
Notice

NOTICE OF FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
(FONSI)
County of Calloway
Calloway County Courthouse
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Telephone: 270/753-2920
TO ALL INTERESTED AGENCIES, GROUPS, AND PERSONS:
Project Name: Pella Corporation Project, Economic Development
Project
Project Purpose: Purchase of 733,000 square foot manufacturing facility in Calloway County.
Location: County of Calloway
NOTICE OF FONSI
The County of Calloway gives notice that it has been determined
that the above project will not constitute an action significantly
affecting the quality of the human environment and accordingly, and
above named County of Calloway has decided not to prepare an
Environmental Impact Statement under the National Environmental
Policy of 1969(NEPA,42 USC 4321).
The reasons for the decision not to prepare such Statement are as
follows:
The project is not of sufficient size, scale or mass and does not exceed
the threshold criteria established for the preparation of a statement
nor will the project have a significant impact on the human environment under NEPA.

Card of Thanks
Cord of Thanks
Thanks to all myfriends and
relatives for the beautiful
birthday cards,flowers, visits,
wishes & gifts.
A special thanks to the crew
at Hair Zone who gave me a
birthday party. Wanda, my
hair dresser for a free hair
style.
Special thanks to Mitch
McConnell for remembering
me on my special day.

Mildred Beale

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1)11!-11"1..Al.
.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$2.60 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
AI)S

$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
st.410 extra for Slopper (You. Clariatiaeia go into &sopping Gunial &LIP extra for Ishrid boa oda
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

All interested agencies, groups, and persons disagreeing with this
decision are invited to submit written comments for consideration by
the County to the Office of the Judge Executive, Calloway County
Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky 42071. Such written comments
should be received at the Office of the Judge on or before September
30, 2002. All such comments so received will be considered and the
County of Calloway will not request the release of Federal funds or
take any administrative action on the within project to the date specified in the preceding sentence.

West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
Corporation is the recipient of Federal financial assistance from the Rural Utilities
Service, an agency of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, and is subject to the provisions of
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as
amended, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, as amended, the Age
Discrimination Act of 1975, as amended, and
the rules and regulations of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture which provides
that no person in the United States on the
basis of race, color, national origin, age or
handicap shall be excluded from participation
in, admission or access to, denied the benefits
of, or otherwise be subjected to discrimination
under any of this organization's programs or
activities.
The person responsible for coordinating this
organization's non-discrimination compliance
efforts is David E. Smart, Manager. Any individual,or specific class of individuals, who
feels that this organization has subjected
them to discrimination may obtain further
information about the statues and regulations listed above form and/or file a written
compliant with this organization; or the
Secretary, C.S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington,
D.C.
20250;
or
the
Administrator, Rural Utilities Service,
Washington, D.C. 20250. Complaints must be
filed within 180 days after the alleged discrimination. Confidentiality will be maintained to the extent possible.
020

Notice

We now provide

-p

for our

Physical
Therapy
Patients
Al"
.
401:40k

k

John D. Noonan, MD
Cindy Wilson. PT

CALV[RT CITY M[DICAL ASSOCIAT[S
Hands-On Treatment • Biodex Testing & Treatment

NOW torming Fall 8-ball
league for Monday nights
Breaktime Billiards
759-9303

PTL has an opening for entry level
Tractor and trailer technicians.
Minimum requirements include basic
tools, flexible hours, and willingness
to learn equipment maintenance.
HVAC & automotive electrical
experience preferred, however,
on the job training will be provided.
These are part-time positions
that can lead to full-time employment.
Compensation compatible with experience.

CONSIGNING
MOTHERS
Wed.-Fri.
10-7
Sept. 11-13
Sat.
9-2
Sept. 14
Half Price Sale
Reminder We Have
Women Clothes
731-642-9937
731-644-1126

Enoch Bldg.
Henry Co.
Fairgrounds

WERE BACK
D&M
Re-opening for
Fall Season
Open Sept 17th
Mums, Pumpkins,
Indian Corn, Gores, Straw
other Fall Decorations.
Vine Ripe Tomatoes,
752-0202
4th And Sycamore
Monday & Saturday
8:30 - 5:30

060
Lost and Found

FOUND 1 Keter Tool Box,
if yours call 753-7644

Lost and Found
LOST Female cat named
Shadow. Gray. medium
length hair with lighter underside. Wearing purple
and white flea collar. Reward
information/
for
(270)489-2441

1 mile S. of Hazel
13395 Hwy.641 S.
Puryear, TN 38251
Hours:
M-F 8:30-5:00
Sat. 9:30-4:30

Help Wanted

100 WORKERS NEEDED
Assemble crafts, wood
items Materials provided.
To $480+ wk Free information pkg. 24 hr.
801-428-4701

PART-TIME Ground Keeper/ Maintenance helper
needed
immediately,
$6.00 per hour, serious inquiries only Apply at Live
Oak Apartments
906
Broad Street Ext

Club 641
in Puryear, TN
needs a
Night Manager/
Bartender/Cook
Good pay or persons
to rent business.
Call (731)644-3796
for appointment.
DAYS Inn Now Hiring
Desk Clerk, 3rd Shift. 517
South 12th Street.

Apply in person at the
PTL Maintenance Center
PTL Gate 4
Max Hurt Drive

FULL TIME WAREHOUSE

UTILITY POSITION
Competitive Wage & Benefits
Send Resume to:
P.O. Box 1524, Murray, KY 42071
Duties to include:
Picking & Processing Orders for Shipment
Receiving Products & Unloading Trucks
Moving & Maintaining Inventory
Requirements:
Valid Driver's License
Forklift Experience
Light to Moderate Lifting
Computer Skills w/Windows base prograrm
Good Communication Skills
Experience w/UPS Online Worldship a plus

We file Medicare. Medicad & most other insurances

FULL time route driver.
Base pay plus commission. Apply at Lambert
Vending 411 N. 4th Street/
HARDEE'S
Accepting applications for
full-time & part-time cooks,
cashiers, biscuit-maker,
and maintenance. Also accepting applications for
shift manager. Please apply @ 641 & Chestnut St.
Murray. EOE.
I went from a size 1610 10
in 4 weeks. You can too.
Call Tonya 753-9896 or
www.takeitoffez.com
LOCAL Church seeks
part-time Choir Director.
Send Resume with references to P.O. Box 1040-0
Murray, KY 42071.
NOW Taking Applications
for all positions
for all shifts.
Apply in person at Sonic
Drive In. 217 S. 12th St
No phone calls please.

ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT FOR
INSTITUTIONAL ADVANCEMENT
Office of Development, Murray State University. Full-time, nontenure track position. Qualifications: Master's degree required and
a minimum of six years successful experience in higher education
fund raising. Must have proven development leadership, management, organizational and communication skills, experience with capital campaigns, a strong record of success raising significant major
gifts, a self starter with enthusiasm and drive to surpass development goals and manage personnel. The Associate Vice President must
be an accomplished individual with the ability to effectively lead in
the academic setting and to work collaboratively with a wide range of
constituents to produce results. Responsibilities: Leadership and
oversight of all aspects of development including annual fund,
planned giving, major gifts and periodic university and capital campaigns. Work closely with volunteers and staff from alumni affairs,
university foundation, athletic foundation and the individual colleges
providing optional involvement of faculty, staff, alumni and friends of
the University in the development program. Manage Development
office personnel. Represent Development in university-wide strategic
planning efforts. Application Deadline; October 11, 2002. To
Apply: Send letter of application, resume and three letters of recommendation to: Vice President of Institutional Advancement, Murray
State University, 100 Alumni Center, Murray, Kentucky 42071-3357.
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray State
University is an equal education and employment opportunity,
M/F/D, AA employer.

20%

OFF Regular Price

Store Wide - (In-Stock)
•Furniture 'Lamps
*Carpel
•Pietures
*Fabric
•Pad
'Mirrors
'Area Rugs •Vinyl

'Hardwood
*Laminate
•Ceramic Tile

POSITION available
Persons needed to prepare income tax returns.
Seasonal employment. We
will train. Call 753-9204 or
270-437-4531.

Domestic 8 Childcare
ENROLLMENT OPENINGS! Kid's Krew Day
Care Inc.
6 weeks to Pre-K.
759-3333.
WILL do house cleaning
753-1016
Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
CASH FOR
Antiques,
Collectibles,Toys,
Old Plastic Model Cars,
ect. (270) 759-3456.
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and pnmitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S 12th, Murray.
150
Articles
For Sale
2 Tickets for October 6th
Talladega, Alabama Nascar Race (Moss Thorton
Tower Seat) 753-5033
BRIDAL GIFTS
www.my.tupperware.com/
JORETTA RANDOLPH
FT Campbell, KY. approx
20 WWII Wood Bldg.
SALE/SALVAGE
Sealed Bid Opening:
26 Sep02
For Bid/info package:
PWBC-ATTN:
AFZB-PW-P-M/
Mr Robert Wright
16th St., Bldg. 865
Ft. Campbell, KY
42223-5130
Call 270-956-2459
KENMORE Hepa Filter.
JVC Compact VHS Camera. Maytag Washer &
Dryer Best offer. 7590427

PRIVATE Collection
Dept 56 Dickens Village
Snow Village
Retired Houses
Below Market Value
(270)519-9443

Call

7534916 to place your ad today'
Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department

ADVERTISI E
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(Except Outlet Dept. • Already Drastically Reduced)

PHYSICIAN Office in Murray wanting part-time
Receptionist Send
Resume to: P.O. Box
1040-F Murray, KY 42071.

STEEL BUILDINGS
All sizes for all uses.
(270) 642-2667.

FALL SALE

Notice

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

ENTRY LEVEL
TECHNICIANS

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

210-395-2600 or 1-888-338-6931

Larry Elkins, Certifying Officer
Calloway County Judge Executive
Calloway County Courthouse
Murray, Kentucky 42071

STATEMENT OF
NONDISCRIMINATION

060

060
Help Wanted

020
Notice

An Environmental Review Record respecting the within project has
been made by the above referenced county which documents the environmental review of the project and more fully sets forth the reasons
why such Statement is not required. This Environmental Review
Record is on file at the above address and is available foi public
inspection and copying, upon request, at the judge's office, during normal business hours. No further environmental review of such project
is proposed to be conducted prior to the request for release of Federal
,funds_

Hunters Paradise Wildlife
Refuge 300 Acres groups
welcome 270-489-2116 If
no answer leave message

Real Estate
Lake Properly
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & APIs
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whi
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Legal
Notice

FREE DISH
FREE INSTALLATION
$22 99 per month
800-555-6002
Technology Group
Paducah
Restrictions apply

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

1•111111111111111111111111111

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

SOLID Wood Entertainment Center Glass Storage w/2 drawers 18 1/2"
Dx56-WX62 1/2"H asking
$15000
Wooden open cubicles on
rollers
15
1/2"0X30
1/2"WX62 1/2" H asking
$12500 761-1044 or 7530710
TUPPERWARE
Great gift ideas
for Halloween
and Christmas
Call 435-4377
M J Cooper
Leave message

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
1 S'
Appall's:es
30" cook stove sett clean
trig oven Almond color
Good condition 753-6349
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
751-1713
160
Home Furnishings
Like new 7 piece La-Z-Boy
Sectional, $650 , 3 blue
La-Z-Boy rocker recliners
$175., $125 $60 1 maple
table with 6 chairs $125
Ow 435-4305
MATCHING
Couch &
Loveseat-Perfect condition-Neutral with muted
blue & mauve- $500 00
OBO 753-3092
190
Farm Equipment
AC-D17 with 3 point hitch
492-6200 or 753-7688
220
Musical
PIANO for sale, beautifu
console, excellent condi
lion. 0 down, assume low
payments, See locally.
800-437-9757
SLACK'S PIANOS Acoustic, digital, player, new,
used, tuning, repair, moving. FINANCING AVAILABLE.(270)437-4432.
YAMAHA Trombone,
excellent
condition,
$450.00 payments available 753-6619
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
82 Fleetwood, 3 Bedroom,
1 Bath. Best offer, Must be
moved 753-8101 or 4365764
CHECK us out. Keith Baker Homes, Inc. Paris location for new, pre-owned &
bank repo homes. Large
selection of doublewides &
singlewides, 5% Down
payment, no money down
with land. Trade ins welcome, with approved credit. 1999 Fleetwood 16x70
2 Bedroom, 2 Baths, great
floor plan, Includes delivery, set up, Central A/C,
skirting, Refrig. & Range.
Excellent condition, Lady
driven, 5% Down, Approx.
payment $250.00 per
month. W.A.C. (731) 6440012 or 800-533-3568.

lig

erlmenta For Rent

Apwlinents For Rent] 111111111 Acreage

HILLDALE APARTMENTS
is now taking applications for
1 & 2 bedroom apartments.
Fully carpeted, lots of closet space.
24 hour maintenance, playground. You may
apply at the rental office in Hardin, KY.

ACREAGE FOR SALE BY ESTATE
Located only 13 Mi. So on 121 in the Nev.
Concord area 203 plus acres. Approx. 103
acres tillable and the balance in timber.
Road frontage on two roads with beautiful
building locations if desired. Ideal for the
back to nature family, avid hunters or land
investor.

(270)437-4113
TDD #1-800-545-1833
neribu•P
Acce••••••

in

ext. 287

1 Bedroom furnished, low
utilities, deposit and first
month's rent required No
pets $225 00 a month
753-3949

Pets & Supplies

AKC Black Labs ye
checked, shots 753-9815
1 OR 2br apts near down- or 519-0437
town Murray starting at BEAUTIFUL red and white
male Welch Corigi pup 11
$200/mo 753-4109
week old $200 . Chihua1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
hua $250 to $275., Lhasa
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
Apso 5260 382-2831
902 Northwood Dr
BEAUTIFUL Registered
Monday
AKC Female Rottweiler, 6
Wednesday, Friday.
months old. 3 generations
Phone 759-4984
of champions. great markEqual Housing
ings, wonderful temperaOpportunity
ment all shots/papers
TDD #1-800-648-6056
767-0841
1-2 3br apts furnished,
DOG Obedience
near MSU 753-1252 or
Master Trainer
753-0606
436-2858
FULL
blooded
3 year old
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished Mur- pit bull & American Bull
dog 9 month old. Must sell
Cal Realty. 753-4444.
$150.00 each Both Fe1BR Apt $225
male. 753-8419.
Small pets okay.
RABBITS for sale
Coleman RE
Pet or meat
759-4118
753-8101
2 Bedroom Duplex apart400
ment. 907 Story Avenue
Yard Sale
on quiet dead end street.
Appliances
furnished, COMMUNITY
SIDEWALK
Central gas heat and -SALE
Availahl.
,^
Saturday, Sept 14 '02
8am-4pm.
CLLED
CA"
Businesses & residents in
2BR Apartment, Furnished Aurora & along US 68 will
or unfurnished. Stove, Re- be having a community
frigerator, & W/D hookup wide sidewalk sale. Make
near MSU $385. per plans today to attend this
month plus deposit & giant sale!
Sponsored by the
lease. 1609 Farmer Call
Jonathan Aurora
753-0919 or 7-800-589Action Committee
7956
2BR duplex Unfurnisheo
$400 month, $400 deposit
435-4003
2BR.. Duplex C/H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118

Public Sale

FOR Complete Auction
Service Call Wayne
Wilson 753-5086 or
3 BR, Apt C/H/A. Newly
Roger
Stubblefield
redecorated. Located on
(270 527-2931
campus, $400.00 month (2
people) $435.00 month (3
people) includes water,
sewage and trash, 435HALEY Professional
4632 or 559-8510.
Appraising.
APARTMENTS for rent.
270-759-4218
437-4113
"For What It's Worth"
FOR Lease 2 Bedroom
INVESTMENT
Property,
Duplex, Stove/Refrigerator
Houses, Apartments, and
included 753-8067
HWY. 641 S., 2BR, Clean, nil 1PXPS 753-4109
IN Coach Estates 14x76 Quiet and comfortable UNION Planters Bank is
refrigerator, stove, washer, laundry hook-up, W/D. ref- accepting offers on Lot 6
dryer, dishwasher, carport, erences, no pets. Tele- of Strawberry Fields, If intwo
porches, storage phone 492-R614
terested please call 753building. $10,000 753- LARGE lbr Apartment 1893, ext 5259 & leave
3625
Stove, refrigerator WiD message Union Planters
$250
per month, Deposit & reserves the right to acRELIANCE Homes Clearcept or reject any or all ofance Sale on end of the Lease. 412 A N 5th St
fers.
Call
753-0919
or
1-800year models. $0 down
WANTED: To purchase or
financing available to 589-7956
qualified buyers of 2002 or NICE 2 bedroom, 1 1/2 lease Professional office
prior year models in stock. Bath, appliances, low utilit- space or lot suitable for
Approximately
Sale ends Sept. 30th. No ies.$450 00 month 753- building.
reasonable offers will be 2225 Day. 753-1509 Night. 2000 S Ft. 759-3175.
refused Call (270) 767- NICE 2br Duplex with Car9442. Located 2 miles port. 710 Sycamore. 436North of Murray on U.S. 6357 or 753-7457
RED OAKS APTS.
NORTHLAND Place
641.
Special
3+/-Acre Lots
$100 Deposit
with restrictions
1BR From $280
Mobile Homes For Rent
759-9192
2BR From $325
460
Call Today!
Homes For Sale
2 Bedroom. No pets. 753753-8668.
9866
340
3 bedroom, 2 bath brick
Houses For Rent
2BR Rent to own 14x70
home. 21x24 garage.
Coleman RE 759-4118
fenced in yard 1061 Rob2 BR Newly redecorated ertson Road North. 76796 Buchaneer mobile
Gas heat $375/mo 415 S 0405. Must Sell. ,
home, 3br, 2 bath w/spa10th Street 435-4632 o 3BR stove. refngerator &
cious 12x16 front deck.
559-8510
W/D, $525 per month. dequiet area, near campus.
free water and trash haul 2&3 Bedroom houses for posit & Lease required
off_ S550/mo 1st. last and rent Coleman RE 759- 605 Sycamore Call 753oq19 or 1-R00-SA9-7956
deposit. Willing to work on 4118
38R, 1 bath bnck home
deposit. Contact Linda at 3 Bedroom. 2 Bath
Grey's Properties 759- between MSU and down- Large Family room, detown, central gas heat. tached carport 1204 Mel
2001
rose, shown by Appt. 753$525.00. 759-4820
5892
360
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
3BR, 2 bath brick home,
Storage Rentals
excellent condition
759-9329
NICE quiet mobile home CREEKVIEW STORAGEbuilt in 1997,
3BR,
2BA
lot. Ready with trees, ga- 520-S40 On Center Drive
30x40 detached garage
rage, septic and well. Two
Behind Tom's Grille
Poor
3046
Farm
miles north or Murray Call
759-4081
Fload.753-3370..
759-1204 after 8:30 Evens
3BR/1BA. 1503 Danbury,
320
1 ,320sq.ft wicarport &
Apartments For Rent
1,056sq. ft, Detached Garage $72.500 00 7531406
4br. Diuguid Drive. Cole5 Bedroom, 3 Car garage.
man RE 759-4118
Brick 1 1/2 Story Ranch, 3
119 Main • 753-6266
2BR NEAR MSU
Bath Custom built 5 years
MURRAY
Store
and
Lock
Coleman RE 759-4118
old 112 Birchwood Crosspresently has units availafield Estates, corner lot,
ble 753-2905 or 753owner will hold land con7536
tract 436-2805 After 6 00
pm
BEAUTIFUL 3BR, 2BA,
home
on
Johnathan
Creek. Only 14 miles to
All Size Units
Murray Large bedrooms
Available
Loading Dock of
Privacy and acreage, plenMurray Ledger & Times
ty room to roam Priced at
$172,500 00 Call 354First Come
(1471
EASY Lake Access
First Serve
3br. 1 bath 14x70 trailer
Please
16x32 addition. 1 acre lot
50X10 Dog pen $10000
No Phone Calls
Good hunting & fishing
Must move 759-4300
436-2816 after 5pm

EASTSIDE

STORAGE

Free
Pallets

Acreage

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
753-3853

Also located on 27 acres with several outside
buildings this lovely older mini farm.
Property has a large highway frontage with
a 2 bdr. 1 bath, eat-in kitchen, brick home.
Three bay vehicle storage and tool shed
included for your new adventure of country
life. Other outside storage buildings
includes a large tobacco barn. Just minutes
from beautiful Ky. Lake.
For more information please visit
www.happyholidaytravel.Com or call
270-753-6116 M-S or 270-436-2352 or
270-436-2243 for more information.
460
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Used Trucks
1984 Nissan 4x4 King cab
original
67.xxx
miles
$1,650 270-753-4519 or
748-5382
1986 Jeep Comanche 4x4
5 speed, well maintained
Runs and looks good Includes cap and bedliner
LOAO 753-55'41
1988 Chevy S-10 PU New
paint, new tires $2,200
559-3020
1990 Chevy 4x4 350, 5
speed $6,500 OBO 270382-2515 or 832-2912
Campers
1992 3011 Dutchman nice
camper $6,500 For Sale
or Trade for 5th wheel
camper 759-1777
1993 Coachman pop-up
camper Air, refrigerator
and Awning (270)4374519
520
Boats & Motors

Global Mortgage Link
Gerry Puckett•Darren A. Jones•Jacquelyn Watson •Path Butler
753-7407 • III N. 12th St. Suite B
HAMILTON house 14x70
trailer and Lg wooden Bldg
for sale Furnished or Unfufnished. Also 1989 New
Yorker w/ some body damage $900. Dependable
car. Only interested calls
please. 761-1953

Used Cars
1995 Camero Blue, 6 cyl.
auto, CD player, new tires
85,xxx miles. $4,900.00.
437-4432.

HOUSE for sale
1888 Highland Road
Call 474-2708
HOUSE for sale. 4 bdr, 2
Bath
www.mymansion.com/
PoplarStreet
LARGE 2br stove, refrigerator, W/D hookup. Remodel bathroom & new carpet
$425 per month. Deposit
& lease. 631 N. 4th. Call
753-0919 or 1-800-5897956
NEW Duplex for sale, 3br,
2 bath. utility room, kitchen. den. Each side is
leased for year. Great investment. Call 753-3966.
REMODELED 3br, sunroom, LR, 2 full bath,
C/H/A, new vinyl siding, in
town. $50,000.Call after
6pm 753-8023.

1995 Honda 300 EX, good
sharp $1,800 270-7534519 or 748-5382
2001 Kasea 50CC kids
quad, excellent condition.
$1.300. 270-753-4519 or
748-5382
2001 Yamaha Raptor, excellent condition $4,500,
0E30 767-0731

Sport Utility Vehicles
1991 Blazer S10 224,000
miles, power doors and
windows, damage on right
door. $90000 761-7467
or 753-0810

1997 Toyota Camry LE.
113,xxx road miles; one
owner, one owner; all power; excellent condition;
$6,750. 759-3175; 5198854
2001 Red Corvette,
absolutely brand new.
7,000 miles, Black sport
leather seats, smokeglass
removeable top, heads up
display, fully loaded.
$46,000 New. $38,900.
435-4632
86 Honda Accord LXi Sedan, 186K miles, wellcared for & runs well, great
A/C and new sound system $1 700 00 492-8055
95' Nissan Altima for sale.
$4,000.00 OBO. 7532251
96 Chevy Lumina, 71.000
miles, one owner, loaded,
nice!489-2525
97 Buick Riviera, bright
white diamond. V-6, super
charged, 2 door coupe,
58,000 miles, excellent
condition, fully loaded with
leather seats and lots of
extras, garaged kept, nonsmoker. S12,000. 3762256 or 247-7577 Bob
Hart
98 Pontiac Firebird, Power
everything, T-Tops. V6,
CD player, 111,000 miles.
$10,500.00. 753-3669 day.
436-2428 Night
NEAL STARKS MOTOR
SALES 4434 Murray Hwy.
in Hardin, KY. We have 7
cars & 2 Trucks left. You
don't want to miss out on
our deals_ 437-4465.
495
Vans
2000 Dodge Sport Cara
van. White, loaded, with
factory warranty. 753-2769
after 4:00 p.m.

1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee, special edition 5.9
Used Trucks
Limited. 49,xxx miles, excellent condition, fully
loaded. $16,500. OBO 1984 GMC 3 quarter ton
4x4, run great S3.400.
767-0731
OBO 767-0731

Services Offered

630
Services Offered
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Services Offered

I

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel
white roc.
436-2113
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services
Lawn"Mulch•ShruLt
•Bush Hogging•Tilling
(270)436-5277
CARPORTS Starting a!
$675 installed. Roy Hil,
(270)436-2113
CONCRETE fininstung
Free estimates
sidewalks, driveways
patios
435-4619

Services Offered

ARpEr
uJ

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personat install for you?

a.
cc
•
0
8
0

r—
•

WE DO' 7453-7728F,

Visit Our Showroom Today
8
0

•
>
Ire 141 1.1/2 Mist Sour at Von" to Tall bar AwlINV ISO PM-

5CERAt.tiC TILE•COOP TILE • VINYL• HAF-

1:l

_ 00• CARPET

custom homes, udditions
remodeling • custom wood work
ceramic tile • skylights
custom bathrooms • pressure was'
painting interior and exterior
Many Quality References Available

David Gallimore, Owner

731.247.5422

753-2279

B&G Fencing
•Residential •Farm
437-4650
339-8832

530
SerLe Jt,t-er7,.

8

Water Damaged Floor.
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

FENCING
•Complete Line
Services Offered
•Free Estimates
*Insured
A
affordable
hauling,
759-1519
cleaning out garages, atFUTRELL'S Tree Service
tics, gutters, junk, tree
Trimming, removal, stump
work 436-5141
grinding, firewood. InsurA-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL- ed 489-2839
ING junk clean up, cleanHAULING
ing out sheds, gutters tree
Cleaning out garages.
work 436-2867
sheds, carport atics,
A-1 Tree Service
and storage.
Stump Removal.
753-2555
492-8737,
Luke Lamb
437-3044.
HYDRO CLEAN
Free Estimates
Pressure Washing
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Exterior Cleaning
Decks, Home Additions,
Vinyl, Brick. Decks,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Driveways. roofs & More
Garages, Pole Barns, MetFree Estimates
al Buildings, Fencing.
Stephen Alexander
Quality Workmanship,
270-527-8577
Licensed
LEE'S
753-7860 753-1194
CARPET
AFFORDABLE Mower repair, tillers, go carts, etc.
CLEANING
Free pickup. delivery. 436•Carpets .Furniture
2867
•Emergency water
ALL Carpentry Service
removal
From Foundation to
-Free Estimates
Finish.
•Wrinkle Repair
18Yrs experience.
'Quick Drying
New Construction•
753-5827
Remodeling' Repairs.
Mitchell Brothers
Concrete Work.
Paving Specializing in
AGC Certified.
•Asphalt paving
435-4272.
'Seal coating
ALL Carpentry,
'Striping
Electrical.
•Hauling
New Const. Home & Mo759-0501
bile Home repair, Termite
753-1537
& Water Damage, RePAINTING
placement Windows Vinyl
PAY LESS
Siding, Painting. Decks
Call Dan 753-_9.6_13
Call Larry Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353,
ROOF LEAKING'?
Asphalt SEALCOATING
Call a professional
435-4645
& STRIPING
Call Ronnie Geurin
ROY HOLLAND'S
"The Asphalt Doctor"
AUTO MECHANIC SHOP.
'Compare our work
All Types of Auto Repairs
*Compare our prices
306 Industrial Road
•References furnished
Look for the signs
'Workmanship & Material
Monday-Friday
Guaranteed
7 30am-4pm
'Fully Insured
753-0520
-Free Estimates
SUREWAY
270-759-1953
TREE SERVICE
Asphalt Sealcoating
Stump Removal
Travis Asphalt Sealing
Insured with full line of
'Driveways
equipment
'Parking lots
Free estimates
753-5484
FREE ESTIMATES
B&B Barn Builders
Pole barns,'Sheds,
garages of any size.
You need it, we'll build it.
For affordable
quality service
Call Mike or Ben.
436-5233 or 210-6039.

I

Offered

Tag VANCE
David's Home
311 CONTRACTING
Improvement IMI=
767-9036
994-038
Will Do Insurance Work

1995 Stratos Bass Boat &
Trailer 150 HP Motor, Low
hours, $6,950 00 OBO
435-4261

YOU SHOW US:
'Average credit (not perfect)• Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU:
•100% loan. no money down • Flexible, forgiving program
.Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
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TOM'S Window Cleaning
Painting, Pressure Wash
767-9014.
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work.
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters. 7532592

Services Offered

LOTS FOR SALE
Starting at $12,500
Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages

270-437-4838

AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
Also top soil and gravel

437-4838 or
270 559-4986

., --,-.--ruPt-.- .GARAGE'.', SALE GOODIES
HUGE GARAGE SALE
Thursday - Friday - Saturday
94E to 280 - 4-1/2 miles turn right
1130 Wright Rd.
AC.. washer, dryer. chest, dresser, twin beil
youth bed, desk, chain saw, skill saw. coffee 6,
end table, baby bed. stroller, -high chair, car
seat, TV, antique chest, dresser chifferobe,
new tools, linens, glassware, small appliances.
lots of 25C clothes and books, stuffed toys, floor
lamp, puzzles, small organ. Harley Davids
boots size 10. lots more

ESTATE SALE
1700 Holiday Drive
Friday 7 a.m -5 p.m.
Saturday
7 a.m.-Noon
Baby things.
furniture, linens,
jewelry. old household
items, old books, pots
& pans, flower pots,
exercise bike, etc

GARAGE
SALE
1409 Fleetwood Campbell Estates
Fri. & Sat. -7 a.m. - ?
Antiques. furniture.
toys. dishes. outside
toys, clothes, nice
clean items
Rain or Shine

MI/

YARD SALE

YARD
SALE
1518 Beckett Drive
Corner of Beckett
& Tabard in
Canterbury
Sat., Sept. 14th
7 a.m. - Noon
Moving sale,
furniture, antiques
coins, old toys.

175 West Or
Located behind
East Y Grocery
Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 13th & 14th
7 a.m - ?
Baby & Maternity narnP
brand clothes. furniture
& baby items and
formals. Dale
Earnhardt Nascar
items

YARD SALE/ESTATE SALE
1552 Coopertown Rd.(18361

2 miles north of Lynn Grove
Sat. Only 9/14/02 • 7 a.m. -?
Estate items, salt & pepper shakers, antique
quilts. assorted glassware. odd plates. etr

Services Offered

630
Services Offered
1

Your Home linprovemenf Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning"
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Brick •All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Phone (270) 759-4734

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

tan* BrOtherts

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Moving Co.

Wiggins Furniture

1-800-611-6854
,1-270-753-2555

VISA

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy!

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery- 270-753-4566

Luke Lamb

Your Ad Could
*It Be Here
For Only
$250°° Per Month!

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Lamb Brothers Inc.
BRA

Lamb Bros. Tree Service

(MN 759-3624•Mel546-5262
Free Estimates
tree & Stamp Re r77,,,
24 Hr Service
Tree Trimming
Hedge Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of Equipment
LICENSED & INSURED
President: Mark Lamb
I . ‘1.• _
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Horoscopes
BY

YARD SALE

TENT SALE

94 East to Van-Cleave
Rd. follow signs to
Rayburn Used Cars turn
& follow signs & balloons back to yard sale

823 South 4th
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.

Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
8-? No Early Sales)
Antiques, some
NASCAR, toys clothes
ilsiies lots of misc

Don't Miss This One!

YARD SALE
1909B
Westwood
Sat., Sept 14
6-11 a.m.
Washer/Dryer, La-ZBoy, microwave,
ladies clothes size 8
including leather,
Little Tykes playhouse & kitchen,
toys, linens & more.

YARD SALE
325 West Drive
Hwy. 94
behind East Y
Grocery
Sat., Sept. 14
Truck ladder rack,
redwood lumber,
bedding, misc. tools,
Wagner Power Painter,
6" grinder, mechanics
creeper set, fishing
rods

Tools, MUSIC,
household,
clothes, games,
toys, halloween
stuff, to much to
list, come see!

YARD SALE
Panorama
Shores 385
Riverview Blvd.
94 E to 280
Fri. 13 & Sat. 14
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Large sale - women&
girls clothes, shoes,
jeans, sweaters,
tables & chairs, and
lot of misc. items.

YARD SALE
90 West Drive
behind East Y
Grocery
Saturday Only
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Boys clothes 18 mo.
- 3T, Classic Pooh
bedding, furniture,
toys, men's &
women's clothes,
housewares, etc.

ESTATE & 7 FAMILY
YARD SALE
1519 Almo Rd. East on 464, .9 miles of a mile
from Crawford's BBO, entrance to Old Almo,
home of Pee Wee & Mickey Elkins.
Saturday 7 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Couch, tables, recliners, rocker, refrigerator, deep
freezer, microwave, treadmill, vacuum cleaner,
lamps. Playstation. keyboard. Christmas decor,
wicker table, dishes, glassware & cookware, clothes
(infant, children, adults small thru 3X, knick knacks,
quilt rack, jewelry, canning Jars, sheets & towel sets.
LOOK FOR SIGNS

2 FAMILY YARD SALE
102 & 104 North 18th St.
7 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 14
NO EARLY SALES
Adult clothing, men's big or tall, small boat
motor, 12' Al. boat, 11' Coleman Crawdad,
lots of fishing rods & tackle, dehumidifier,
ping ping table, steel door, toilets, dorm
ref., furniture, lamps. wind surfer & lots of
misc.

GARAGE
SALE

YARD
SALE

Sat.. Sept. 14
8 a.m.
1311 Sycamore
Couch, glass top table
and chairs, wood table
and chairs, furniture,
household items, quilt
pieces, yard furniture.
yard tools, tilt trailer,
push mower.

1314 Poplar
Saturday
7:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
Men's items,
children's clothes.
winter maternity,
misc.

HUGE YARD SALE

CARPORT SALE

Saturday
7 a.m. - ?
Hwy. 641 N. after
Rolling Hills
Nursery on right.

Saturday
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
180 Grove Lane
94 East. 1st road
past Duncan's
Grocery, 3rd house
on left.
Ladders, power
tools, computer
items, rugs, clothing,
various other items.

New & used name
brand clothes, tanning
bed, furniture, flower
arrangements.
collectible glass, snow
globes, baskets, toys,
videos books

YARD SALE
110 South Broach
Friday 7-5
Saturday 7-1
Baby bed, carpet,
microwave, baskets,
supplies, cash register, rug rack, lighting fixtures, bakers
rack, clothing,
something for
everyone.

MULTI-PARTY
YARD SALE
Hwy. 94 E. 2
miles turn left
(Knight Rd.)
watch for signs
Sat., Sept 14
8 a.m.-?
Furniture, clothes
garden pond & pump
crafts fabrics, ins bulbs

MOVING
SALE
Sat., Sept. 14
8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
1605 Sycamore
Antique oak table &
chairs, other
antiques, glassware,
clothes (all sizes),
baby items and lots
of misc.

5 PARTY
YARD SALE
Corner of
Glendale and
Bagwell
Saturday
7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Household items,
clothes, patio
furniture, area
rug, much more.

YARD SALE
404 Northwood
(Road beside
Cain's Dodge)
Sat., Sept. 14
6 a.m. - ?
Furniture, electronics,

name brand clothes.
baseball cards, baby
items, crafting
supplies, quilting
supplies, misc.

YARD SALE
1656 Ryan Ave.
Saturday
7 a.m.-?
TV., VCR,
microwave, ceiling
fan, vertical blinds.
dishes, truck tool
box, decorations,
clothes, men,women,
teen girls & boys
size 6.

YARD SALE
507 Meadow
Lane
Corner of
Meadowlane
& Cardinal
Sat., Sept. 14
7 a.m. - Noon
Appliances,
electronics,
exercise equipment.

YARD
SALE
641 N. to 1824 3rd house on left
past old Thweatt's
Golf Carts
Sat., Sept. 14
7 a.m. - Noon
Clothes, household
items, etc.

Angels Attic
Thrift Shop

3-Party
Garage Sale

1628 West Main St.
Open 9 a.m.-Noon
On Saturdays in
September
Regular Sale Days
Every Thursday
Noon-7 p.m.
Proceeds benefit
the Angels
Community Clinic

813 North 19th St.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - ?
Clothes petite - plus
size, tall men's
clothes, computer
access., household
items.

JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday. Sept
14, 2002.
Your imagination carries you through
nearly any jam you might encounter If
you're in a creative field, your work will
peak, though you might be quite
demanding of your product. Bosses also
have high expectations, which sometimes drain you as you attempt to meet
them. Use your abilities, and you will
gam You do need to deal with stress
through some form of exercise or meditation If you are single, you will draw
your share of suitors Someone very special will be entenng your life within a
year. If you are attached, your relationship will develop a more romantic tone.
Share more of yourself. Your playful
quality adds to this bond CAPRICORN
loves to play with you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic,
4-Positive:
3-Average, 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Don't allow a difficult situation

based company's evaluation system
discriminated against older workers
by giving a disproportionate number
of them low grades, depriving them
of raises or causing them to be fired.
Goodyear's evaluation effort is
similar to a forced ranking system at
Ford Motor Co. that provoked a
lawsuit last year by about 500 workers. That suit was settled for S10.6
million and Ford has since overhauled its system, abandoning
grades.
Goodyear said Thursday it is
dropping the most contentious part
of its evaluation system, implemented in 2000, in which the top 10 per-

and you'll make a friend for life. Use
your imagination to entertain. Tonight.
Where the parties are.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Pace yourself carefully. You
might be pushing way too hard. Head out
the door Think through a decision
involving family You might need to
develop a more nurturing style and/or a
more active role with those around you
Tonight: Keep plans low-key
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Use your dynamic thinking to
wade through a problem, which might
involve nsk-taking and/or a loved one
Finances will take a swift curve south in
the next few weeks if you don't exercise
self-discipline. Use your imagination and
entertain yourself and others. Tonight
Naughty works.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Extend yourself to a family
member or a loved one. You could be
uncomfortable and a bit unsure of yourself. Recognize how many assets you
have and what you truly offer. Build on a
relationship's foundation. Make each
other comfortable. Tonight. A romantic
date
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Extend yourself to those who
make a difference in your life.
Something you might find completely
innocuous could be offensive to someone
else The situation could be the opposite
as well. Be understanding and sensitive
to others. Tonight: At a favorite olace.

Judge rules against
Revels competing in
Miss America pageant 116111
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.(AP) —
The last time Rebekah Revels vied
for the Miss North Carolina title,
she beat out Misty Clymer to win a
place in the Miss America Pageant.
This time, it was Revels who
lost.
Now it's Clymer who will carry
the North Carolina title down the
runway when the curtain comes up
and the TV cameras go on for the
Sept. 21 pageant.
A court ruling Thursday closed
the book on a tawdry saga of topless photos, battling beauty queens
and a Wilmington, N.C., judge
who wanted to uphold the ideals of
the world's most famous beauty
pageant.
In it, U.S. District Judge James
Foie balked at Revels' request to
force
the
Miss
America
Organization to let both compete
as Miss North Carolina, which
would have been unprecedented
for the 81-year-old pageant.
Immediately afterward, acting
pageant CEO George Bauer said
Revels was out.
Fox, who heard nearly a week's
worth of legal arguments and testimony, said his decision was in part
triggered by the status of Miss
America, the icon.

wouldn't say whether the pageant
would foot the bill to keep her in
Atlantic City to see the pageant in
person. —
Clymer, too, was incommunicado. She didn't return several telephone calls to her hotel room and
pageant officials refused to make
her available for interviews.
Earlier in the day. she said she
was eager to have the controversy
put to rest.
"It's been added pressure, but
that's what Miss America is
about," she said.
Revels won the North Carolina
pageant June 22, but later resigned
after ex-boyfriend Tosh Welch told
Miss America Organization officials in an anonymous e-mail that
he had topless photos of her, taken
in 1998.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Be careful when dealing w lui
someone who seems to be in charge but
who you personally judge to be shaky
Use your intuition, especially with a
money partner You will start to notice
that others seem a bit off. Tonight. Treat
someone to a movie and dinner.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19)
***** The Moon in your sign energizes you but might not lead you in the
proper direction A supervisor or someone you defer to could be a source of bad
information. Join friends Don't make
anything more sigtuficant than it needs to
be Tonight: You choose.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Step back and take your tune
making a decision involving travel and
someone else. In fact, consider taking the
day off in order to complete a project.
You also might feel the need to catch up
on a loved one's news. Don't push others
nght now. Tonight: Curl up with a good
book or movie.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Understand more of what is
going on with friends. News from a distance makes you a lot happier. Share
more of what you need with loved ones.
You find a partner definitely out of sorts
Work with others on a one-on-one level
Tonight: Have a party.
BORN TODAY Actor Sam Neill (1947),
actor Nicol Williamson (1938), actor
Adam Lamberg (1984)

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

814.95

(On most cars & trucks - house oil only)

(We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

MONDAY NIGHT SPECIALS
7:00 p.m.-?
BUCKETS OF BEER
PIZZA BY THE SLICE
CHICA' OUT IARCO'S FOR SPA/OAY foorou

SPeotal)

13 Miles South of Murray on Hwy. 121
near Paris Landing• 731-232-8323

P'EPP -Pie'cf
Chrysler - Plymouth - Dodge - jeep announces

"The Miss America pageant
over the years, by virtue largely of
its contestants, has become a significant part of Americana. In a
cry real sense, Miss America represents America," Fox said.
"There is a public interest in
seeing that that image is not tarnished because if it is tarnished
there will be fewer contestants,
there will be fewer scholarships,
there will be fewer ideals to
uphold. I don't think that's silly.
We are a country that admires
bravery, courage and integrity. We
instill it in our youth."
Revels, a 24-year-old English
teacher, wasn't heading home
immediately,
though.
She
remained sequestered in a casino
hotel room, where she had spent
the day while the other 51 contestants rehearsed nearby.
She didn't return several telephone calls seeking comment.
"There are no winners in a situation like this,- Bauer said later.
"What the ruling does is help us
continue our efforts to have an
equal playing field" in the pageant,
which will begin preliminary competition Tuesday and crown the
new Miss America on Sept. 21.
Bauer said he was trying to
reach her to extend the pageant's
offer that she remain a "VIP guestof the Miss America Organization
while she was in town. But Bauer

Goodyear workers file age descrimination lawsuit
AKRON, Ohio (AP) — A group
of Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
employees sued the company
Thursday. saying
Goodyear's
employee evaluation system discriminates against older workers.
Goodyear spokesman Keith
Price said Thursday the company
does not discriminate, but that it is
revising the evaluation system to
address workers' concerns.
Retiree-advocacy group AARP
and lawyers representing eight
Goodyear workers filed the lawsuit
in Common Pleas Court. They plan
to seek class-action status.
The lawsuit says the Akron-

to get to you Take charge when others
run away In the next few weeks, you will
want to think through a decision once
more — do so Be sensitive to the long
term as well as the immediate A parent
or authority figure demands your time
Tonight- A must show.
TAURUS (Apnl 20-May 20)
***** Take off early, but be able to
flow with adjustments that might be necessary. Pace yourself, as you might
become tired and need to slov. down
Lounge over a lengthy meal or opt for the
movies. Don't try anything too adventuresome. Tonight: Go for a mind escape
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
**** You could be a birout of sorts
Mercury. your ruler, goes retrograde
right now, and this will impact your
mood A fnend or partner works well
with your off-energy, doting on you.
Now that's more like it! Learn to let others do for you Tonight. Dinner for two.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Others seek you out Make
plans and confirm meetings. What seems
to work for you might not work for a
friend or loved one Express your willingness to help with another's problems.

cent of workers got an A. the middle
80 percent got a B and the bottom
10 percent received a C. Workers
who received a C were denied raises and some were fired or demoted.
"It's an invitation for discrimination." said Megan Bonanni, a Royal
Oak, Mich., lawyer representing
employees. "It's designed to rid the
company of older workers."
Under the company's revised
system, which will still have three
ratings. there will not be a quota for
low grades. Employees ranked in
the lowest category must complete
an improvement program, Price
said.

tutw cutaitah.'

e, ou

2003 models
and with almost 100
2003 units available,
Peppers can fulfill all of your
transportation needs!
("Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car or Truck
Company.')

P't77P't--ieY

0
Dodge

vay
Dodge

2400 E. Wood St.• Paris, TN
(731)642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

.0% APR available for 36 mos. WAC; 3.9°0 APR for 48 mos

WAC; 4.9°0 APR for 60 mos. WAC.
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT In a recent column, you indicated that grapefruit
juice should not be taken with certain
medications, but you didn't specify
which ones. My husband takes several
heart medicines along with grapefruit
juice and has done so for years. Is this
harmfuP
DEAR READER:It certainly could be.
As I have previously written, the
accepted dosages of medications
depend on the normal degradation
and elimination of these drugs. If a
certain compound is not metabolized
appropriately, it continues to re-circulate through the body and may reach
toxic levels.
One of the major degradation systems is called cytochrome P450. Along
with metabolizing medicines, the system also degrades grapefruit juice.
Consequently, if this juice is consumed within 24 hours of taking certain drugs, the P450 substance is, for
all practical purposes, depleted, allowing the drugs themselves to reach
abnormally high levels in the body.
Such a situation can be exceedingly
dangerous.
I have not listed the medications
that react with grapefruit juice
because ill did, the huge list would fill
this column for the next week or
more. Thus, I recommend that interested readers meet with their pharmacists (or their physicians) to
review their medications. If there is a
potential for drug/juice interaction,
grapefruit may become a luxury to be
avoided.
To give you related information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Consumer Tips On
Medicines." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 and a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to
Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe, OH
44092-0167. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My wife had
chronic shoulder pain in the late

1960s. This was treated unsuccessfully with physical therapy. In 1975, she
was discovered to have a large lung
cancer that was pressing on the
nerves to the shoulder. She died the
following year. I don't believe that you
have ever mentioned lung cancer as a
cause of shoulder pain.
DEAR READER: You are correct.
Cancer in the upper lobes of the lungs
can cause shoulder pain, but this is a
relatively rare cause of shoulder discomfort. Moreover, the tumor has to
be fairly large to produce such a
symptom.
For this reason, I'm not at all convinced that your wife's initial shoulder
pain was a result of the cancer.
Judging from the dates you supply,
she would have lived at least five
years with an untreated pulmonary
malignancy, an extremely unlikely
scenario. Further, she would have
experienced other symptoms (weight
loss, cough, fatigue, shortness-ofbreath and so forth) long before the
cancer was large enough to damage
shoulder nerves.
I suspect that your wife's original
pain was probably from bursitis or
another benign condition; the lung
cancer was a far more serious, secondary disorder.
DEAR DR. GOTT: In 1973, at the
age of 11, I was diagnosed with acute
lymphocytic leukemia. This was successfully treated with five years of
chemotherapy. Although I have
enjoyed good health since, I am starting to experience ankle swelling and
constant fatigue. Could the
chemotherapy be the cause? I've tried
unsuccessfully to obtain my medical
records from the 1970s, but they have
been destroyed.
DEAR READER: Some forms of
chemotherapy can lead to delayed
complications many years after the
treatment. However, this is so unusual that I would encourage you to
search for other explanations for your
symptoms. Start with your family
physician. Once he or she has diagnosed your condition, treatment can
be directed at making you feel better.
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DEAR ABBY: 1 am a single mother with two delightful children under
10. My ex and I have been divorced
for seven years. It is his choice to
have no contact with his children.
Three months ago, I met "Nate."
Since then, we have spent a lot of
time together. He has restored my
faith and trust in men. Since Nate
and I are still getting to know each
other, I feel it is too soon to introduce my children to him. I really
think Nate could be "the one," but if
our relationship doesn't work out, I
don't want my children to be hurt
by losing another male role model.
The problem is my mother. She
takes care of my children and
strongly believes that now is the
time for the kids to meet Nate. I disagree, and my mother now refuses
to take care of my children.
Am I prudent to wait to introduce
Nate to my children until I am more
confident about where our relationship is going, or is my mother right?
TRYING TO BE A GOOD MOM

DEAR ABBY: I am a 24-year-old
woman deeply in love with a 32year-old man I'll call Ben. The problem is this: I don't feel appreciated.
Ben is quick to tell me how
afraid he is of losing me, but he has
no problem canceling our plans at
the whim of a friend. He works out
of town, so he's gone five days a
week, during which I basically go to
work and come
When Ben is home on weekends,
it seems as though everything and
everyone is more important than
spending time with me. In fact,
right now he's out with one of his
pals while I'm home alone.
I've brought this to Ben's attention
countless times; nothing changes. I
know I'm a good person and a good
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MODERN SCIENCE
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(
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girlfriend Please abed some light on
my situation Thanks.
LOST IN CANADA
DEAR LOST: Face it, something is missing in this relationship - him. If Ben were as in
love with you as you are with
him, he would want to spend
more time with you when he's
home on weekends. Regardless
of what he says, his actions are
sending a message, and you'd be
wise to take heed. You deserve
more than he is giving. Move on.
***

***

CONTRACT BRIDGE

TODAY IN HISTORY

Bidding Quiz

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. Sept. 13. the
256th day of 2002. There are 109
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One year ago, on Sept. 13, 2001,
President George W. Bush called
the terrorist attacks in New York
and Washington "the first war of
the 21st century" as his administration labeled fugitive Osama bin
Laden a prime suspect. The United
States promised to wage ail-out retaliation against those responsible
and any regime that protected them.
Jetliners returned to the nation's
skies for the first time in two days,
carrying nervous passengers who
faced strict new security measures.
On this date:
In 1759. during the final French
and Indian War, the British defeated
the French on the Plains of Abraham overlooking Quebec City.
In 1788. the Congress of the
Confederation authorized the first
national election, and declared New
York City the temporary national
capital.
In 1851. American medical pioneer Walter Reed was born in
Gloucester County, Va.
In 1943. Chiang Kai-shek became president of China.
In 1948, Republican Margaret
Chase Smith of Maine was elected
to the U.S. Senate. becoming the
first woman to serve in both houses
of Congress.
In 1949, the Ladies Professional
Golf Association of America was
formed in New York City, with
Patty Berg as its first president.

You are South, and the bidding has gone:
East South West North
1•
Dble
1+
Pass
Pass
?
What would you bid now
with each of the following four
hands?
1. A7 KQ98•K34 AK542
2.•KJ73 V A85•Q94 AJ2
3. K82 AK8 +6+ AKQ943
4.•AQ3 K92•AJ8 KQJ5
* * *

WELL,SURE, YOU CAN
ElTNER WORK WERE
ON MY CONTRA,CTS
,rOR AT NOME
YOUR r'k
2E.SumE

earox, THE TOXIN THAT ( COLLAGEN, 711E FAT OF
CAUSES BOTULISM, IS
A COW, IS INJECTED INTO
SHOT INTO THE FACE TO
LIPS AND AGE LINES TO
MAKE THEM PLUMP UP
PARALYZE FROWN MUSCLES

-- LOOKING BACK

Los Angeles, CA 90069.

***

1. Double. This is a takeout
double, just as your previous
one was. Basically, this double
asks partner to bid hearts or
clubs. At the same time, the
second double tells partner you
have values well beyond those
implied by the initial double.
A two-club bid, instead of a
second double, would be wrong
on two counts. First, it would
understate your actual values.
Second, it could also result in
winding up in the wrong suit,
clubs, instead of the right suit,
hearts. The best way to find the
right contract is to double again
and let partner choose the suit.
2. Pass. You have no extra
values beyond those already indicated, so you should pass one
spade.Your partner had a chance
to bid voluntarily over one spade
and turned it down. If you were

to bid one notrump at this stage,
you'd be looking for trouble. Besides,
West might have difficulty making
one spade, since he will be playing
the hand in your best suit.
S. Three clubs. This bid, in conjunction with your earlier double,
indicates pretty closely the values
you have. It shows that your hand
was not only too good for a two-club
bid on the previous round, but also
too good for a two-club bid now,even
after having doubled.
Three clubs urges North to bid
three notrump with a diamond stopper and very little more,since you've
guaranteed a strong club suit and an
excellent all-around hand.
4.One notrump.This mightseem
a gross underbid,given your 20 highcard points, but you must face the
realities ofthe situation. The chance
of finding your partner with six or
more points is almost nil; he is much
more likely to be in the zero-tothree-point range. You should therefore restrain yourselfand try to reach
the safest partscore contract possible.
Note that in the present case, as
contrasted with the first problem,
you don't double for takeout a second
time. This is because your distribution here is notrump-oriented rather
than suit-oriented. Besides, your
partner still has the option ofbidding
a five-card or longer suit at this stage
if he is so inclined.
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1

ONCE YOU THINK
YOU'VE REACHED
THE PINNACLE
OF BOREDOM...

17,888...
17,889...

36 Kelp
38 Crackpot
39 Unpaid
40 Crow over
43 Rode the
rapids
46 Chess piece
47 Beige
48 Author
Zane 50 Dull pain
51 Aardvark
snack
52 Stare
53 Tree growth
54 Luau
instrument
55 Roost

1 S&L offerings
4 Utmost degree
7 Warrior
Princess
11 Makes after
taxes
13 Astonish
MR AND MRS RICHARDS? LICORICE ALLSORTS,SIR? 14
Matty or
THE AIRCRAFT IS FULL,
Felipe
So we'RE PUTTING WU
15 Half-moon tide
IN FIRST CLASS!(ITS A
16 Put the kibosh
WEDDING PRESErs1TI)
on
17 Snug retreat
18 Recoloring
20 Tortilla snack
21 Like some
humor
22 Rainbow
band
23 Free to roam
26 Birders'
society
30 Dwarf
31 Computer key
32 Blvd.
33 Disembarks
(2 wds.)

oar

17,890 ARM
HAIRS!

...THE BAR
15 RA15E7
ONCE AGAIN

ONE...TWO...
THREE...

2

15

1 Cable channel
2 Exploit
3 Remain
4 Pram pusher
5 Stick
6 Jinx
7 "Kubla Khan'
locale
4
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Home Delivery
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.
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$78.00

Local Mail
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3 mo.
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1 yr.
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10 years ago
State Hardcourt I ennis Inv tuition:Al
Published is a picture of Murray Tournament held at MSU.
School Board Chairperson Sally AlBill Furgerson, head football
exander and Supt. W. A. Franklin coach at Murray State University,
presenting Sid Easley a special print was the guest speaker at a meeting
at a meeting of the board. Easley, of the Murray Lions Club held at
present board member, had to re- Murray Woman's Club House.
sign from the board after being ap40 years ago
pointed to the Murray State UniverThe Grand Jury with R.L. Langsity Board of Regents.
ston as foreman reported that 13 inIn high school football games, dictments were returned in its report
Calloway Lakers lost to Hopkins- to the Calloway County Circuit
ville Tigers and Murray Tigers lost Court.
to Fulton County Pilots.
Elected as new officers of TemBirths reported include a girl to ple Hill Chapter 511 of Order of
Sherri and Allen Ashlock, Sept. 10.
Eastern Star were Modene Grogan,
20 years ago
Charlie Lassiter, Beaurdean
Plans are currently underway to Wrather, Joseph Walker, Newman
construct a 40-foot two-lane bridge Grogan, Marjorie Woodall and
across a channel separating the Cen- Ruby Grogan.
tral Shopping Center from K-Mart
Recent births reported at Murray
and the recently completed Chest- Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
nut Hills Shopping Center.
Mrs. Terry Tucker and a girl to Mr.
Published is a picture of Mr. and and Mrs. Raginal Reed Scillion.
Mrs. J.O. Bedwell and Mrs. Helen
50 years ago
Curd of Calloway County attending
Calloway County Farm Agent
the World's Fair at Knoxville, S.V. Foy issued today a warning
to
Tenn.
farmers to watch their pastures for
Sister Mantaring of Philippines the invasion of army worms.
and Sister Betts of Utah are misCharles K. O'Connell, secretor!,
sionaries serving in the area for the
of state of the Commonwealth of
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Kentucky. was guest
speaker at the
Day Saints.
opening fall meeting of the Murray
30 years ago
Woman's Club on Sept. 11, accordCharles F. Hussung, senior at ing to Clara
Waldrop Griffin, presiMurray High School and son of Dr.
dent. Special music was presented
and Mrs. Karl Hussung, has been by a
trio composed of Mrs. Robert
named a semi-finalist in the 1973
Boar. Mrs. David Gowans and Mrs.
National Merit Scholarship Pro- Jim Ed
Diuguid.
gram. according to MHS Principal
Births reported include a girl to
Eli Alexander.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Paschall, Sept.
Bennie Purcell of Murray State 9: a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Linn
University won the 35-and-older
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
singles in the 1972 Men's Kentucky Barrett,
Sept. 10.

DEAR ABBY: I am a junior high
school teacher. Throughout the
year, I receive many gifts from my
students. These gifts sometimes
include cards from the parents
expressing gratitude for the work I
have done with their child.
Is it appropriate to write a
thank-you note? Sometimes the gift
is a combination Christmas present
and thank-you gift, so the correct
DEAR TRYING: For your response is confusing.
mother to try to blackmail you
TEACHER IN MONTANA
into doing what she wants by
refusing to watch the children
DEAR TEACHER: Confusing?
is both controlling and wrong. Regardless of who gives a gift Your children need continuity or for what reason - the giver
in their lives right now - not should receive a written thankthe turbulence that could result you from you, acknowledging his
if your love life became a or her thoughtfulness. You will
revolving door.
be setting a wonderful example
Stand firm, and arrange for for your students to follow.
alternative child care until you
*
know more about where your
relationship with Nate is going.
Dear Abby is written by Abigail
P.S. Although your mother's Van Buren, also known as Jeanne
tactics are heavy-handed,it's nice Phillips, and was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
to know she approves of Nate.
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Bo: 69440,
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20 Actor Sparks
22 Wheel track
23 Lower limb
24 Pamplona
cheer
25 Frequently
26 Politico Landon
27 Tea holder
28 Roe
29 Social
Register word
31 Rear, to Popeye
34 Vipers
35 Baseball event
36 Wiedersehen
37 Dismiss
(2 wds.)
39 'Inferno"
author
40 Chemist's
weight
41 Wacky
42 - and aahs
43 Standing

44
45
47
49
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NYC eatery
Frat letter
Up till now

(Punfear, Buchanan & Paps)
3 mo.
$65.00
6 mo.
$80.00
1 yr
$110.00

Other Mail Subscriptions
3 mo. ........
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Check
Visa

......$70.00
$85.00
$130.00
Money Order
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Mail this coupon with payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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On The Homefront
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The Home Inspection
Thing to Do!
ou're buying a home and
you've finally found the
perfect-or near perfect
home. You successfully
negotiated a mutually agreeable offerto-purchase contract. If a home
inspection has not already been done,
the next step to consider is the hiring
of a professional home inspector for a
full-house inspection. Your REALTOR can provide a list of inspectors,
and assist in the scheduling of the
inspection. The inspector will take an
objective look at the property's condition and prepare an extensive report.
When the inspection is completed, the
condition of the home should be very
clear to both buyer and seller. The
purpose of the professionally done
inspection is to learn the true condition of the home, so as not to unfairly
favor either the buyer or the seller.
When both buyer and seller have had
the opportunity to study the report,
repairs, if necessary, can be completed by the appropriate party by their
mutual agreement.
Home Inspection. Not Just for the
B uyers
As mentioned above, both the buyer
and the seller can benefit from knowledge gained from a home inspection.
Sellers should consider the benefits of
having a pre-sale inspection done
early in the marketing process. If an
inspector agrees with the owner's
opinion that the home is in great condition, then the owner has an excellent marketing tool that should help
the REALTOR sell the home more
quickly and at the highest price possible. The pre-sale inspection report
gives validity to the seller's asking
price, and also places confidence in
the minds of perspective buyers who
know they're not jumping in uncertain territory.
The buyer may still want to hire his
own inspector to obtain a second
opinion before finalizing the sale.
However, the seller's report signals
the buyer that the seller is confident in
the structural integrity of the home,
and is attempting to be totally honest
and forthright about the home condition.
The importance of properly main-

y

It's the Smart
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taining the home and of doing cosmetic improvements and minor
repairs prior to beginning the marketing
process
has been discussed in a
previous
Home front
article.
Improvements
such as a fresh
coat of paint,
simple landBill Kopperud
scaping
Owner/Broker
updates,
Kopperud Realty
cleaned
or
replaced carpeting, and other minor home
improvements can add value to a
home and boost its selling price.
When listing a home for sale, the
REALTOR will ask the seller to
report any problems of which he is
aware, by completing a Property
Condition Report. This is a requirement by Kentucky law, designed to
protect the consumer. It also protects
the seller since the buyer cannot later
claim he was not told of a certain
aspect of the home. A copy of the
property condition report is given to
each serious buyer-prospect and he
must sign that he received a copy. Full
disclosure is the foundation of all real
estate transactions involving a REALTOR.
Major Systems to be Inspected
•Plumbing system. Check type of
water pipes and sewer lines, that can
be seen, for rusting or leaking; turn on
faucets to test water pressure and volume; look for clogged or sluggish
drains or dripping faucets. Pay special
attention to joints and unions, where
corrosion is most likely to occur. If
pipes are galvanized or steel, and the
house is old, check carefully along
the entire length of the pipe.
•Electrical system. The important
points in judging a house's etectrical
service are capacity and condition.
Check load center and observe if
there are fuses or circuit breakers;
check age and look for signs of wear
or exposed wires.
•Heating system. Check the type of
heating system such as warm air, hot

water, or electrical, and determine age
and condition. Fire it up to ensure the
thermostat is working properly.
Check for gas leaks and cracked heat
exchanger.
•Water Heater. Check for signs ot
leaking or rusting. Determine capacity and recovery rate, age and condition. Check also for proper pressure
relief and proper venting if the water
heater is gas.
•Air conditioning/cooling system.
Check type of air conditioning or
cooling system, age, condition,
Freon, and leaks. Again, turn the thermostat to the cooling mode so the air
conditioner can be tested. Note: the
location of the thermostat is very
important. It should be centrally
located inside the house, preferably
on an inner wall, away from drafts
(such as door and window drafts) and
direct sunshine.
*Basement or Craw Space. If applicable, basement or crawl space areas
should be checked for signs of water
leaking, dampness, flooding, dry rot,
termites, proper ventilation and for a
basement, adequate lighting.
•Attic. If applicable, the attic should
be checked for signs of leaks and any
rodent or insect infestation, and if
insulated, check type and quantity.
•In additions to the systems, you'll
want to inspect the exterior, the
kitchen and bathrooms, the walls,
ceilings, windows, doors, insulation
and ventilation.
It's very hard to find the perfect
house. The buyer shouldn't get too
concerned with cosmetic items or
items not needing immediate replacement or repair. A normal amount of
continuing maintenance is just part of
home ownership. However, if the
house has a major systems problem,
then the buyer may want to renegotiate or go back to the drawing board
and start house hunting again.
Although it may seem like a hassle at
the time, it would be an even bigger
hassle-and expense-to contend with a
major problem down the road.
Seek out the advice and assistance of
a REALTOR Professional. He can
help successfully guide you through
the home buying and selling process.
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www.murraykyrealestate.com
•Kopperud Realty listings with multiple pictures & descriptions.
•Links to Realtor.com and msnHomeAdvisor with all Multiple Listing properties.
•Links to School Information, Area Information, Interest Rates and much more.
•Articles and Newsletters providing advice for Buyers and Sellers and the latest Real
Estate News and Trends.

email: info@murraykyrealestate.com
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700 Nancy Drive - $134,500
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60 Grand Oaks - Cedarling Hills - $167,500
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1115 Fairlane - $149,500

496 Oakwood Circle - $155,000
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2070 Brinn Road - $124,500

1539 Oxford Drive - $144,500

3295 State Route 121 South - $128,000

1221 Dogwood - $158,500

1616 Kirkwood - $87,500

68 Nottingham - $83,900

1605 Sycamore - $95,500

104 Hickory - $89,900

1710 Ryan Avenue - $641,90i.

1525 College Farm Road - $75,500
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1007 Olive - $78,000
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711 Main St.
Murray, KY
Bill Kopperud
Owner/Broker

LI

Kathy Kopperud
7.53-6620

Ginger Pickens
753-9534

Call
Kopperud
First!
Betty Jeffcoat
759-1656
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Earleene Woods Mary Jose Robert=
753-9663
753-7219

Amos McCarty
436-5709

V
Rich Rollins
75348421

Billie Wilson
759-1922

Beth Miller
270-924-0420

Fl
Brenda Jones
753-6178

Judy Johnston
4374446

Frankie McNutt
753-1580

